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ABSTRACT 

The total wave aberration of an optical system can be broken down into surface 

contributions. These surface contributions can be further differentiated into induced and 

intrinsic components. The intrinsic aberration is the aberration introduced by a given 

surface, based on a perfect incoming wavefront. The induced component is the additional 

aberration introduced by the surface as a consequence of monochromatic aberrations of 

the incoming wavefront. This distinction is made without decomposing the aberration or 

its components into orders. 

Because no methods have previously been developed to properly analyze this 

induced component, there is very little known about its significance. As a result, the 

behavior of lenses is not well understood beyond third order, and designers must depend 

upon optimization to find solutions with the necessary overall higher-order correction. 

The first part of this investigation is concerned with developing appropriate 

methods for separating the surface contributions to the total wave aberration of an optical 

system into induced and intrinsic components. These systems are limited to rotationally 

symmetric optical systems with spherical or aspheric surfaces. 

Three different methods are developed to describe the induced aberrations. These 

methods emphasize the aberrations of wave fronts rather than rays; rays are simply used for 

calculation purposes. The first is a numerical approach that determines the true shapes of 

the wavefront components, without separating the aberrations into orders. A second 

numeric~l method, based on a procedure developed by G. W. Hopkins, determines 

aberration coefficients to seventh order describing the induced, intrinsic, and complete 

aberrations. Because of the choice of reference surfaces, the third-order aberrations are 

entirely intrinsic. Thus, the induced component is described only by fifth- and higher-
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order coefficients. A third method uses an algebraic approach to calculate the fifth-order 

induced aberration coefficients in terms of third order coefficients. 

The second part is an exploration of the nature and significance of the induced 

component. The various analysis methods are used to explore the behavior of induced 

aberrations in many basic optical systems. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

Optical system design has always required a combination of computational 

methods and the experience and ingenuity of the designer. L. Seidel (1856) developed 

equations for the third-order aberrations. Before computers were available, designers 

could easily calculate these, but the higher-order performance had to be determined by 

tracing a few carefully chosen rays. Methods were also developed to determine the total 

ray aberration and higher-order components. For many reasons, these approaches have 

dealt only with the aberrations at the final image surface, without considering how each 

surface contributes to the overall aberration balance. 

Once computing power became available, the emphasis quickly shifted to powerful 

optimization techniques. By setting up a merit function, typically based on ray 

intersections at the final image plane, a lens can be optimized to find the best value for the 

merit function in a particular region of solution space, without explicitly considering the 

higher-order aberrations or surface contributions. Many image analysis methods have also 

been developed to give meaningful measures of the final image quality. 

The ability to do many computations, therefore, has not been applied to analyzing 

the surface-to-surface effects in a lens; it has mostly been used to deal with optimization or 

analysis based on the final output of the system. 

Due to the tendency to treat lens systems as "black boxes," there is not a good 

understanding of the inner workings of optical systems beyond third order. Despite the 

ease and power of optimization, a better understanding of the surface contributions to the 

overall aberration balance would be very helpful to the designer. 
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To understand how the aberrations associated with each surface contribute to the 

total system aberrations, the scrface contributions can be further differentiated into 

intrinsic and induced components. The intrinsic component is the aberration that would be 

introduced by the surface to a perfect incoming wavefront. The induced component is the 

additional aberration which is produced as a consequence of aberrations of the incoming 

wavefront. These are components of the real monochromatic wavefront aberration; they 

do not depend upon a particular wave aberration description. 

Because there has been very little analysis of the induced aberration component, 

not much is known about its significance in optical systems. This investigation deals with 

developing appropriate methods for determining the induced aberration surface 

contributions and will use these methods to determine their role in optical design. 

1.1. Historical background: 

Many authors have studied higher-order aberrations, mainly in this century. The 

subject was reportedly first addressed by J. Petzval, whose papers were lost. 

Schwarzschild (1905) is credited with the first published method for determining higher

order aberration coefficients. A good review of fifth-order aberration theory was given by 

J. Focke (1965), with particular emphasis on the methods ofK. Schwarzschild (1905), T. 

Smith (1920), and M. Herzberger (1939). Buchdahl (1968) developed aberration 

coefficients to seventh order and spherical aberration to eleventh order. His 

computational method for determining the fifth-order aberrations is the most common 

method implemented in commercial software, since it is relatively efficient. 

All of these have been ray-based approaches; ray aberrations are determined using 

expansions in terms of ray intersection coordinates and direction cosines. Also, while 

different systems of coordinates in the pupil have been used, these methods primarily use 
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coordinates on either the entrance or exit pupil planes. These coordinates are often 

sufficient to describe the aberrations of a well-corrected system, which will have a small 

amount of distortion of the pupil coordinates between the system entrance and exit pupils. 

Still, with the presence of lower-order aberrations, the aberration coefficients based on ray 

parameters lead to ambiguities in describing the aberrations of wavefronts. 

H. H. Hopkins (1965, 1966) showed that coordinates on exit pupil reference 

spheres are more appropriate for describing aberrations and for diffraction calculations. A 

significant advance in higher-order aberration theory was taken by G. Hopkins (1976) in 

developing a method based on Wachendorf (1949) and Cox (1964) to obtain wave 

aberration coefficients with respect to proper exit pupil reference sphere coordinates. The 

approach was to describe real ray traces as series expansions in paraxial ray parameters. 

These are called proximate rays because each successive order will converge toward the 

real ray behavior. The proximate ray parameters are used to determine the wave 

aberration at proper exit pupil sphere coordinates. 

Again, all of these methods describe the aberrations at the output of the lens 

without appropriately determining surface contributions. This is partly because the most 

appropriate way to describe higher-order surface contributions is not obvious. The third

order surface contributions can be concisely and unambiguously described; these do not 

change as the wavefront propagates, so the surface contributions can be considered to 

arise only upon refraction or reflection. The higher-order aberrations, however, are not 

constant as the wavefront propagates .. 

In addition, the third-order aberrations and distortion of the coordinates at 

intermediate pupils, associated with each surface, can be considerable. Ray-based higher- . 

order aberration theory has historically been unable to deal with this, since most theories 
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are based on the assumption of small errors in the pupil coordinates and negligible lower

order image aberrations. 

Velzel and de Meijere (1989) have given equations for fifth-order induced 

(transverse ray) aberrations, developed using Hamilton's method, using three different 

pupil coordinate schemes. In each case, the result is a set of equations for fifth-order 

induced aberrations which are quadratic products of third-order "pupil aberration" 

coefficients. This definition has only mathematical significance and is very inconsistent 

with the present investigation. 

The only related analyses of induced aberrations have been by D. Shafer (1985, 

1986, 1991). The sources of the induced aberrations have been discussed in a 

phenomenological sense, based on design experience and insight. His concepts of induced 

and intrinsic aberrations are similar to the ones considered here, and many of his 

observations are consistent with this thesis. This approach toward understanding the 

sources of induced aberrations, however, is naturally incomplete, and the significance of 

the induced aberrations has not been clearly shown. 

1.2. Present Investigation: 

The goal of this investigation is to develop a method for describing surface 

contributions and to separate the induced and intrinsic components associated with each 

surface in the most physically meaningful way, with an emphasis on the behavior of 

wavefronts rather than rays. Several methods will be developed to calculate these 

components. 

The first method departs from the common use of an aberration expansion, by 

directly calculating the real shapes of the wavefront components with respect to proper 

exit pupil reference sphere coordinates. The second method determines induced and 
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intrinsic aberration coefficients to seventh-order based on proximate ray tracing. Finally, 

an analytical development of equations for fifth-order induced aberration coefficients is 

given that explicitly shows the dependence of the fifth-order induced aberration 

coefficients upon third-order coefficients. This analysis will also reveal the significance of 

distortion of the pupil coordinates between intermediate pupils, or "pupil aberrations." 

An attempt to determine simple surface contribution formulas for the fifth-order 

intrinsic aberrations was made with only partial success. This would provide a complete 

fifth-order theory. It turned out that the intrinsic aberrations were much more difficult to 

analyze. Although a simple set of equations would be very useful for calculating fifth

order aberrations with respect to proper exit pupil reference sphere coordinates, the 

objective of this investigation is to understand the induced component. Thus, the 

numerical calculation of intrinsic coefficients was sufficient, and the analytical approach 

was abandoned. Nevertheless, a very useful equation for intrinsic fifth-order spherical 

aberration will be presented. 

Finally, many examples will be analyzed using these methods, in order to 

understand how the induced and intrinsic aberration coefficients behave in real optical 

systems. The induced component wiIJ be seen to have an extremely significant role in 

most optical systems, and differentiation of these components can give a great deal of 

insight into the inner workings of optical systems. This investigation will reveal very 

significant, complex, and often elegant higher-order behavior in the simplest of lenses, 

which will give a much better appreciation for the art oflens design. 
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CHAPTER 2 

INDUCED, INTRINSIC, AND COMPLETE ABERRATIONS 

To gain a better understanding of the monochromatic aberration behavior of 

rotationally symmetric optical systems, the aberrations can be separated into surface 

contributions. These can be further differentiated into intrinsic and induced components. 

Before this can be done, it is important to develop appropriate definitions for induced and 

intrinsic wave aberration components and surface contributions. These should properly 

describe the physical behavior, and the total co~bination of the components must agree 

with the system aberration. 

2.1. Wave and ray aberrations in rotationally symmetric optical systems: 

The aberrations in an optical system represent deviations from ideal imagery. 

These deviations are traditionally described in terms of either ray or wavefront errors. 

Ray aberrations may be described by errors in the propagation angles or incidence points 

of rays. The wavefront error is equivalent to the optical path difference of the wavefront 

with respect to a proper reference surface. 

The first part of this investigation concerns the development of methods for 

analyzing induced and intrinsic components of wavefronts. Rays are very useful for 

determining the changes in optical path as a wavefront passes through an optical system; 

however, the rays themselves are non-physical. Therefore, rays will only be used to 

determine the properties of wave fronts as they propagate through optical systems. 

H. H. Hopkins (1965, 1966) demonstrated that it is appropriate to reference the 

wave aberration of an optical system to a reference sphere located at the system exit pupil 
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and centered upon the ideal image point. This reference sphere represents the ideal 

wavefront. Figure 2.1 shows a cross-section of the exit pupil reference sphere. 

Optical 
Axis 

Exit Pupil 

Reference 
~Sphere 

(Ideal Wavefront) 

Gaussian 
Image 
Point 

Gaussian 
Image 
Plane 

Fig. 2.1. The exit pupil reference sphere 

Exit Pupil 

Image Plane 

Fig. 2.2. Pupil and field coordinate vectors 
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The aberration of the wavefront is a function of the field coordinate in the image 

plane described by the vector, D, and the pupil coordinate, given by the radial component, 

p, of the pupil coordinate vector, Po, as shown in Fig. 2.2. The coordinate described by 

Po is located on the reference sphere. 

The induced and intrinsic aberrations are components of the true wavefront 

aberration. These do not depend upon any particular mathematical representation. It will 

be helpful, however, to describe these aberration components and the complete aberration 

in terms of an aberration expansion, after properly separating them. 

The wave aberration function for rotationally symmetric optical systems is 

commonly expressed as a power series expansion in terms of normalized field and pupil 

coordinates. For this investigation, it is very helpful to use a vector formulation based on 

Shack (1990). The field coordinate vector is given by H = Hh, and the pupil coordinate 

vector is given by p = pg, for 0 $; H $; 1,0 $; P $; 1, and unit vectors hand g. The wave 

aberration function can be expressed in terms of dot products in Hand p: 

co co co 

W = LLL ~Im (H·H)j (H·p)m(p·pt, where k= 2j+m, /=2n+m. (2.1) 
j=O m=0 n=O 

Taking the dot products of the vectors gives the common expansion in H, p, and cos <p, 

where q> is the angle between the vectors D and p, 

co co co 

W = LLL~lmHk pI cosm<p (2.2) 
j=Om=O n=O 

The transverse ray aberration, E, is proportional to the gradient of the wave 

aberration function, to an excellent approximation (H. H. Hopkins, 1950; Rayces, 1963), 
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R' 1 
£ = --V W ~ -V W 

n'y~ p oj' p , 

(2.3) 

where R' is the radius of the reference sphere, y~ is the paraxial exit pupil height, n' is 

the refractive index, and oJ' = n'u' describes the optical paraxial marginal ray angle in 

image space. 

The third-order transverse ray aberration may then be written: 

1 (3) . (2.4) 
£ = OJ' ~~lm(H.H)J [m(H.p)m-1 (p'PY H + 2n(H·p)m (p.py-I P]. 

J.m.1I 

The order of the aberration is usually described by the dependence of the 

transverse ray aberration on the field and pupil coordinates. Since the transverse ray 

aberrations are related to the gradient of the wave aberration function, the order is given 

by (k+l)-l. 

The derivation for the third-order wave aberration coefficients is given by many 

authors such as H. H. Hopkins (1950) or W. T. Welford (1974). The third-order 

aberrations are entirely intrinsic because they depend only upon paraxial quantities at the 

surface and are uniquely defined. They do not depend upon the radius of the reference 

sphere and can be associated with refraction only. Because the aberrations of the 

wavefront do not change to third order as the wavefront propagates between surfaces, the 

surface contributions to the third-order aberrations can be unambiguously defined. 

Table 2.1 lists the third-order aberrations in terms of the wave aberration 

coefficients and Seidel coefficients. The definitions of the wave aberration coefficients and 

Seidel coefficients are as given by H. Hopkins or W. Welford. The sixth Seidel 
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coefficient, which describes piston error, is equivalent to the Seidel coefficient for "pupil 

spherical aberration," ~, as described by Wynne (1952). 

Table 2.1. Third-order Seidel and wave aberration coefficients 

Wave Aberration Dependence on Aberration Name 
Coefficient Seidel Coefficients 

W040 (1/8) S} Spherical Aberration 

W;31 (1/2) Sll Coma 

JJi22 (1/2) SllJ Astigmatism 

W;20P (1/4) Sw Petzval Curvature 

W;20 (1/2) (S}}} +Sw) Sagittal Field Curvature 

~11 (1/2) Sv Distortion 

W400 (1/8)~ Piston or Pupil Spherical 

Table 2.2 lists the names of the higher-order aberration coefficients used in this 

thesis. Some of these describe the aberration coefficients in terms of their ray behavior at 

the image plane and are not necessarily the most appropriate way to describe the wave 

aberrations. Nevertheless, this terminology is the most common. There are several good 

references that discuss the classifications and ray aberration behavior of the fifth-order 

aberration coefficients, such as Buchdahl (1970) and Cox (1964). 
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Table 2.2. Higher-order wave aberration coefficients 

Wave Aberration Aberration Name 
Coefficient 

Wa60 Fifth-Order Spherical Aberration 

ff;'SI Fifth-Order Circular (or Linear) Coma 

Jf;42 Tangential Oblique Spherical Aberration 

Jf;40 Sagittal Oblique Spherical Aberration 

~33 Elliptical Coma 

~31 Elliptical Coma 

~22 Fifth-Order Astigmatism 

~20 Fifth-Order Field Curvature 

WsII Fifth-Order Distortion 

W600 Fifth-Order Piston 

Woso Seventh-Order Spherical Aberration 

2.2. Surface aberration contributions: 

In order to study the significance of induced aberrations in optical systems, an 

appropriate method is necessary for separating the complete aberration contribution by 

each surface into intrinsic and induced components. Before these are defined, a suitable 

method for treating surface contributions to the total aberration must be determined. 

Although the third-order aberration surface contributions can be unambiguously 

defined, the same is not true for the total aberration (or the higher-order components). 

The presence oflower-order aberrations causes the aberrations beyond third order to vary 

as the wavefront propagates (Hopkins, 1950). Thus, except for the third-order 

component, the aberrations of a wavefront cannot simply be associated with refraction at 

each surface. 
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The images of the aperture stop in the system object and image spaces are the 

entrance and exit pupils, respectively. There are also inte. mediate images of the stop in 

each space of the system. Each surface can be considered to have its own intermediate 

entrance and exit pupils. Since it is appropriate to describe the aberration of an optical 

system with respect to a reference sphere located at the system exit pupil and centered 

upon the ideal image point, it is reasonable to reference the aberrations after a particular 

surface to its own exit pupil reference sphere. 

The intermediate exit pupil reference sphere for a surface will be equivalent to the 

entrance pupil for the next surface. The surface contribution to the wave aberration can, 

therefore, be considered to be the change in aberration between the intermediate entrance 

and exit pupil reference spheres for the surface, or equivalently, between the exit pupil for 

the previous surface and the exit pupil for the surface of interest. 

For describing surface contributions to the higher-order aberrations, each surface, 

then, is treated as a module bounded by its entrance and exit pupils. The different surface 

modules of the system will link to give the total system aberration between the system 

entrance and exit pupils. Fig. 2.3 shows a conceptual graphical illustration of a surface 

module. 

Intermediate 
Object 

Surface Module 
I 

Entrance Pupil Exit Pupil 

Fig. 2.3. Surface modules describe changes between 
intermediate entrance and exit pupils. 

Intermediate 
Image 
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2.3. Definitions of induced and intrinsic aberration components: 

The intrinsic aberrations are defined as the aberrations introduced by the surface to 

a perfect incoming wavefront, emanating from the ideal, Gaussian object point. Using the 

surface module definition of Sec. 2.2, the intrinsic wave aberration is simply the optical 

path difference calculated at the intermediate exit pupil based on a perfect, spherical 

wavefront at the entrance pupil. 

The term, "complete," is used here to describe the aberrations with both intrinsic 

and induced components included. The complete surface contribution is the change in 

aberration between the intermediate entrance and exit pupils for the surface, including the 

effects of an aberrated incoming wavefront. 

The induced aberration, then, is the additional component of the wave aberration 

produced at a surface which results from aberrations of the incoming wavefront. This 

component is found by properly removing the intrinsic component from the complete 

aberration at the exit pupil for the surface. 

It is important that the definition of surface modules be consistent with the total 

system behavior when summed together. The sum of the complete aberration surface 

contributions using surface modules will give the total complete aberration between the 

system entrance and exit pupils, since each surface module links together at the pupils. 

Because the higher-order aberrations will change upon propagation in the presence 

of lower-order aberrations, there will be a component of the intrinsic aberration which 

results from transfer between the surface and the exit pupil reference sphere. It has been 

suggested that this transfer component should be regarded as part of the induced 

aberration, since it depends upon the lower-order aberrations of the surface. In this 

investigation, this transfer term is considered to be part of the intrinsic aberration. It is 

more physically meaningful to consider the intrinsic aberration to be the entire aberration 
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found at the exit pupil reference sphere for a surface based on a perfect incoming 

wavefront. 

The aberrations from the first surface of a system are entirely intrinsic. When a 

second surface is added, the aberration introduced upon transfer from the first surface to 

the second can be considered to come from two transfer operations. First, an aberration 

component is introduced as the wavefront travels to the exit pupil of the first surface (the 

entrance pupil for the second); this component is part of the intrinsic aberration. Then, 

the wavefront propagates from the pupil to the second surface which produces a 

component that is part of the induced aberration at the second surface. 

Therefore, the total intrinsic aberration for an optical system is the summation of 

the aberrations at the exit pupil of each intrinsic module, and the components arising from 

differences in propagation paths between surfaces become part of the induced aberration. 

More discussion of the induced, intrinsic, and complete aberrations is given in 

Chapter Three, which describes the numerical methods used for calculating the 

aberrations. 
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CHAPTER 3 

NUMERICAL CALCULATION OF ABERRATION COMPONENTS 

In Chapter Two, an appropriate method for describing surface contributions to the 

aberration of an optical system was developed. The "surfaces" are treated as modules 

bounded by their intermediate entrance and exit pupils. To calculate the complete 

wavefront aberration and the induced and intrinsic components, techniques must be 

developed to properly describe these aberrations with respect to proper reference surfaces 

in each intermediate pupil. These techniques must account for errors in mapping 

coordinates between entrance and exit pupils. These mapping errors, referred to as pupil 

distortion or "pupil aberrations," will be further discussed in Sec. 4.2. 

There are two numerical techniques described here. The first calculates the real 

shape of the wavefront and the induced and intrinsic components at each exit pupil by 

using an interpolation routine to account for pupil coordinate mapping errors. The second 

method determines coefficients of the wave aberration expansion that describe the 

induced, intrinsic, and complete aberrations. 

3.1. Interpolation method 

The wave aberration with respect to an ideal wavefront at an exit pupil (the 

reference sphere) is described by the optical path difference (OPD) as a function of 

coordinates on the reference surface. To determine the OPD, the optical paths calculated 

for rays passing through coordinates on the reference sphere are referenced initially to the 

optical path of the chief ray. The convention is to subtract the optical path of the given 

ray from that of the chiefray (Hopkins, 1950). 
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Each surface will generally introduce aberrations to the wavefront, as well as errors 

in mapping coordinates between intermediate pupils. When using a grid of rays to 

calculate the OPD, the distortion of the intersection coordinates of the rays on the exit 

pupil must be accounted for to properly determine the wave aberration with respect to 

uniform coordinates on the reference surface. 

The use of uniform coordinates on the exit pupil sphere is physically appropriate for 

describing the wavefront. It is also important because a common set of coordinates must 

be used to properly compare the intrinsic and complete aberrations. The distortion of the 

pupil coordinates will not generally be the same for intrinsic and complete aberrations at 

the exit pupil. 

To account for the distortion of the pupil coordinates, an interpolation method is 

used to determine the wave aberration at uniform coordinates on each reference sphere 

based on the OPD's calculated at the set of two-dimensionally scattered coordinates. The 

interpolation routine was developed from a package written by R. Renka and A. Cline 

(1984). The specifics of the interpolation method and errors involved are described in 

more detail in Appendix A and in the references. 

It was necessary to implement a sophisticated interpolation routine to provide an 

acceptable level of accuracy. In separating the complete aberration into intrinsic and 

induced components, one component may be considerably larger than the other. Also, the 

examples in Chapter Six will show that it is very common to have very large components 

balancing each other to give a very small residual. 

3.1.1. Interpolation procedure: 

The calculations of the intrinsic and complete aberrations involve the same 

interpolatiOli" procedure. For both calculations, a grid of rays is traced from the object 
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point to an exit pupil reference sphere. The goal in each case is to determine the changes 

in the shape of the wavefront between uniform coordinates on entrance and exit pupil 

reference spheres. 

The procedure for determining the shape of the wavefront at an exit pupil reference 

sphere is very straightforward. For a particular object point, a grid of rays uniformly 

spaced in direction cosine is traced through the entrance pupil. The direction cosines, L 

and M, are given by the transverse coordinates of the ray intersections at the entrance 

pupil sphere relative to the object point, (xe -xo ) and (Ye - yJ, divided by the radius of 

curvature of the reference sphere. Because the entrance pupil sphere is centered on the 

object point, the rays intersect the reference surface at uniformly-spaced transverse 

coordinates. This is depicted in Fig. 3.1. 

Object Entrance Pupil 

Fig. 3.1. A grid of rays uniformly spaced in direction cosine. 
These rays intersect the entrance pupil at uniform 
transverse coordinates . 

..... _ ... _-_. 
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These rays are traced to the intennediate exit pupil for the surface of interest to 

detennine the optical path difference with respect to the chief ray at the set of distorted 

exit pupil coordinates. An interpolation is perfonned to detennine the optical path 

difference at unifonn locations on the exit pupil sphere. The OPD is then shifted so that it 

is referenced to the optical path length of the ray passing through the center of the paraxial 

pupil, rather than the chief ray, which generally does not pass through the center. 

It would not be necessary to use this particular grid of rays since the wavefront must 

be interpolated, but use of a grid unifonn in direction cosine allows for calculation of the 

pupil distortion at the intennediate pupils. 

Rather than interpolating, the rays passing through the unifonn exit pupil 

coordinates could be found by using an iterative method. This would be a valid approach, 

but it may require a larger set of rays to accurately characterize the wavefront. One 

problem with the iterative method would be that, in the presence of large pupil distortion, 

the rays at the edges of the intennediate exit pupil reference spheres do not necessarily 

represent rays that will pass through the entire optical system. It is, therefore, generally 

better to use a grid of rays defined by the entrance pupil. 

3.1.2. Intrinsic aberrations 

The intrinsic aberrations are found by setting up a surface module that is defined by 

the paraxial object and image locations, the paraxial entrance and exit pupil locations, and 

the paraxial intennediate field angle detennined by the ideal object height. The unifonn 

grid is traced through the entrance pupil for the surface, and an interpolation is perfonned 

to detennine the shape of the wavefront at the exit pupil, based on a perfect incoming 

wavefront from a particular point in the field. The intrinsic module is shown in Fig. 3.2. 
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In the calculation of intrinsic aberrations at a surface, there will generally be 

distortion of the pupil coordinates from the entrance pupil to the exit pupil. By 

performing an interpolation to find the optical path differences at uniform coordinates on 

the exit pupil, we are, in effect, choosing a set of rays that intersects the entrance pupil at 

distorted coordinates. These coordinates will be located such that the pupil distortion 

introduced by the surface gives a uniform grid at the exit pupil. 

Ideal 
Object 
Point 

Entrance Pupil 

Uniform 
Grid 

Exit Pupil 

Fig. 3.2. Intrinsic aberration model 

Image 

The shape of the wavefront at the entrance pupil will, of course, be perfect, so the 

distortion of the ray intersection coordinates at the entrance pupil is unimportant. The 

change in the aberration between uniform coordinates on the entrance and exit pupils is 

equivalent to the total aberration calculated at the exit pupil. 

3.1.3. Complete and induced aberrations 

The shape of the wavefront can be determined at each intermediate exit pupil of the 

system. To get the complete surface contributions, the OPD's at uniform locations on the 

_ .. -_...... . ......... --- -.---- - ........• 
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entrance pupil for each surface are subtracted from the OPD's at the corresponding 

uniform locations on the exit pupil. This calculation is depicted in Fig. 3.3. 

Uniform Coordinates 

\ 
Image 

Object 

Entrance Pupil Exit Pupil 

Fig. 3.3. Complete aberration model 

Since a common set of coordinates on the exit pupil reference sphere is used for 

both the intrinsic and complete calculations, the induced aberrations are simply found by 

subtracting the intrinsic aberration at each exit pupil coordinate from the complete 

aberration. 

3.1.4. Wavefront versus ray approach: 

The method of defining the complete aberration is interesting because it finds the 

change in wavefront aberration between uniform locations on reference surfaces that are 

defined according to ideal system parameters. This is very different from a ray treatment. 

Because of pupil distortion, there will not generally be a ray that passes through 

corresponding uniform locations on the entrance and exit pupils. This is shown in Fig. 

3.4. 
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The surfaces are essentially treated as "black boxes." The particular trajectories of 

the rays between the pupil spheres are not of interest; it is the change in the shape of the 

wavefront that is being determined. 

Entrance Pupil Exit Pupil 

Image 

Object 
Distorted ~ -----------___ _ 
Coordinate ~---------/-::;T--------:::::::::,~ 

Uniform Coordinates 

Fig. 3.4. Ray versus wavefront description 

If the aperture stop is located at a surface, as shown in Fig. 3.5, then the entrance 

and exit pupils for that surface module pass through the same axial location. Since the 

surface will contribute to the wavefront aberration, there will be a mapping error from the 

entrance to the exit pupil. It may seem odd, at first, to have a mapping error between 

pupils located at the same point. It should always be remembered that the entrance and 

exit pupils are treated as surfaces representing the ideal shape of the wavefront. 



Entrance 
Pupil 

Object 

Aperture 
Stop 

Fig. 3.5. Entrance to exit pupil mapping at an 
aperture stop located at a surface. 

3.1.5. Interpolation example: 
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Image 

An example of an interpolated wavefront is plotted in Fig. 3.6. The total complete 

wavefront at the final exit pupil is shown for a low distortion variation of the Cooke triplet 

given in Sec. C.l. For the interpolation, a square grid of rays has been traced. Points 

outside the circular region of the exit pupil were not used in the interpolation since these 

rays often do not make it through the system, so it is important to neglect values outside 

the unit circle. It is plotted to show that the interpolation routine tends to slowly roll off 

in regions that must be extrapolated. 

When studying surface contributions, large amounts of pupil distortion can cause 

the real beam print on the pupil to be considerably smaller than the paraxial pupil diameter. 

If an oversized grid of rays is not used, the program must extrapolate to determine the 

shape of the wavefront across the entire paraxial reference sphere. This extrapolation can 

lead to significant errors, as described in Appendix A. The wavefront shape outside the 

region of the real beam print can typically be disregarded since this is not allowed to pass 

through the entire system. 



o t q 0 q- 0 t
(S<3I\OM) OdD 

Fig. 3.6. Interpolated complete wavefront at final exit pupil for /14.5 
Cooke triplet at 15 degrees. There are errors associated with 
extrapolation outside the circular pupil. 
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Vignetting also has not been considered for this investigation, but it would be 

straightforward to determine the effects of vignetting portions of the wavefront 

components at different field values. 

3.2. Proximate ray tracing method 

The original intention of this work was to develop the method described in Sec. 

3.1 for analyzing the real induced and intrinsic aberration components in optical systems, 

without using a particular aberration expansion. It was hoped that this less efficient, but 

more physically appropriate, approach would lead to insights into the behavior of the 

induced and intrinsic components. There was no indication that a wave aberration 

expansion could be used to adequately describe the real behavior of these aberration 

components. 

The interpolation method is a very accurate way to calculate the induced and 

intrinsic wave aberration components. It is interesting because it is based on an analysis of 

optical systems in terms of changes to the actual wavefronts, rather than a set of rays or a 

series expansion. Also, the wave aberrations are referenced to the centers of the reference 

spheres, and not to a particular reference ray. This method is very helpful for determining 

the magnitudes and shapes of the wavefront components produced by each surface in an 

optical system. 

Unfortunately, it was found to be difficult to obtain much insight from this 

information into how the induced aberrations depend upon the incoming aberrations and 

the field and pupil coordinates. These insights are better obtained by an aberration 

expansion. 

The amount of computation that would be involved to accurately determine wave 

aberration coefficients based on fitting to the interpolated wavefront components at a 
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range of field values would be very large. The Zernike polynomials could be used after 

interpolating to find the aberrations on a uniform circular grid. To determine the field 

dependence, wavefronts at many field angles would need to be interpolated and fit to a 

polynomial expansion. Because this would be very computationally intensive, this 

approach was not attractive. 

In this analysis, the reference spheres are considered to be centered on Gaussian 

object and image points; thus, there are no first-order terms introduced by an artificial 

change in the radius of curvature of the reference sphere. Also, only the monochromatic 

aberrations are considered, so there are no first-order changes due to a change in 

wavelength. The third-order aberrations with respect to these reference spheres depend 

only upon paraxial quantities and are entirely intrinsic. The induced aberrations will 

depend upon third- and higher-order aberrations, giving induced aberrations of fifth and 

higher order. 

An algebraic approach for determining the fifth-order induced aberration coefficients 

was undertaken to determine how the induced aberrations depend upon lower-order 

aberration terms. This analysis is discussed in Chapter Four. Because it was desirable to 

use an independent method for determining the induced fifth-order aberration coefficients 

to check the results of the analytical method, a procedure based on proximate ray tracing 

was developed. This approach proved to· be indispensable for correcting errors in the 

analytical method, determining intrinsic coefficients, and finding the seventh-order 

aberration components. 

The proximate ray tracing method was developed by G. W. Hopkins (1976) for 

determining the higher-order wave aberration coefficients with respect to proper (system) 

exit pupil reference sphere coordinates. This analysis is based on algebraic expansions of 

ray trace equations. The ray trace equations, expanded in terms of system parameters and 
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paraxial quantities, can be separated into successive orders, using optical path length as 

the transfer parameter. These "proximate" rays will converge toward the real ray behavior 

as higher orders are included. By choosing an appropriate set of rays, a set of linear 

equations can be determined which can be solved for the wave aberration coefficients. G. 

W. Hopkins developed this method up to seventh order. S. C. Johnston (1988) used the 

proximate ray trace method for his investigation of orthogonal aberrations. He developed 

an algorithmic approach that could extend this method to arbitrarily high degrees. 

This method was, however, designed to give system wave aberration coefficients. In 

order to find surface contributions for the higher-order aberrations, as defined in Chapter 

Two, it is necessary to apply a similar procedure to that used in the interpolation method. 

The routine PROXI, given in G. W. Hopkins' dissertation, was implemented into the 

current computer model. The aberration coefficients at each intermediate exit pupil can 

then be found by inserting the appropriate pupil into the system in the form required by 

PROXI. The complete fifth- and seventh-order coefficients are found by subtracting the 

coefficients at the intermediate entrance pupil from the coefficients at the intermediate exit 

pupil for each surface. 

The intrinsic modules used for the interpolation are used with PROXI to determine 

the intrinsic higher-order coefficients. The induced aberration coefficients are then 

determined by properly subtracting the intrinsic coefficients from the complete 

coefficients. 

Although this "brute force" method to determine the fifth- and seventh-order wave 

aberration coefficients involves many computations, it is much more rapid than the 

interpolation routine. Analysis of a triplet with six surfaces takes roughly ten seconds on a 

33 MHz 80386 personal computer to determine all of the third-, fifth-, and seventh-order 
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induced and intrinsic coefficients. This is in strong contrast to the 10 minutes required for 

a full interpolation for two field heights. 

A detailed comparison between the fifth- and seventh-order approximations given 

using PROXI and the interpolation routine is given for a Cooke triplet in Sec. 6.1.1. The 

optical path differences in tangential and sagittal cross-sections (OPD fans) are given for 

the induced and intrinsic aberrations for each surface module. 

The fifth- and seventh-order coefficients can be seen to describe the interpolated 

behavior extremely well. The fifth-order coefficients typically describe the bulk of the 

aberration, particularly on-axis or in the sagittal direction off-axis. Addition of the 

seventh-order coefficients often makes the approximated wavefront indistinguishable from 

the interpolated one. More detailed analysis is given in Sec. 6.1.1. 

Because the fifth- and seventh-order coefficients are found to describe the real 

behavior so well, this method has much more utility than the interpolation method. The 

coefficients are very helpful for determining relationships between induced and intrinsic 

components. This method is also much more rapid. The main shortcoming of this method 

for determining aberration coefficients is that it is entirely numerical. It provides no 

insight into how the higher-order aberrations depend upon the lower-order ones. For this 

reason, an algebraic treatment will be given in Chapter Four for determining the fifth-order 

induced aberrations in terms of the lower-order aberrations. The proximate ray tracing 

method provides an' independent means for comparing the fifth-order aberration 

coefficients. 
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CHAPTER 4 

ALGEBRAIC TREATMENT OF FIFTH-ORDER INDUCED ABERRATIONS 

Although the numerical methods employed for differentiating the higher-order 

aberrations into induced and intrinsic components are straightforward and accurate, they 

provide little insight into what is physically occurring to produce induced aberrations. The 

goal is to find a set of algebraic expressions that will clearly show the dependence of the 

induced aberrations upon the lower-order aberrations. 

The interpolation method of analyzing the higher-order aberration components 

describes the real, physical behavior of the aberrations generated by the surfaces in an 

optical system, where the surfaces are treated as modules. The proximate ray trace 

method uses the same surface modules to describe the aberration behavior in terms of 

fifth- and seventh-order coefficients. This method has been shown to compare well with 

the "real" behavior. Unfortunately, this method does not reveal the dependence of the 

higher-order induced aberrations upon the lower-order terms. An algebraic method would 

be more useful because it would not only allow for an easy way to calculate induced 

aberration coefficients, but it would also allow the designer to predict the behavior of the 

system based on the well-known lower-order aberration surface contributions. 

While it is relatively simple to determine equations for third-order aberration 

surface contributions that elegantly describe their dependence upon first-order parameters, 

the traditional analytical treatment of fifth- and higher-order aberrations becomes very 

unwieldy, particularly when describing the aberrations with respect to appropriate 

coordinates on exit pupil reference spheres. It will be shown that, with an appropriate 

conceptual model based upon what is physically occurring, a very concise set of equations 

can be found that accurately determines the fifth-order induced aberration surface 
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contributions, as defined here. These will explicitly show the dependence upon lower

order aberrations and geometry. 

4.1. Conceptual model: 

In determining how induced aberrations are produced, it is important to consider 

aberrations of the incoming wavefront as well as lIaberrationsll that result from mapping 

coordinates between pupils. 

As described in Chapter Two, the wave aberration function of a rotationally 

symmetric optical system can be expanded in terms offield and pupil vectors, Hand p, 

00 00 00 

W = LLL ~Im (H·U)i(H·pt(p·p)n, wherek=2j+mandl=2n+m. (4.1) 
i=O m=0 n=O 

The aberrations of the wavefront incident upon the surface can be described by the 

sum of the wave aberration contributions from the previous surfaces. These are 

referenced to the intermediate exit pupil reference sphere for the previous group of 

surfaces, which is equivalent to the entrance pupil reference sphere for the surface of 

interest. We are interested in the change in aberration occurring at the surface as a result 

of this incoming aberration. 

As described in Chapter Two, only fifth- and higher-order induced aberrations will 

appear when using reference spheres centered on the ideal object or image planes. 

Because there are no first-order aberration terms, the fifth-order induced aberrations will 

be found to result only from products of third-order coefficients. The fifth- and higher

order aberrations will lead to induced aberrations of seventh and higher order. Some 

discussion of seventh-order induced aberrations will be given in Sec. 4.8. 
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To determine the induced aberration coefficients, it will be necessary to consider 

the behavior of the rays used to calculate the wave aberration. The third-order aberrations 

measured at uniform locations on the exit pupil depend upon the aberrations acquired by 

the rays that intersect those uniform coordinates. These rays will generally pass through 

aberrated coordinates at the entrance pupil of the surface. The aberrations of those 

coordinates are given, here, by the third-order transverse entrance pupil aberrations. Since 

the same set of exit pupil coordinates is used for the complete and intrinsic calculations, 

and the third-order pupil aberrations are only related to first-order parameters, the 

complete wavefront and intrinsic component will experience the same third-order pupil 

aberrations at the surface. Pupil aberrations will be discussed in more detail in Sec. 4.2. 

The complete aberration at the exit pupil can be described up to fifth order by 

considering the effect of the third-order aberrations, opP) , of the coordinates on the 

intermediate entrance pupil for surface s, for the ray set striking the uniform exit pupil 

coordinates. The aberrations of the wavefront at the uniform exit pupil coordinates are 

due to the aberrations produced at the surface and the incoming aberrations at the 

corresponding distorted coordinates on the entrance pupil. Thus, the aberrations up to 

fifth order at the exit pupil can be described by: 

s-\ 

Wexit(p) = L [fJ13)(p+0p~3») + W;(S)(p)] + ~3)(p) + ~(S)(p), 
;=\ 

(4.2) 

where the superscripts, (3) and (5), represent third- and fifth-order components. 

The aberrations of the wavefront at uniform coordinates on the entrance pupil 

simply describe the incoming aberrations: 
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$-1 

Wcntrancc (p) = L [JV;<3) (p) + ~(5) (p) ]. (4.3) 

1=1 

The change in aberration between unifonn coordinates on the entrance and exit 

pupil reference spheres is the complete aberration: 

$-1 

= L [JV;<3) (p + opP») + JV;<5) (p)] + ~(3) (p) + W;5) (p) 
;=1 

$-1 

- L [~(3)(p) + ~(5)(p)] (4.4) 

;=1 

$-1 

= L JV;<3) ( Op;3») + W;3) (p) + ~(5) (p) . 
;=1 

The intrinsic aberration is simply given by the third- and fifth-order aberrations 

produced by the surface and transfer to the exit pupil. As mentioned earlier, the rays used 

to calculate the intrinsic aberration at unifonn exit pupil coordinates will go through the 

same aberrated coordinates, to third order only, as the rays used to calculate the complete 

aberration. Regardless of where those rays strike the entrance pupil, the wavefront shape 

is assumed to be perfect, so the third-order pupil aberrations have no effect on the intrinsic 

aberrations. Thus, we have: 

(4.5) 

Subtracting this intrinsic component leaves the induced aberrations, which are 

products of third-order entrance pupil aberration coefficients and the third-order wave 

aberration coefficients of the incoming wavefront. Any fifth-order component that might 

result from the coupling of the wave aberration at the surface and the entrance pupil 
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aberration for that surface will be canceled out by the intrinsic aberrations, since the the 

third-order pupil aberrations are the same for the intrinsic case. This is not true for fifth

order pupil aberrations; there would be a component due to the different amounts of pupil 

aberration between the intrinsic and complete cases, due to induced pupil aberrations, that 

would couple with the wave aberrations of the surface to give seventh- and higher-order 

coefficients. Thus, the fifth-order induced aberrations are given by: 

W~~~ced (p) = ~omplctJp) - WmtrWic (p) 
$-1 

= L ~(3)(8p!3»). 
(4.6) 

1=1 

The third-order aberration coefficients are just the usual wave aberration 

coefficients as described in Chapter One. In order to calculate the induced aberration 

coefficients, however, it will be necessary to properly evaluate the third-order entrance 

pupil aberration coefficients with respect to proper entrance pupil reference sphere 

coordinates. 

4.2. Pupil aberrations: 

4.2.1. Background: 

In dealing with changes in wavefront aberrations between entrance and exit pupil 

reference spheres, the concept of pupil aberrations is important. A common interpretation 

of pupil aberrations is to consider them to be analogous to image aberrations. The roles of 

the object and image surfaces and the pupil "surfaces" are reversed. 

In reality, of course, the pupils are simply boundaries to the wavefront (real or 

virtual). The only physical significance of pupil aberrations is in terms of errors in 

mapping coordinates between entrance and exit pupil surfaces. 
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The pupil aberration is often referred to as pupil distortion; this is very appropriate, 

because for each point in the field, the mapping error is between entrance and exit pupil 

reference spheres centered on the ideal object and image points. Since each pupil surface 

refers toa single point in the field, there is a one-to-one correspondence between 

coordinates on the entrance and exit pupil surfaces. 

As a function of pupil and field coordinates, the pupil distortion can be described 

by an aberration expansion similar to the image transverse ray aberration expansion. The 

pupil aberration coefficients describe the pupil distortion for a family of pupil surfaces, 

since rays from different points in the field are incident upon different pupil surfaces. 

Therefore, the transverse pupil aberration expansion is simply a convenient means for 

describing the pupil distortion as a function ofH and p. Terms such as pupil coma, pupil 

astigmatism, etc., do not have the same significance as the corresponding image 

aberrations. 

To calculate the fifth-order induced aberration coefficients, it is necessary to 

determine the proper form of the third-order pupil aberrations with respect to coordinates 

on the reference sphere centered upon the Gaussian image point. Because designers are 

mainly interested in aberrations at the image, there has not been much emphasis on pupil 

aberrations in the literature. 

C. G. Wynne (1954) and H. H. Hopkins (1965, 1966, 1974) showed that the pupil 

aberrations depend directly upon the image aberrations. As a result, in a well-corrected 

optical system, the aberrations of the coordinates on the system exit pupil can usually be 

neglected. This approximation becomes increasingly more accurate as the imagery 

improves. Although the commercial optical design programs will reference optical paths 

to the exit pupil reference sphere, the aberrations of the ray coordinates are typically 

ignored. 
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Pupil aberrations were used by Wynne as a means of determining the effects of 

conjugate changes on the third-order Seidel aberrations. He determined the relationships 

between third-order pupil and image aberrations, with the assumption of planar pupil and 

image surfaces. The entrance and exit pupils were treated as "object" and "image" planes, 

with the roles of the marginal and chief rays reversed. The pupil and image aberrations 

were found to be directly related, with the introduction of geometrical terms that result 

from the use of planar surfaces. The resulting relations for the Seidel coefficients (given in 

Table 2.1) are as follows: 

~ = SVl 

~] = Sv - $ A( u2
) 

~]] = SIll - $ A(uu) (4.7) 

~v = S/V 

SV = S]] - $ A(u2
) 

$ = n(yu- yu) = YaJ-YaJ, 

where the sign conventions are as defined by Welford (1974), $ is the Lagrange invariant, 

u and u are the paraxial marginal and chief ray angles, y and yare the marginal and chief 

ray incidence heights on the surface, n is the refractive index, A indicates image minus 

object space quantities, and SVl is the Seidel piston (phase error) coefficient. The barred 

variables represent pupil aberration coefficients as defined by Wynne. 

Blaschke (1952) discussed the relationship between Wynne's coefficients and those 

with respect to a reference sphere centered on the axial Gaussian image point. In that 

context, similar relations to Wynne's were obtained. 

These equations are not, however, valid for coordinates on pupil spheres centered 

on Gaussian object and image points. Most of the third-order aberrations are found to be 

-""-------- --- -""'","", -------
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much more simply related. The description of pupil aberrations with respect to pupil 

reference sphere coordinates was discussed by H. H. Hopkins (1965, 1966, 1974). 

Hopkins showed that the use of coordinates on the pupil reference sphere leads to 

simple relationships between the wave aberration function and both the image and pupil 

transverse ray aberrations. These relationships are described by Hopkins as "canonical" 

because they are similar to Hamilton's canonical equations of motion. A good discussion 

of these coordinates is given by Williams and Becklund (1989). 

O.--------7~------~----~~---------
Optical Axis 

I 
Entrance Pupil 

Fig. 4.1. H. H. Hopkins' pupil coordinates 

The normalized pupil variables (xs, YT) and the corresponding primed quantities in 

image space are given by: 

X y 
(4.8) Xs = YT = 

Nhr hs 

x' 
X' 

Y; 
y' 

= = N'h' , s 
h' s T 
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where X and Yare rectangular coordinates on the reference sphere, hs and h; are 

paraxial heights with respect to the tangent plane to the pupil surface, and N' = cos li' . 

These variables are shown in Fig. 4.1 for the tangential cross-section ofthe pupil in object 

space. 

The canonical coordinates, G; and H;, are defined in terms of displacements at 

the image plane, with coefficients of the numerical apertures for the sagittal and tangential 

planes: 

G; = n'(X~.xlR')A~' 
H; = n'(Ym'ax/R') Art , 

(4.9) 

where a;, Ti:> are the coordinates of the image point, Q'; (~~, rh.) are the coordinates of 

the image point, Q', near Q'; R' is the radius of curvature of the exit pupil reference 

sphere, A~' = ~ - ~;, and Art = rh. - 11' . 

The canonical object space coordinates are given by similar unprimed quantities. 

For an aberrated ray passing near the ideal image point and pupil coordinate, displaced by 

oG; and oH; at the image plane and ox; and oy; at the pupil sphere, the following 

canonical equations can be derived (Hopkins, 1965). 

ox; oW 
= oGs 

oG' oW 
= s oXs (4.10) 

oy; oW 
=--

OHT oR' OW 
= T 

°YT 

The equations on the right describe the relationship between wave aberrations and 

transverse ray aberrations, similar to Eqn. 2.3. The equations on the left show that the 
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pupil aberrations are related to the derivative of the wave aberration function with respect 

to field coordinates. 

The latter equations describe the mapping errors between two conjugate pupil 

surfaces. Describing the pupil aberrations in a similar manner to the transverse ray 

aberration gives a direct relationship between pupil and image aberration coefficients with 

the same field and pupil coordinate dependencies. Thus, there are direct connections 

between image coma and pupil "distortion, II image and pupil II astigmatism, II etc. 

In expressing these relationships as a function of the field coordinates, however, it 

is necessary to account for the use of planar object and image surfaces. The effect will be 

to introduce a geometrical term into the coefficient for pupil II coma, II identical to the result 

given by Wynne (described further in Sec. 4.2.2). 

This is a result of using of a "hybrid" approach to describing optical systems. 

Historically, the analysis of optical systems has been based upon a tangent ideal. The ray 

trace parameters involve coordinates on planes perpendicular to the optical axis, as well as 

distances measured along the optical axis. The ray angles are, therefore, described by a 

tangent relationship. 

G. W. Hopkins (1976) introduced the concept of the "sine ideal." This scheme 

uses coordinates on proper pupil reference spheres and distances measured along the rays; 

the ray angles are described by a sine relationship. It is, however, also necessary to use 

curved object and image surfaces centered upon the axial intersections of the pupils in 

order to have a complete system ideal. This is a much more natural approach; unlike the 

tangent ideal, it is possible to correct the aberrations on the image surface and have a 

proper mapping on the pupil surface. 
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Lens designers are usually more interested in the properties of systems that image 

onto planar image surfaces, so the "hybrid" approach using object and image planes with 

pupil spheres was taken. 

4.2.2 The pupil aberration expansion: 

The canonical equations given by H. H. Hopkins describing the "transverse 

aberration" of the ray at the pupil were given in Sec. 4.2.1. The development of these 

assumed small variations in the canonical variables, 8G; and 8H;, or equivalently, small 

transverse aberrations at the image. The pupil "aberrations" describe the distortion in 

mapping coordinates between entrance and exit pupil reference surfaces for a particular 

point in the field. Thus, the radius of curvature of the exit pupil reference sphere, R, 

could be assumed to be constant. 

In this context, it is necessary to describe the "transverse pupil aberration ll as a 

function of pupil and field coordinates. This is not physically meaningful because different 

points in the field refer to different pupil surfaces. The canonical equations of H. H. 

Hopkins can be modified to describe the third-order image and pupil aberrations using 

similar terminology to the image aberration description given in Chapter Two. This will 

be shown for the component in the tangential direction. The canonical equation for the 

tangential component of the transverse ray aberration at the image is given by: 

oR; = 
oW 

- /JYT ' 

H' T = n'(Y:ax/R')&T/'. 

Only third-order aberrations are considered, so H; can be written as: 

- ----_._- --- - .. _-- - ._---_._---

(4.11) 



H; = n'(Ym'ax/R')!lrl 

~ n' (Ym'ax / I~ ) Al1' 

~ n' u' Art = oJ' A 11' 
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(4.12) 

where I~ is the axial distance from the exit pupil to the image. A similar equation can be 

written for H r in terms of unprimed quantities. 

Equation 4.11 can then be given as, 

(4.13) 

The pupil coordinate, Yr' is equivalent to the normalized pupil coordinate, PY' and 

8(A11'} is the transverse ray aberration, s~, in the tangential direction. Normalizing to the 

maximum image height, Y~IlK' we get the normalized third-order transverse ray aberration 

at the image: 

s' 1 oW -y- = -, 
Ymax. Y~ax. OJ' OPy 

1 oW 
= -- (4.14) 

jf' °Py 

The canonical formula for the tangential component of the normalized transverse 

pupil aberration is given by: 

oW = 8p~. oHr 

(4.15) 
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Substituting for Hr and taking the derivative of the wave aberration function in terms of 

the normalized field coordinate, h;, where A rt = .v~1IX h; : 

op~ 
1 oW 

= ----
.v mllX co oh; 

(4.16) 
1 oW 

= ---
jf' oh' y 

Thus, very similar forms are found for the normalized exit pupil and image 

transverse ray aberrations in terms of the wave aberration function. By including the 

sagittal component, the following relations can then be written for the normalized third-

order transverse aberrations, where the normalized transverse image ray aberration is 

given by &~: 

2.4): 

e' = n 
_1 VW 
jf' p 

1 
op' = --VhW, 

jf' 

(4.17) 

The normalized exit pupil aberration function can then given by (based on Eqn. 

op' = Kklm.cxit [[m(p.p)i(p.H)m-I(H.Hrp]g+[2n(p.p)i (p·H)m(H.Hy-1 H]h] (4.18) 

= Kklm.cxit [pkH'-I[mcosm-1 cp] g + pk H'-1[(I-m)cosm cp] h], and 

1 (3) 

Kk1m. exit = - jf' ~ ~'m' 
J.m.n 

(4.19) 
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where the K coefficients represent the normalized third-order transverse exit pupil 

aberration coefficients, $ is the Lagrange invariant in the same units as the aberration 

coefficients, and g and h are the unit pupil and field vectors. 

An expression can be given for the normalized transverse image aberration, similar 

to Eqn. 2.4, where the normalized coefficients are given by: 

1 (3) 

K k1m = -L~/m· 
$. },m,n 

(4.20) 

The third-order normalized transverse exit pupil coefficients, then, are equal and 

opposite in sign to the transverse image ray aberration coefficients with the dependencies 

on field and pupil coordinates reversed: 

Kk1m• exit = - K'km . (4.21) 

These correspondences have been observed for all coefficients except for the 

relationship between pupil "coma" and image distortion. As mentioned earlier, an 

additional geometrical factor was found to be necessary due to the use of planar object 

and image surfaces. This component was not described by the development of H. H. 

Hopkins, but it is identical to the result given by Wynne (Eqn. 4.7). The transverse 

normalized exit pupil coma splits into two parts: 

K 131A = -K311 + !A(u2
) 

2 

(4.22) 

KJ3JB = -K311 · 
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Coma can be considered to have symmetric and asymmetric parts. In terms of the 

transverse pupil aberration, the pupil coma is given by: 

(4.23) 

The symmetric part is given by the second term, which maps out a circle for a constant 

zone in the field. Again, this mapping is non-physical, since it describes transverse 

aberration on the family of pupil surfaces centered on that set of ideal field coordinates. 

This symmetric term is equivalent to the image distortion coefficient. The first term is 

given by the distortion plus a geometric term. The asymmetric term is often lower in 

magnitude than the symmetric term, and will be zero if the surface is located at a pupil. 

It is difficult to visualize pupil coma because the pupil surfaces change for different 

object and image coordinates. The geometrical term results from changing the radii of 

curvature of the entrance and exit pupil reference spheres as a function of the coordinates 

on the object and image planes. 

It is easier to picture the analogous case for image coma. Image coma is directly 

related to pupil distortion; there is a variation in magnification, or focal length, for 

different zones of the pupil. Correction of the image coma implies that the pupil distortion 

on the reference sphere is corrected. The mapping on the pupil plane, however, would be 

distorted due to the geometrical factor given in Eqn. 4.7. 

Similarly, with the use of planar object and image surfaces, the pupil coma is 

related to the image distortion, as well as a geometrical factor due to the variation in the 

radii of curvature of the pupil reference surfaces as the field height changes. 

If the sine ideal were used, the radii of the entrance and exit pupil reference 

spheres would be constant for different object and image points, and the geometrical term 

of the pupil coma would not arise. If the pupil coma is corrected, this implies that the 
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image distortion is zero on a spherical image surface centered on the axial intercept of the 

exit pupil reference sphere, and non-zero on the image plane. 

The term given in Eqn. 4.17 can be seen to result from using coordinates on the 

image plane rather than the spherical image surface of the sine ideal. 

Image 
Exit Pupil 

I 

1---\,----- z -----~>;J>il 
Paraxial 
Chief Ray 

Fig. 4.2. Origin of geometrical pupil coma term 

The intersection height of the paraxial chief rayon the image plane, yp, and the 

height on the spherical image surface centered on the axial exit pupil intersection, Ys' 

(shown in Fig. 4.2) can be related as follows: 

(4.24) 

where primes denoting image space quantities have been omitted. These relations apply to 

both object and image space. Ifthere is no third-order distortion of the coordinates on the 

image plane, there will be a distortion of the coordinates on the spherical image surface 
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centered on the exit pupil. This can be represented by a normalized transverse ray 

aberration: 

8yp e 1_2 -- = - = --u 
yp yp 2 

1_ -2 
())e = --y ())u 2 p 

(4.25) 

The transverse aberration, e, depends cubically upon the paraxial chief ray height at the 

image, representing a distortion term. In the form of a wave aberration coefficient, we 

have, where 2' = Y p ()) : 

(4.26) 

Since the image distortion on the spherical image surface is directly related to the exit 

pupil coma, the normalized transverse pupil coma coefficient is given by, 

- 1 (-2) 
K\3I. seom, eKit = '2 Au, 

(4.27) 

which is analogous to the relation given by Wynne. 

4.2.3 Example of pupil aberrations at intermediate pupils: 

The pupil aberrations can be very substantial in typical optical systems. Figure 4.3 

depicts the amount of pupil aberration at each intermediate pupil in the Cooke triplet given 

in Appendix C U14.5 at ±15°) for the upper and lower rim rays and chief ray passing 

through the ideal coordinates at the system exit pupil. 
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Fig. 4.3. Mapping error in nonnalized pupil coordinates at each 
intennediate exit pupil for upper and lower rim rays and 
chief ray U14.5 Triplet at 15 degrees) 
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Since the system aberrations are nominally corrected, the exit pupil rays both start 

and end at a relative pupil height of one. This is due to the fact that if the system image 

aberrations are corrected, the pupil aberrations will be also. 

Fig. 4.3 shows that the intermediate pupil aberrations can be quite large, even in a 

fairly conservative design. For example, there is more than a 17% change in the relative 

pupil height for the lower rim ray between the entrance and exit pupils for surface three 

and more than a 20% change in the relative pupil height for the upper rim ray in going 

from the entrance pupil to exit pupil of surface four. It is this strong pupil aberration that 

can lead to significant amounts of induced aberrations. 

As seen in Chapter Three, a large amount of pupil aberration can affect the 

interpolation of the wavefront since a significant amount of extrapolation is often 

necessary to describe the wavefront out to the edge of the ideal pupil surface. 

4.2.4 Comparison of pupil aberration coefficients with PROXI coefficients and real 

behavior: 

The correspondences developed have been verified using the program from G. W. 

Hopkins' dissertation, PROXI, which numerically determines third- and fifth-order 

transverse pupil aberration coefficients referenced to either the entrance or exit pupil 

reference spheres. Also, the pupil aberrations with respect to uniform coordinates on the 

entrance pupil are found to be equivalent, but opposite in sign, to the aberration 

coefficients referenced to uniform coordinates on the exit pupil, as expected. 

PROXI gives coefficients in the same form as Buchdahl's transverse ray aberration 

expansion, with six coefficients for the third-order transverse aberration coefficients (E: to 

P6) and twelve for the fifth order. The coefficients, ~ and ~, are related to the two 

coma coefficients given by Eqn. 4.23. 
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Figure 4.4 plots the actual versus third-order aberrations of the pupil coordinates 

in the tangential direction for the exit pupil surfaces centered on the image points at the 

edge of the field for surfaces three and four (arbitrarily) of the Jl4.5 Cooke triplet. These 

are the total pupil aberrations acquired between the system entrance pupil and the 

respective exit pupil surfaces. The plot shows the deviations in the ray intersections from 

the unaberrated pupil coordinates as a function of the relative pupil coordinate, p. This is 

analogous to a distortion plot in image space. 

5 ...................................................................................................... . 
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o 
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-1.0 -0.5 0,0 0.5 
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Fig. 4.4. Real versus third-order pupil distortion at exit pupil for surfaces 
three and four of an 114.5 Cooke triplet at 15 degrees 

1.0 

The third-order coefficients describe the bulk of the pupil aberration, but there are 

significant higher-order terms present. The curve for surface three has a cubic shape, due 

to the pupil "distortion" coefficient, and is shifted as a result of pupil spherical aberration . 

.... __ . __ . __ ._-- --- _ .. - . _._ ..... _----
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Since this surface is the aperture stop, it can be seen that the real chief ray does not pass 

through the center of the stop, demonstrating the need to reference the aberration to the 

center of the pupil rather than a particular chief ray. 

The pupil aberration at surface four has a strong quadratic shape due to large pupil 

"astigmatism" and "field curvature" coefficients. Thus, although this pupil aberration 

represents a distortion of the coordinate mapping on the exit pupil, with a one-to-one 

correspondence between entrance and exit pupil coordinates, the form of the distortion is 

not necessarily cubic, as the term "distortion" might connote. 

4.3. Derivation of fifth-order induced aberration coefficients: 

It was shown in Sec. 4.1 that the fifth-order induced aberrations will depend upon 

the incoming third-order aberrations and the third-order transverse entrance pupil 

aberrations (opposite in sign to the exit pupil aberrations), as given by Eqn. 4.6: 

s-\ s-\ 

W~~~ced (p) = L ~3) (p + 8p~3») - L ~3) (p) . 
(4.28) 

1=\ ;=\ 

The third-order transverse entrance pupil aberrations for the surface are described 

by the vector displacement, 8p~3). This is introduced into the vector wave aberration 

expansion for the incoming wavefront, where the subscript (s-l) refers to the summation 

of the third-order aberrations from the previous surfaces: 

(3) 

- L ~lm,(S_I)(H.HY (p·pt(B·pt. 
(4.29) 

j,m,n 
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The terms in opP} can each be expanded out as a binomial series. Since we are 

only interested in the fifth-order induced aberrations, we only need terms linear in Op;3}: 

[ (H·p)+(H·8p;3» r = (H·p)m + m(H·p)m-1 (H·Op;3)) + ... 

[ (p+oPP})'(p+Op;3}) r = [(p.p) + 2(p.8p;3» + (8p;3) 'Op;3}) r (4.30) 

= (p·pt + 2n(p·pr-1 (p'Op;3)) + ... 

The terms that do not depend on op?) are the third-order (intrinsic) aberrations, 

which are subtracted out. Thus, we are left with the fifth-order induced aberrations in 

terms of the third-order incoming aberrations: 

W~~~ced = W04O,(S_I) [ 4 (p.p)(p. opP}) ] 

+ W';3I,(S-I) [2(H.p)(p.8p;3» + (p.p)(H·opP» ] 

+ Jt;22,(S-I) [ 2 (H· p) (H· 8pP}) ] 

+ Jt;20,(S-I} [2(H.H)(p'8p?})] 

+ ~II,(S-I} [ (H.H)(H.opP» ]. 

(4.31) 

These terms can be grouped in terms of (p·opP» and (H.op;3}), Taking the other dot 

products, we get, where H = Hh and p = pg: 

W~2ced = [4W04O,(s_I}Jl + 2 W;3I,(S-I} Hpcosrp + 2 fJi20,(s-l}H2 ] (pg'Op;3}) 

+ [ W;3I,(S-I}Jl + 2 Jt;22,(S-I} Hpcosrp + ~I1,(S-I} H2 ] (Hh·8pP»· 

(4.32) 

The pupil displacement vector, Op;3} , is given by the third-order normalized 

transverse entrance pupil aberration function, given by Eqn. 4.18, where the coefficients 

are opposite in sign from the exit pupil aberration coefficients: 



This gives, allowing for two separate pupil coma coefficients: 

Op;3) = K04O[4H3 h] + KI3IA[H2pg] + KI3IB[2H2pCOS9Jh] 

+ K222 [2HtT COS9Jg] + K220[2Hp2 h] + K311[p3 g]. 
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(4.33) 

(4.34) 

Substituting for opP) in Eqn. 4.32 and performing the dot products give fifth-order 

terms of the same form as the intrinsic fifth-order aberrations for centered systems. 

Grouping these into the fifth-order terms gives the induced aberration coefficients, which 

are just products of the third-order wave aberration coefficients of the incoming wavefront 

and the normalized third-order transverse entrance pupil aberration coefficients at the 

surface. The equations for the fifth-order induced aberration coefficients in terms of pupil 

aberration coefficients are given in Table 4.1, where the ~lm coefficients are understood 

to be the aberration sums from the previous surfaces, and the Kk1m coefficients are the 

normalized entrance pupil aberrations for the surface. 
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Table 4.1. Fifth-order induced aberration coefficients in terms of pupil aberration 
coefficients. 

Coefficient Equation 

W060 4K311 W04O 

W;SI 3K311 W;31 + 8(K220 + K222 )W 040 

Wz42 2K311 JJi22 + 4K220W;31 + 6K222 W;31 + 8K131BW04O 

W;40 2K220W;31 + 2K3\lW;20 + 4K131AW04O 

Jlj33 4K131BW;31 + 4K222 JJi22 

Jlj31 (3K131A + 2K131B )W;31 + 4(K220 + K222 )JJi20 + 4K220W;22 

+ K3\I~1I + 16K04OW04O 

~22 2K222~1I + 4K\3IBJJi2o + (2K131A + 4K131B )JJi22 + 8KQ40W;31 

~20 2 K\3I A JJi20 + 2K220~1I + 4KQ40W;31 

WsII (K131A + 2K\3IB )~II + 8K04O (JJi2o + JJi22) 

~oo 4 K040 JJt;1\ 

As described in Sec. 4.2, all of the pupil aberration coefficients can be related to 

image aberration coefficients, with the exception of the pupil coma term, which has the 

same form as that given by Wynne. The third-order entrance pupil aberrations are equal 

to the exit pupil aberrations given by Eqns. 4.21 and 4.22, but opposite in sign. 

Thus, the third-order transverse entrance pupil aberration coefficients are related 

to the normalized transverse image aberration coefficients as follows: 
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K040 = K400 K222 = K222 

K131A K3\I - d( 'fj2 )/2 K220 K220 
(4.35) 

= = 
K131B = K311 K3\I = K\3I' 

The fifth-order induced aberration coefficients can then be written in terms of 

image aberration coefficients, and the pupil spherical aberration and coma terms, where 

again the ~lm coefficients represent the incoming aberrations. These are given in Table 

4.2. Because this table represents a large amount of information, each of the fifth-order 

induced aberration coefficients will be discussed separately in Sec. 4.6. 

Table 4.2. Fifth-order induced aberrations in terms of image and pupil aberration 
coefficients 

Coefficient Equation 

Wa60 4K\3IW04O 

W;SI 3K\3I~31 + S(K220 + Km)W04O 

W242 2K\3IW;22 + 4K220~31 + 6K222~31 + SK311 W04O 

W;40 2K220W;31 + 2K13\W;20 + 4KI3IAW04O 

Jt;33 4K3\I~31 + 4Km "i22 

Jt;31 (2K311 + 3K131A )~31 + 4(K220 + K222 )"i20 + 4K220W;22 

+ K131 U;;11 + 16K04OW04O 

~22 2K222 ff;11 + 4K3\I"i20+ (4K3\I + 2KI31A )W;22 + SK04O W;31 

~20 2K131A"i20 + 2K220 U;;11 + 4K04O~31 

Wsl1 (2K3\I + K\3IA )U;;11 + SK040 (Jt;20 + W;22) 

J¥;;oo 4 K040 ff;11 
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4.4. Success of model: 

The algebraic analysis was undertaken after completing the numerical interpolation 

model, so that the dependence of the fifth-order component of the induced aberration on 

lower-order aberrations could be determined. Later, the proximate ray tracing method for 

calculating induced and intrinsic aberration coefficients to seventh order was implemented 

to provide a check for the analytical method. This comparison helped to determine errors 

in the analytical method, particularly due to the pupil coma term. In fact, the need to 

include this lead to a conceptual model based on displacements of the pupil vector, rather 

than the object vector, which gave very similar results, but did not account for the 

geometrical factor that appears in the pupil coma term. 

With the appropriate model, the analytical method has been found to compare 

extremely well with the results for the fifth-order induced aberrations produced by the 

proximate ray tracing method. The coefficients calculated by each routine match to 

machine precision for all ten fifth-order coefficients (including piston), for all systems 

tested. These include refractive and reflective systems that employ spherical, conic, and 

polynomial aspheric surfaces. This is particularly significant because the two methods are 

entirely independent of one another. 

The algebraic method, then, was successful in many ways. The method is 

computationally simple. It involves little more computation than that involved in 

calculating the ordinary Seidel aberrations. These equations are easy to implement for 

both analysis and optimization (see Sec. 6.3). The proximate ray trace method is much 

more computationally intensive. 

The algebraic method is also extremely simple in comparison to the many 

mathematical derivations of fifth-order aberration coefficients such as those of Herzberger 

(1939), Cox (1964), and Buchdahl (1968). 
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The proximate ray trace method was shown to compare very well with the numerical 

interpolation model in Chapter Three. These equations are more useful, however, in that 

they explicitly give surface contributions and show the dependence of each of the fifth

order coefficients upon third-order quantities. These dependencies will be discussed in 

more detail in Sec. 4.6 and in the examples of Chapter Six. 

The excellent agreement shows that the conceptual model is appropriate. The 

components of the higher-order aberration are analyzed in terms of wave aberrations, and 

not with respect to a particular set of rays. The algebraic method uses the concept of 

pupil aberrations to, in effect, correct for the third-order differences in mapping pupil 

coordinates from the entrance pupil to the exit pupil. 

4.5. Comparison with numerical methods: 

The proximate ray trace method is compared with the interpolation method in 

Chapter Three and in the Cooke triplet and aspheric triplet examples in Sees. 6.1.1 and 

6.1.2. Since the fifth-order coefficients given by the proximate ray tracing method match 

the coefficients from the algebraic method, there is no need for further comparison. 

One problem has been found to occur with the use of PROXI, the program given 

by G. W. Hopkins (1976), which was discovered using this comparison. PROXI gives 

some erroneous results for systems with large object distances or intermediate object 

distances. Hopkins explains that this is "caused by non-zero initial entrance pupil 

coordinates due to round-off error." He suggests using object distances less than or equal 

to 1 06 lens units. This is helpful, but there is often a small amount of error with an object 

distance of 106
, particularly in the third-order distortion coefficient and the higher-order 

coefficients with larger field dependencies. 
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All of the examples in this dissertation use object distances of 106 or less. Because 

the analytical method uses only third-order coefficients in calculating the induced 

aberrations, these will give correct results for infinite object distances. 

4.6. Interpretation of the fifth-order induced aberration equations: 

Since the numerical model uses the paraxial locations for the intermediate object 

planes, there is no defocus or tilt introduced. Shifting the object position from the paraxial 

value would introduce first-order displacements that would couple with the third-order 

aberrations at the surface to produce third-order terms, as well as fifth- and higher-order 

terms. With the choice of paraxial pupil reference spheres, the fifth-order aberrations will 

only depend upon third-order aberrations defined with respect to the Gaussian image 

surfaces. Defocusing to improve the image requires a change in the radii of the reference 

spheres, which affects the relative amounts of higher-order aberrations. For this study, all 

of the lenses analyzed only consider aberrations with respect to paraxial reference spheres 

and Gaussian image surfaces. Thus, the equations given in Sec. 4.3 represent the only 

sources of fifth-order induced aberrations. 

The fifth-order induced aberrations at each surface depend upon third-order 

incoming aberrations and the third-order pupil aberrations, which in turn, depend upon the 

first-order parameters of the surfaces up to and including the one of interest. The induced 

aberrations are, therefore, highly dependent on the first-order configuration. The choice 

of the first-order configuration does not simply lead to a particular sum of the third-order 

aberrations; it also defines the fifth-order induced aberrations produced by each surface, 

and the resulting system sum. 

For this reason, analysis of the induced aberrations can lead to a better 

understanding of why some configurations work better than others. It may also be a 
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useful optimization tool for locating new lens configurations. Optimization with induced 

aberration coefficients is discussed in Sec. 6.3. The fifth-order induced aberrations do not, 

of course, represent the entire induced aberration component, but it is usually observed 

that the fifth order is dominant, as is shown in the examples of Chapter Six. 

Each of the fifth-order aberration coefficients is described below in terms of the 

third-order wave aberration coefficients. The pupil aberration coefficients are given in 

terms of their image aberration counterparts wherever possible, as in Table 4.2. Further 

analysis of the behavior of these coefficients is given in the examples of Chapter Six. 

4.6.1. Spherical Aberration 

4 s-I 

= -W, ~w:: . $ 131,s fr 040,1 (4.36) 

The equation for fifth-order induced spherical aberration is extremely simple. It 

only depends upon the sum of the spherical aberration (SA) from the previous surfaces 

and the pupil distortion, or equivalently, coma at the surface. When there is zero field, the 

coma coefficient technically is zero, although there is pupil distortion associated with axial 

imaging. The Lagrange invariant, $, is linear with field, and balances out the coma term, 

so that the equation for induced fifth-order spherical aberration does not become 

undefined. The above equation is, however, the simplest possible form, so it is easiest to 

introduce a small field angle in order to calculate the induced fifth-order spherical 

aberration. This is also true for the equation for intrinsic fifth-order spherical aberration 

given in Sec. 5.1 which has a similar term. 

Eqn. 4.36 can also be considered to arise from the displacement of the axial object 

from the optical axis due to incoming spherical aberration and coma at the surface. The 
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presence of coma at the surface will result in the "offense against the sine condition, II since 

the image height of the sagittal rays passing through a particular zone of the lens will differ 

from the paraxial image height. 

The displacement of the object is given by the transverse ray aberration of the 

incoming spherical aberration. This transverse ray aberration, normalized to the object 

height, is given by: 

lJh _ ~ ~ Wn p3 = ~ ~ Wn04O.
r
' p3 

h - - , £.... 040'; 9lP £.... 
y(j) i=1 "" i-I 

(4.37) 

where again it is simplest to calculate this with a small field angle, but the equation can be 

modified to be used at zero field. 

Thus, the effective object for the surface of interest is displaced by the incoming 

spherical aberration. This is substituted for the value of the field variable in the expression 

for coma, giving a wave aberration that depends upon 4W04O• incoming W;-31.swfacc p6, which is 

the fifth-order induced spherical aberration term. Therefore, induced spherical aberration 

is a direct consequence of the "offense against the sine condition." 

4.6.2. Circular Coma 

1 [ .-1 s-I ] 

W;-SI = - 3 W;-31 •• L W;-31.i + 8 (W220 •• + U';22 •• ) L,'=I w O4O.i 
?? i=1 

(4.38) 

Circular coma is induced by incoming third-order spherical aberration and coma 

(pupil distortion) at the surface. Since the incoming spherical aberration couples with the 

(tangential) field curvature of the surface, curved surfaces will generally produce circular 

coma in the presence of incoming spherical aberration. Thus, as described in Sec. 6.1.5.1, 
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even an aplanatic surface, which has no third-order coma, can produce induced circular 

coma. 

4.6.3. Tangential and Sagittal Oblique Spherical Aberration 

(4.39) 

The oblique spherical aberration is often difficult to control in optical systems. 

The W240 term, in particular, depends strongly on the field curvature of the surface and the 

incoming wavefront. Optical systems often require surfaces with large curvatures, which 

can generate significant amounts of W 240' The induced W 240 also depends on the 

geometrical part of the pupil coma, so it can be considered to be a consequence of the 

Petzval curvature of the surfaces and the use of a planar image surface. The difficulty in 

correcting W240 in a double Gauss is analyzed in Sec. 6.2.2. 

The JJi42 term can also be significant, but it depends on a larger variety of third-

order coefficients, which may make it easier to control. 

4.6.4. Elliptical Coma 

(4.40) 
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Despite its complexity, elliptical coma is not usually considered to be as difficult to 

control as other fifth-order aberrations, such as higher-order field curvature and oblique 

spherical aberration. The JJj31 term is the most complicated of the induced aberration 

terms. It depends upon every single third-order aberration term in both the incoming 

aberration and the aberration at the surface, including pupil spherical aberration and both 

pupil coma terms at the surface. The spherical aberration at the surface is the only 

coefficient not represented, since it does not effect the transverse pupil aberration 

function. 

4.6.5. Astigmatism and Field Curvature 

1 [0-1 0-1 _ 0-1 

~22 = $ 2 JJi22,. tt JJjll,i + 4 JJjIl,. tt JJi20,i + (4 JJjIl,. + 2 ~3\A,.) tt JJi22,i 

+ 8 W "'. ~ 11;",; ] (4.41) 

1 [- .-\ .-\ _ .-\ ] 
~20 = $ 2 ~3IA,' tt JJi20,i + 2 JJi20,. tt W;II,i + 4 W04O,. tt W';31,i 

Hoogland (1980) proposed that the hardest of the higher-order aberrations to 

control is the higher-order field curvature and that the correction of this aberration is the 

"pivotal problem in photographic lens design." The induced ~20 depends on several 

factors that may be difficult to control. There is a strong dependence on incoming field 

curvature and field curvature at the surface, similar to the sagittal oblique spherical 

aberration, which can also be hard to balance. 

The field curvature at the surface couples with incoming distortion, which is often 

very large at intermediate surfaces in complex lenses. The incoming field curvature 
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couples with the pupil coma, which can also be significant. The other term depends on the 

incoming coma and pupil spherical aberration at the surface; the pupil spherical aberration 

is usually not explicitly controlled in optimization. 

In examples with large field angles, the induced and intrinsic field cUivature 

components can become very large. The intrinsic surface components tend to behave 

similarly to the third-order field curvature, but are smaller and opposite in sign. The 

nature of the induced component strongly depends on the configuration. 

The fifth-order induced astigmatism also can become very large, since it depends 

on similar factors. Like the tangential oblique spherical aberration, it may be easier to 

control this term than the fifth-order induced field curvature due to the dependencies on a 

greater variety of factors. 

4.6.6. Distortion 

(4.42) 

In systems with appreciable field angles, the induced distortion can be very large 

because of large third-order distortion surface contributions. Distortion will produce a 

field-dependent tilt to the wavefront. The aberration balance of a lens is often a 

combination of components with very large tilts off-axis. 

Although the third-order distortion itself affects the mapping of the image without 

a loss of definition, all of the fifth-order induced aberrations depend, in part, upon the 

third-order distortion surface contributions, except for induced spherical aberration and 

circular coma. 
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4.6.7. Piston 

~oo 
4 _ s-I 

= $ W O4O,s tt Jt;II,i (4.43) 

Piston error is usually regarded as an unimportant aberration term since it is simply 

a constant phase error, The third-order piston coefficient is mathematically equivalent, 

however, to the pupil spherical aberration, which is clearly an important factor in many of 

the induced aberration coefficients. It can produce induced fifth-order piston, distortion, 

astigmatism, field curvature, and elliptical coma. 

Pupil spherical aberration is also of interest in some types of designs, such as 

eyepieces. The pupil spherical aberration can cause an apparent shift in the pupil location 

as the eye pivots. This will make the pupil appear to be kidney-bean shaped. The higher

order pupil spherical aberration components can be very large, so the ~oo coefficient may 

have value in helping to control this aberration in such systems. 

4.7. Other definitions and methods used for calculating induced aberration coefficients 

4.7.1 Object vector displacement: 

The method developed to describe the induced aberrations involves taking into 

account the aberration of the pupil coordinate vector. Another approach was initially 

taken where the incoming aberration was treated as a displacement of the object vector, 

H. This displacement was given by the transverse aberration at the intermediate object 

surface (similar to the analysis of spherical aberration in Sec. 4.6.1). The induced 

aberration was described as the change in the wave aberration at the exit pupil of the 

surface resulting from the displacement of the object vector due to incoming aberrations. 
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This approach gave very similar equations; however, there was a discrepancy 

observed upon comparison with the interpolation method. The equations described the 

real behavior for small field angles well, but as the field angle increased, the error in the 

terms with higher field dependencies became significant. 

Determining the source of this error was a lengthy process, which eventually 

required a new conceptual model. First, an analysis of the seventh-order coefficients was 

attempted to try to account for this error. This eventually led to the use of the proximate 

ray trace method. The numerically calculated coefficients showed that the error was in the 

fifth-order coefficients. 

The error was accounted for by reinterpreting the induced aberration model. 

Instead of coupling with the image aberrations at the surface, the incoming aberrations 

coupled with the pupil aberrations. Using the proper form for the pupil aberrations that 

includes the geometrical part of the pupil coma gives the correct values for the fifth-order 

induced aberration coefficients. 

It is mathematically equivalent to the approach in Sec. 4.3 to describe the incoming 

aberrations as transverse ray aberrations at the object and the pupil aberrations in the form 

of a wave aberration function at the surface. This is not, however, physically meaningful. 

4.7.2. Ray-based treatments: 

There are inherent difficulties involved with a ray-based aberration treatment, such 

as the treatments ofBuchdahl (1968) and Herzberger (1939). One problem is that the use 

of a ray aberration expansion using coordinates in the entrance or exit pupil plane will 

produce an excessive number of coefficients. For example, for the fifth-order aberrations, 

the ray aberration expansion gives twelve coefficients, while the wave aberration 

expansion gives only nine (excluding piston). 
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When there are no third-order aberrations present, identities can be found to give 

nine independent fifth-order coefficients, as is required. This is often a reasonable 

assumption when studying the total system aberration. When analyzing the higher-order 

surface contributions, however, the intermediate aberrations can be extremely large, 

causing these identities to break down. The determination of wave aberration coefficients 

becomes ambiguous. 

Schwarzschild (1905) used coordinates on a spherical exit pupil surface centered 

on the axial image point. Herzberger described this definition as a "hidden inaccuracy" 

since we would like to use coordinates "where our ray meets the plane of the exit pupil." 

This system, in fact, will give nine independent fifth-order aberration coefficients rather 

than twelve, as shown by Velzel and de Meijere (1988). The coordinates of 

Schwarzschild, however, differ from this investigation, where the pupil surface is centered 

on the Gaussian object point. 

Velzel and de Meijere use Buchdahl's and Schwarzschild's coordinate systems to 

give formulas for induced aberrations. Their definition is clearly a mathematical one, since 

their coefficients are found to be products of pupil aberration coefficients, rather than 

describing aberrations induced at each surface as a result of incoming aberrations. 

All of the ray aberration approaches attempt to find the image aberrations of the 

entire system (including the method ofG. Hopkins) and are not concerned with describing 

surface contributions and pupil coordinate mapping errors properly. Thus, the surface 

contributions and definitions of "intrinsic" and "induced" aberrations of all of these 

developments do not have a relationship to the present analysis of these components. 
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4.7.3. Shafer's phenomenological analyses: 

Induced and intrinsic aberrations have been discussed by D. Shafer (1985, 1986, 

1991) based on design experience and insight. He defines the components in a similar 

manner to the present treatment; the induced aberrations are a result of incoming 

aberrations to each surface. Many of the observed relationships correlate very well with 

this investigation, although the terminology is mainly based on analyzing ray aberrations. 

A phenomenological approach can be just as useful as a mathematical approach 

when describing complex behavior, which is the motivation behind the exploration of 

induced and intrinsic aberrations in the examples of Chapter Six. Shafer's analyses raised 

many issues which helped guide the exploration. 

4.7.4. Refraction and transfer components: 

Another reasonable approach to describing the surface contributions is to separate 

the aberrations into refraction and transfer components. The aberrations calculated at the 

system exit pupil would result from refraction at each surface, transfer between the 

surfaces, and transfer from the final surface to the exit pupil. 

This method does not separate the intrinsic and induced aberrations in a meaningful 

way, since it does not consider the aberrations produced by each surface with respect to 

its own exit pupil. It would, however, give some insight into the higher-order aberration 

behavior. The transfer components, which describe the combination of the induced and 

intrinsic transfer components as they are defined here, would be very significant. 

Another problem with this method is in determining the refraction component for a 

surface near a focus. This is apparent in the Offher null lens example in Sec. 6.1.7. It 

would be ambiguous, with geometrical optics, to describe the shape of the wavefront at 

the field lens, which is located in a strong caustic region. 
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This method of analysis was used by W. Weinstein (1949) in studying the wave 

aberrations of oblique pencils. He derived a formula, similar to one by von Rohr (1920) 

for fifth-order spherical aberration, that is similar in form to the induced and intrinsic 

equations for fifth-order spherical aberration developed here, although the calculations do 

not agree with the numerically determined coefficients. 

4.7.5. Total higher-order aberration analysis: 

Some methods have been developed for calculating the total wavefront or ray 

aberration, without differentiation into orders. These methods were considered for 

analyzing the intrinsic and induced components. Such an analysis would be similar to the 

interpolation method in that a specific aberration expansion would not be used. This was 

not continued because the fifth-order analysis was successful, and there are some 

difficulties involved. 

The Aldis theorem, originally described by Cox (1964), is a relatively simple formula 

that describes the total ray aberration. Unfortunately, this is based on transverse ray 

aberrations, which presents some of the problems discussed in Sec. 4.7.2. 

W. Welford (1974) and H. Hopkins (1950, 1952) developed formulas for total wave 

aberration. These formulas are, however, not convenient for describing the aberration 

with respect to a reference surface centered on the Gaussian image point, or as a function 

offield and pupil coordinates. 

4.8. Seventh-order induced aberrations 

As described in Sec. 4.7.1, an analytical treatment of the seventh-order aberrations 

was attempted (before using the proximate ray trace method) in order to try to account for 

an observed difference between the numerical and analytical methods. The required fifth-
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order terms were determined using the proximate ray trace method, which also provides 

third- and fifth-order pupil aberration coefficients. This was later abandoned, when the 

proper model was developed which accounted for the error. 

The equations developed in Sec. 4.3 could possibly be extended to seventh order, 

but many difficulties result. The analysis used was nicely suited to finding fifth-order 

coefficients for two reasons. First, the coefficients are products of third-order 

coefficients, which are uniquely defined. Also, the mapping error between the entrance 

and exit pupils for a particular surface is the same for both the intrinsic and complete 

aberrations, so there is no term resulting from induced pupil aberrations at the surface 

coupling with the wave aberrations at the surface. 

Extending the analysis to seventh order would require determination of the fifth

order intrinsic image aberrations and fifth-order pupil aberrations. Terms will result from 

a number of sources: higher-order effects of third-order incoming aberrations coupling 

with third-order pupil aberrations, third-order incoming aberrations coupling with fifth

order pupil aberrations (including both intrinsic and induced pupil aberrations), and fifth

order incoming aberrations (intrinsic and induced) coupling with third-order surface 

aberrations. Clearly, the problem rapidly gets more complicated. The 33 separate fifth

order terms become hundreds of terms when extended to seventh order. 

The seventh-order spherical aberration was analyzed, but an exact equation was 

not found. For the specific case of an aplanatic surface, the seventh-order spherical 

aberration takes a simple form which is discussed in Sec. 6.1.5.1. 

4.9. Aspheric surfaces: 

The equations for the fifth-order induced aberration coefficients have been shown 

to be equally valid with aspheric surfaces (conics or polynomial aspheres). An equation 

.. - --------
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will be given in Chapter Five for the intrinsic fifth-order spherical aberration, but it only 

approximates the coefficients numerically determined with the proximate ray trace 

method. 

It is interesting to consider the effect of introducing asphericity to a surface in an 

optical system. This causes changes in the third-order spherical aberration (SA3), coma, 

astigmatism, sagittal field curvature, and distortion, but not Petzval curvature. These all 

relate to the change in spherical aberration. There will also be changes in the intrinsic 

aberrations at the surface and changes in the induced aberrations that depend upon 

aberrations at other surfaces. Because there will be very different relative changes in the 

higher-order aberration coefficients, this is an excellent means for higher-order aberration 

control, if used correctly. 

The changes in the induced aberrations will depend on the changes in aberrations 

at the surface and the sums of the incoming aberrations and aberrations after the surface. 

For example, if an aspheric is introduced to a surface, the change in induced fifth-order 

spherical aberration will depend upon the change in coma at the surface coupled with the 

incoming spherical aberration, and the change in spherical aberration at the surface 

coupled with the sum ofthe coma produced by the surfaces to come. 

If the surface is at a pupil, adding asphericity will only affect the spherical 

aberration at the surface. In this case, the change in induced aberrations will not depend 

upon incoming aberrations. 

Taking the ratio of the change in intrinsic aberration to the change in induced 

aberration for each surface can show which surfaces are more effective in controlling the 

higher-order aberrations with aspherics. 

This type of analysis could be performed on system tolerances. Changing the 

parameters of a particular surface will change the intrinsic aberrations at the surface, as 
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well as the induced aberrations which depend upon the surface aberrations times the 

incoming and outgoing aberration sums. This analysis would be very helpful in 

understanding how system changes affect the higher-order aberration correction. 

4.10. Chromatic aberrations 

This investigation has been concerned with monochromatic aberrations. It is very 

well known how chromatic variations of refractive index and dispersion affect the first

order system properties. Because the third-order aberrations depend upon the first-order 

parameters, there is generally a variation in the third-order aberrations with wavelength. 

This effect has been referred to as chromatically "induced II (Shafer, 1990; Smith, 1992). 

While there are correspondences to the induced aberrations studied here, it is 

important to understand that the phenomenon involved is very different. The change in 

aberrations with color is a result of changing first-order parameters. The monochromatic 

induced aberrations, however, are present for a fixed set of first-order parameters. The 

induced component is a fundamental part of the aberration in an optical system that results 

from aberrations of incoming wavefronts at each surface. 

It would be straightforward to extend this analysis to include the chromatic effects, 

but this would not improve the understanding of the basic mechanism involved. The 

variations in third-order aberration coefficients with wavelength (spherochromatism, 

chromatic variation of coma, etc.) are well understood; these could be directly applied to 

the fifth-order induced aberration coefficients derived in Sec. 4.3. 

The variations in the induced and intrinsic aberration coefficients as a function of 

wavelength have been observed in several systems. Similar to the third-order aberrations, 

the higher-order components tend to vary slowly with a change in wavelength. Chromatic 

variations in aberration coefficients are most significant when large surface contributions 
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are balanced against one another. Relatively small changes in the individual surface 

contributions can result in significant variations at the final image. 

The balance of higher-order aberrations in well-corrected systems will be seen in 

Chapter Six to result from roughly equal and opposite intrinsic and induced contributions; 

thus, the chromatic effects are often diminished, due to similar changes in the magnitudes 

of each component. The coefficients have been seen to be generally very constant with 

wavelength. 
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CHAPTERS 

INTRINSIC ABERRATIONS 

An interesting result of this study is that the intrinsic higher-order aberrations are 

much more difficult to analyze than induced aberrations. One might expect that the 

aberrations introduced by a surface to a perfect wavefront would be easier to deal with 

than the effects of incoming aberrations. 

It would be very useful if a simple set of equations could be determined that 

describes the fifth-order intrinsic aberrations introduced by a surface, referenced to 

coordinates on the exit pupil reference sphere. This would give a complete fifth-order 

theory. Unfortunately, extending the third-order theory to fifth order is accompanied by 

many complications. 

Most of the methods for determining the fifth-order intrinsic aberrations, such as 

those given by Herzberger (1939), Cox (1964), Buchdahl (1968), et ai., have been ray

based treatments. The problems associated with these methods were discussed in Sec. 

4.7.2. These methods are only valid for analysis of well-corrected systems; they cannot be 

used to calculate the intrinsic aberrations of a single surface, as they are defined here, since 

the lower-order aberrations will generally be very significant. Also, the determination of 

these coefficients involves many computations, so little insight into the dependence of the 

aberrations on the various optical parameters can be gained from the equations. 

The numerical method based on the proximate ray tracing development of G. W. 

Hopkins (1976) is an accurate means of determining the aberration coefficients with 

respect to proper exit pupil coordinates; but again, it involves much computation and does 

not provide insight into how the aberrations depend upon surface parameters. 
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Some of the complications in finding intnnsic aberration equations depend on the 

present definition of intrinsic aberrations, described in Chapters Two and Three. The 

intrinsic aberrations for the surface are described with respect to an exit pupil reference 

sphere centered upon the Gaussian image point. Also, the OPD's are measured with 

respect to the center of the pupil, and not a particular chief ray. 

In finding the OPD at a particular coordinate on a reference sphere, the two rays 

involved, which intersect that coordinate and the center of the pupil, each have third-order 

variations in direction cosines and surface intersection points which depend upon the third

order aberrations and the surface shape. All of these variations become difficult to deal 

with as a function offield and pupil coordinates. 

Some attempts were made to find simple formulas that accurately describe intrinsic 

aberration surface contributions with respect to proper exit pupil reference sphere 

coordinates. These were, unfortunately, not very successful. An accurate and useful 

equation was determined for fifth-order intrinsic spherical aberration for spherical 

surfaces, based partly on empirical observation. Equations were not found for the other 

fifth-order coefficients, although some interesting relationships were observed. 

Because the emphasis of this investigation is on induced aberrations and the 

intrinsic aberration coefficients can be calculated numerically, these attempts were 

eventually abandoned. The goal of this thesis is not to develop simple methods for 

calculating the higher-order aberration coefficients; it is to define the induced and intrinsic 

aberration surface contributions and determine the significance of the induced component 

in optical systems. It is likely that equations for the intrinsic fifth-order aberration 

coefficients would generally be too complex to give much additional insight into their 

behavior. Nevertheless, as described in Chapter Seven, this would be an interesting 

subject for future study. 
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5.1. Intrinsic fifth-order spherical aberration 

The derivation of intrinsic fifth-order spherical aberration is based on the method 

given by Martin and Welford (1966) extended to fifth order. Fig. 5.1 shows a cross-

section of a rotationally symmetric surface, where the coordinate on the surface is 

described by a vector of magnitude s; I and I' are the paraxial object and image distances; r 

is the radius of curvature of the surface; and y is the magnitude of the tangential 

component of the vector, s. 

... .............. _ ................ . 

" ... ~ .. " ... ~"""".".""""".~"" 

A Q c B' B 

1--- r ?;)I 

1----- I' ?;) I 

~--------I-----?;)~I 

Fig. 5.1. Refraction at a spherical surface 

The optical path difference, p, is given here by the marginal path minus the axial 

path, opposite to the convention for wave aberration: 

p = n'(PB' - AB') - n(PB- AB) . (5.1) 

The length, PB, can be found as follows: 
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s = 2rcosa 

(5.2) 

The length, PB', is given by a similar equation in terms of /'. Substituting for PB, PB', 

AB = /, and AB' = /' , we get, where r is the radius of curvature ofthe surface: 

(5.3) 

By the paraxial conjugate distance equation, where again tl refers to image minus object 

quantities: 

(5.4) 

Thus, we can write: 

(5.5) 
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This expression can be written in terms of the intersection height, y, with the following 

relations: 

AQ = 
S2 

scosa =-
2r 

l = S2 _AQ2 i 
=i--

4r2 

i = 2T'{ 1± (l-;:l } 
(5.6) 

i = y2 
y4 l 

+-2+-4+'" 
4r 8r 

S4 = y4 
y6 

+-2 + ... 
2r 

i = y6 + ... 

Substituting these expressions gives the OPD in terms of the intersection height, y: 

Using the following conventions for angles i and u, and the refraction invariant, A (Shack, 

1989), where i is the angle ofthe marginal ray with respect to the surface normal, and u is 

the marginal ray angle with respect to the optical axis: 

A = ni = n'i' (5.8) 
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1 2 (u) 1 2 3 (U) 1 3 (U2) P = -A yA - + -A y A - - -A yA - . 
8 n 16r2 n 16 n2 (5.9) 

Since the wave aberration is defined, here, to be the opposite sign of p, we have for the 

intrinsic refraction term, dropping the usual third-order spherical aberration term, 

1 2 3 (u) 1 3 A(U
2
) W060 intrinsic refraction = - --2 A Y A - + - A y U -2 . 

. 16r n 16 n 
(5.10) 

Equation 5.10 agrees with a formula for fifth-order spherical aberration given by 1. 

Sasian (1988). The derivation above assumes that the height of the marginal ray at the 

surface and the intersection of the marginal ray with the axis can be described by their 

paraxial values. Because of third-order deviations of these ray intersections, Eqn. 5.1 is 

not valid for determining the fifth-order spherical aberration with respect to uniform 

coordinates at the exit pupil reference sphere. The derivation is given because the form of 

the fifth-order intrinsic spherical aberration due to refraction has been found, empirically, 

to be very similar. The intrinsic fifth-order spherical aberration due to refraction is 

accurately determined by reversing the sign of the second term in Eqn. 5.10. 

Due to the presence of third-order spherical aberration, there is also a term 

resulting from transfer between the surface and the exit pupil reference sphere. The 

intrinsic fifth-order spherical aberration transfer term has been determined numerically to 

be given by W060• transfer = 2 $-1 W040 W';31 for spherical surfaces. This equation is very 

similar to the equation for induced fifth-order spherical aberration. The intrinsic transfer 

term depends on the third-order spherical aberration produced by the surface and pupil 
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distortion acquired between the surface and the exit pupil reference sphere, which is 

related to the third-order coma of the surface. 

The equation for intrinsic fifth-order spherical aberration, including the empirically 

determined changes, is found to compare extremely well with the independent numerical 

calculation found using the proximate ray trace method. Like the equations for fifth-order 

induced aberration coefficients, these calculations were found to match to machine 

precision (10-6 waves). This equation, however, is not valid for aspheric surfaces, 

although it appears that the transfer term may be correct. 

We are now able to completely express the fifth-order spherical aberration surface 

contributions for spherical surfaces which have the induced, intrinsic refraction, and 

intrinsic transfer terms explicitly separated: 

Wa60. intrinsic refraction 

(5.11) 

Wa60. intrinsic transfer 

Wa60. induced 

where the subscript, s, refers to the aberration introduced by the surface of interest. 

The explicit dependencies of the fifth-order intrinsic spherical aberration upon the 

third-order spherical aberration and coma are nicely described by this equation. These 

intrinsic spherical aberration components will be discussed further in Chapter Six. Many 

designs are successful due to the interesting relationship between the intrinsic spherical 

aberration transfer term and the induced spherical aberration. 
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5.2. Field-dependent intrinsic aberration coefficients 

Although simple equations for the field-dependent intrinsic aberrations were not 

determined, some interesting relationships have been observed, particularly for the transfer 

components. 

The transfer components of the off-axis intrinsic aberration coefficients seem to 

depend at least partially upon the same groupings as the induced aberration coefficients. 

For example, the intrinsic transfer term for ~Sl appears to depend on the relation: 

2 $-1 [(~31)2 + ("i20 + fJi22) w 040 ]. This is very similar to the equation for induced ~5" 

with the incoming aberration terms replaced by aberrations produced at the surface. The 

groupings given by the induced aberration coefficient equations, therefore, can be applied 

toward understanding some of the sources of the intrinsic aberrations. 

Some simple relationships occur for the intrinsic aberrations produced by special 

surfaces with unique first-order properties, such as aplanatic, image-centered, or pupil

centered surfaces. These relationships are discussed in Sec. 6.1.5. Other trends 

determined by numerically calculating the intrinsic aberrations are discussed for many of 

the examples in Chapter Six. 
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CHAPTER 6 

INDUCED AND INTRINSIC ABERRATIONS IN OPTICAL SYSTEMS 

Although methods have been described for calculating induced aberrations, these 

give little indication of how they actually behave in optical systems. The goal of this 

chapter is to use the methods for calculating induced aberrations to gain insight into the 

higher-order aberration behavior of lens systems. 

The original intention was to analyze a broad range of common lens types. The 

analysis of even basic systems, however, can quickly become complex. There are induced, 

intrinsic, and complete aberration contributions for each surface in an optical system. 

Using an aberration expansion will give five third-order, nine fifth-order, and fourteen 

seventh-order wave aberration coefficients, without counting piston terms. At each 

surface in an optical system, then, there can be 28 each of the induced, intrinsic, and 

complete aberration coefficients. Even a simple triplet will have hundreds of coefficients 

associated with each component and surface. 

In addition, generalizations about the induced and intrinsic aberration behavior of a 

particular lens type cannot always be made, since there are usually many possible 

variations, which can cause significant changes in the aberration balance. 

Still, much insight can be gained by studying a few selected examples. These will 

give a feeling for the relative magnitudes and shapes of the induced and intrinsic 

components, how each surface in an optical system contributes to the overall aberration 

balance, the relative magnitudes of the fifth-, seventh-, and higher-order aberrations, the 

significance and role of induced aberrations in optical design, and fundamental limitations 

in optical systems. 
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Although this subject has been largely overlooked in the past, some ideas about the 

significance of induced aberrations have been presented in the literature, most notably by 

Shafer (1985, 1986, 1991) and de Meijere and Velzel (1989). Some of these are very 

contradictory to the results obtained here, while others are in strong agreement. These 

differences usually stem from considerations of ray behavior rather than changes in 

wavefronts or from different definitions of induced aberrations. Shafer used 

experimentally observed correspondences between ray aberrations and induced aberrations 

while de Meijere and Velzel used a mathematical approach based on the ray parameters 

that was highly dependent upon the choice of pupil coordinates. 

While the ray-based analyses often give extremely useful insights into 

correspondences between ray behavior and induced aberration coefficients, these insights 

may be incomplete and even misleading in describing the physical phenomena. Since there 

has not previously been an appropriate method for separating induced and intrinsic 

components, the significance and nature of the induced aberrations are not well 

understood. 

It has been suggested that the induced aberration component is undesirable -- that 

it is a source of higher-order aberration which is difficult to correct. There has also been a 

wide range of opinions regarding its relative significance with respect to the intrinsic 

aberrations. The analysis of this chapter will show that the induced aberration component 

is not an undesirable part of the higher-order aberration that should be corrected. Rather, 

it is an essential and fundamental element of the higher-order aberration balance in almost 

all lenses and may, in some sense, be more significant than the higher-order intrinsic 

aberrations as a design variable. 
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6.1. Distributions of higher-order aberration components in optical systems: 

6.1.1. Cooke triplet 

The program, INDUCE, will give a great deal of information about the aberrations 

of a lens. For each surface, the real wavefront shape is calculated, as well as the third-, 

fifth-, and seventh-order wave aberration coefficients. Each of these is separated into 

intrinsic and induced components. 

It is important to do a thorough analysis of a basic lens to determine how the 

intrinsic and induced aberration components behave at the individual surfaces, as well as 

to show that the aberration expansion adequately describes the real behavior. 

The Cooke triplet is a good example to analyze for many reasons. The number of 

surfaces is relatively small, but there are enough variables to allow for decent correction 

for a reasonably large field of view and aperture. Common triplet configurations are used 

within a range of apertures and field angles from about /12, ±8° to /112, ±300 (Smith, 

1992), with a trade-off between field of view and aperture size. 

The Cooke triplet is roughly symmetric about the aperture stop, so it is an example 

of a whole class of lens types. Also, it is a fairly "strained" design; the intermediate 

aberrations can be quite large, leading to very significant higher-order aberrations. 

The example used here is at infinite conjugates, /14.5, with a 100 mm effective 

focal length. The lens has been designed to field angles of ±20°, based on an MTF 

criterion, but it is analyzed here at a 15° field angle to keep the aberration magnitudes at a 

reasonable level. It will be evident that even at a very conservative field angle, the 

intermediate aberration components can be very large. The lens is shown in Fig. 6.1, and 

the prescription is given in Sec. C.1. 
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Figs. 6.2 to 6.14 show tangential and sagittal OPD fans, which are cross-sections 

of the wavefront, or wavefront component. The fifth- and seventh-order aberration 

coefficients are given in Sec. C.1. 

Fig. 6.1. /14.5 Cooke triplet 

6.1.1.1. Induced surface contributions: 

The surface contributions to the induced aberrations are plotted on-axis (Figs. 6.2 

to 6.4), and at 15° half-field (Figs. 6.5 to 6.10). In each of these, the cross-section of the 

induced component of the real interpolated wavefront at each surface is given. The 

approximate curves given by the fifth-order coefficients and both the fifth- and seventh

order coefficients are also shown in these plots in order to compare the aberration 

expansion with the real behavior. In addition, these help to indicate the relative 

magnitudes of the fifth-, seventh-, and higher-order components. This comparison is 

discussed further in Sec. 6.1.1.4. 

These plots reveal much about the behavior of induced aberrations. The axial 

induced aberration surface contributions in this example are fairly low, but not 

insignificant: less than 1.3 waves of induced spherical aberration at each surface, with a 

residual of -0. 75 waves. 
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The scale of the aberration in the sagittal direction is generally larger than the on

axis aberration, but still moderate and very well-behaved. The larger surface contributions 

are close to a magnitude of ten waves. There is a residual in the sagittal direction of about 

eight waves, which is not negligible. 

The off-axis induced aberrations, however, reach very large magnitudes, 

particularly at surfaces four and five. The maximum induced aberration at surface four is 

approximately 240 waves at the edge of the pupil at 15°! Most of the surface 

contributions are very asymmetric. Surfaces four and five produce induced aberrations 

that dominate the system induced aberrations at positive pupil values -- about 450 waves 

of aberration at the upper edge of the pupil in the tangential direction, which is close to the 

system total. At the lower edge of the pupil, however, these two surfaces together 

produce an insignificant amount: less than six waves. At this side of the pupil, surface 

three produces the dominant component of about -80 waves. 

Much of the asymmetry in these surface contributions is due to large amounts of 

induced higher-order distortion, which is not removed from the OPD fans as is common in 

commercial design programs. This term shows up as a tilt to the wavefront. From a 

physical viewpoint, for a wavefront (or set of rays) propagating from an off-axis object 

point, the incidence angles at the surface will usually be larger on one side of the pupil 

than the other, generating larger aberrations there, as well as producing very asymmetric 

pupil distortion. The different surface contributions are larger on different sides of the 

pupil, depending on whether the surface is convex or concave and the orientation of the 

intermediate object. 

There is an interesting feature to the shape of the induced off-axis tangential 

components. Since the induced aberrations depend upon both incoming aberrations and 

pupil aberrations at the surface, even with a largely aberrated incident wavefront, the 
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induced term can go to zero if there is little pupil aberration. Due to larger incidence 

angles on one side of the pupil than the other, this asymmetry can produce a significant 

amount of pupil aberration on one side of the pupil and a negligible a-nount on the other. 

A good example of this is at surface six of the triplet (Fig. 6.9). The induced aberrations 

at the lower edge of the pupil are as large as -40 waves, while at the upper edge, there is 

less than a half-wave induced. 

In order to reduce interpolation errors, the OPD fans have been calculated using an 

oversized grid of rays. This helps to remove edge effects, particularly due to extrapolation 

outside the real beam diameter at a pupil with significant pupil distortion. These errors 

can be quite pronounced; without using an oversized grid of rays, for example, the 

tangential component of the induced aberration calculated at surface four for a 15° field 

angle (Fig. 6.7) was too low by more than 100 waves at the edge of the pupil. These 

errors are discussed further in Appendix A. 

6.1.1.2. Intrinsic surface contributions: 

The intrinsic surface contributions in the tangential cross-section at 15° are given 

in Figs. 6.11 to 6.13. The third-order component has been removed from these plots in 

order to better compare them with the induced aberration plots. The scale of the third

order component is much larger -- hundreds of waves at all six surfaces. 

For brevity, the axial intrinsic aberrations and the sagittal OPD fans are not given. 

The shapes of these curves are similar to the induced components since they include only 

symmetric aberrations. Also, the approximations given by the fifth- and seventh-order 

coefficients are not shown for the intrinsic aberrations; the comparison with the real 

behavior is very similar to that of the induced aberrations. 
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The intrinsic surface contributions with the third order component removed are 

generally of the same order of magnitude as the induced contributions. This can also be 

seen by comparing the coefficients given in Sec. C.1. There is a very large intrinsic 

component at surface four, but the other surfaces also contribute significant amounts of 

intrinsic aberration. 

Like the induced aberrations, the intrinsic surface contributions are very 

asymmetric, but the shapes are somewhat different, due to the different mechanism 

involved. These do not tend to flatten out at the side of the pupil with lower aberrations 

as much as induced aberration components. 

6.l.1.3. Aberration component sums: 

The tangential components of the total intrinsic, induced, and complete aberrations 

for the system at 15° and 20° are given in Fig. 6.14. Wherever possible, an oversized grid 

of rays (at the system entrance pupil) was used to determine the wave aberration out to 

the edges of the pupils for each surface and to minimize edge effects. At a field angle of 

20°, the induced and intrinsic aberration components become very large, although they are 

well balanced. 

In extreme cases, it is not always possible to separate the intrinsic and induced 

components to the very edge of the pupil for each of the surface contributions. For 

example, for the triplet at 20°, the diameter of the beam print on the exit pupil of surface 

four is only 65% of the paraxial pupil diameter. Rays traced to the edge of the 

intermediate pupil do not make it through the system. The induced and intrinsic 

aberrations at surface four balance to give a reasonable complete surface contribution, but 

the extreme magnitudes of the components indicate a very large sensitivity and limit the 

range over which the sums of the aberration components can be calculated. 
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The induced and intrinsic sums give wavefront components that are roughly 

equivalent in magnitude across the pupil, but opposite in sign. The individual components 

are not at all well corrected. The total induced aberration at a field angle of 15° gives 

over 450 waves of aberration at the upper edge of the pupil and about -100 waves at the 

lower edge. At a field angle of 20°, the aberration components at the edges increase 

drastically. The shapes of the wavefront components are very similar at both field angles. 

Since the induced and intrinsic components are both very significant in magnitude, 

the only way to get a good correction is for these components to directly balance one 

another. The total complete aberration, which is the sum of the induced and intrinsic 

components, is seen to be nearly a straight line at this scale, showing decent correction out 

to 20°, with some residual distortion. 

6.1.1.4. Comparison of aberration expansion with real behavior: 

It is clear from all the induced aberration plots that the aberration expansion does 

an excellent job of describing the real behavior of the induced part of the wavefront. This 

is particularly true for aberrations on-axis and in the sagittal direction off-axis. In all 

cases, the majority of the aberration is very well described by the fifth-order coefficients, 

even in the presence of very large aberrations. The approximation is slightly improved by 

including the seventh-order coefficients. 

On-axis and in the sagittal direction off-axis, the seventh-order approximation is 

barely distinguishable from the real wavefront shape at most surfaces. Also, the axial 

induced aberration curves clearly show that no third-order terms are present; the curves 

are almost entirely described by the fifth- and seventh-order components. 

The presence of very large incidence angles at the edge of the pupil, as described 

earlier, can generate significant aberrations of ninth and higher order. This situation is 
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seen for the induced aberrations at surface four of the Cooke triplet (Fig. 6.7). The fifth

order approximation is very good at the lower side of the pupil, while it falls short of 

describing the curve at the upper edge. The intrinsic aberrations for surface four, shown 

in Fig. 6.12, curve strongly in the other direction to help balance the complete aberrations, 

but the very steep induced component indicates a high sensitivity to manufacturing errors. 

Overall, the fifth-order approximation describes the bulk of the induced and 

higher-order intrinsic components in all but the most extreme cases. This has been 

observed in every lens example studied, including systems with aspheric surfaces. The 

fifth-order coefficients also describe the shape of the wavefront or its components very 

well, even when there are significant seventh- and higher-order terms. The seventh-order 

coefficients improve the fit to where it is often indistinguishable from the real behavior. 

The shape of the seventh-order component is typically very similar to the fifth-order 

component. It is also important to point out that the fit of the aberration expansion is 

successful for individual surface contributions as well as the system sums. 

Because of the excellent agreement between the real interpolated aberrations and 

the fifth- and seventh-order components of the aberration expansion, the validity of the 

aberration expansion approach has been established. In most cases, the slow and 

computationally-intensive interpolation approach can be abandoned in favor of the other 

approaches. The interpolation approach is very interesting, because it gives a highly 

accurate method for studying the wave aberration components without using any 

particular mathematical construction, such as a power series expansion. It was also 

essential to have an accurate standard with which to compare the mathematical models, 

for wave aberration components as well as pupil distortion. For the remaining examples 

of this chapter, the analysis will be limited to use of the aberration coefficients. 
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Also, because the fifth-order components are typically the most significant of the 

higher-order aberrations, the analytical treatment of Chapter Four for calculating fifth

order induced aberration coefficients is especially useful. Extending this theory to seventh 

order would not gain much in terms of understanding induced aberrations, or determining 

their shapes and magnitudes. 

6.1.1.5. Trends in the aberration coefficients: 

As already observed, the induced and intrinsic components that balance one 

another are particularly large in a triplet design. An interesting trend is that the odd 

induced and intrinsic coefficients are generally the largest in magnitude (see the table of 

coefficients in Sec. C.I). This may be surprising since the roughly symmetrical 

arrangement about the aperture stop allows for good control of the third-order odd 

aberrations. This indicates that the behavior of the higher-order odd aberrations is 

extremely different from the third order. This does not, however, necessarily mean that 

they are the hardest to balance. Terms that are significant at only a couple of surfaces may 

be harder to correct, such as the fifth-order field curvature in this example. 

The larger components may indicate sensitivity in the system to changes in the 

constructional parameters. Changes in system parameters will give different changes in 

the induced and intrinsic coefficients. If these components are very large, the tolerances 

will be tight. Knowledge of which aberration components are most limiting could help to 

predict the type of image degradation that may occur, as well as which surfaces are most 

sensitive. 

Because of the symmetric arrangement, the third-order coma and distortion from 

the front half of the lens are opposite in sign and close in magnitude to the coma and 

distortion from the rear half of the lens. The fifth-order aberration coefficients, however, 
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do not show this symmetry. Figs. 6.15 and 6.16 show the induced and intrinsic surface 

contributions for the odd fifth-order terms (circular coma, elliptical coma, and distortion). 

It is very clear that nearly all of the odd induced coefficients are positive, while the odd 

intrinsic coefficients are negative. As a result, the sums of the induced and intrinsic odd 

coefficients are each very large. 

Despite the symmetry about the stop, the odd intrinsic terms nearly all have the 

same sign. Without induced aberrations, there would be no possible way, with this 

configuration, to balance the fifth- and higher-order aberrations. For example, this lens, at 

only a moderate field angle, has over ninety waves of intrinsic fifth-order elliptical coma. 

This is a good example of the fact that the induced aberration component is an essential 

part of the aberration balance. 

In this lens, this behavior is mainly a result of the fact that the odd lower-order 

terms at each surface tend to have the same sign; this is also true for the even terms. The 

odd induced and intrinsic transfer coefficients depend upon products of odd lower-order 

coefficients and products of even coefficients. While there can be exceptions, these trends 

often result in the behavior of the odd coefficients observed here. 

This behavior has also been observed in many other designs which are not 

necessarily symmetric, such as the reverse telephoto analyzed in Sec. 6.1.4. Although 

many lenses behave in this manner, there are notable exceptions; this behavior is not as 

strongly observed in the double Gauss, or the perfectly symmetrical Hypergon analyzed in 

Sec. 6.1.3. 
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6.1.1.6. Balancing of induced and intrinsic components: 

The OPD fans in Figs. 6.2 to 6.14 and the table of fifth- and seventh-order 

coefficients given in C.l show that the induced and intrinsic surface contributions are 

extremely significant in magnitude. This result indicates that the way to achieve an 

acceptable balance of aberrations is to balance intrinsic and induced components together. 

The analysis of this lens, and the many examples that follow, shows that there is no 

apparent tendency to balance the surface contributions of the intrinsic aberrations (see, for 

example, the analysis of the odd aberrations in Sec. 6.1.1.5). Instead, these are balanced 

with similar amounts of induced aberrations, which can be quite large. 

The goal for achieving a good aberration balance in a lens is to attempt to correct 

each of the aberration orders separately and balance the residual amounts together. 

Without separating the induced and intrinsic components, it would appear that the fifth

and higher-order coefficients are balanced in the same manner as the third order; the 

various surface contributions must combine to correct the aberration. Splitting the 

components reveals that this correction is accomplished by balancing often large amounts 

of residual intrinsic and induced aberrations. The sums of the induced and intrinsic 

coefficients in Sec. C.l show that the intrinsic and induced aberration coefficients roughly 

balance each other, term for term. Balancing unlike aberration coefficients or orders is 

necessary when there are not enough variables available to correct each term separately, as 

is often the case. 

The observed behavior of the induced and intrinsic components indicates that the 

induced aberrations are very important design variables, perhaps more significant than the 

intrinsic. Because the intrinsic aberrations at each surface are strongly coupled with the 

third-order surface contributions, when a balance of the third-order aberrations is 

achieved, the intrinsic fifth-order aberrations will not generally balance out. Because the 
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intrinsic higher-order aberrations are not independent of the lower-order aberrations at the 

surface, they are difficult to control. 

The induced aberrations at each surface, however, depend not only upon the 

lower-order aberrations at the surface, but also upon incoming aberrations. Because the 

sums of the aberrations from the previous surfaces are independent of the aberrations at 

the surface, the induced aberrations produced by each surface are less dependent on the 

lower-order surface aberrations. Thus, it appears that common lens systems which have a 

good balance of lower-order aberrations achieve the higher-order balance by choosing an 

appropriate system configuration which will produce the necessary induced aberrations to 

balance the unwieldy intrinsic higher-order aberrations. These effects are very clearly 

observed in the example given in the next section. 

6.1.2. An aspheric triplet corrected for all third- and fifth-order aberrations: 

A very useful example to show the significance of induced aberrations in optical 

design is an aspheric triplet designed by David Shafer (1992 b). It also shows that the 

aberration expansion is equally successful for systems with polynomial aspherics. The lens 

was designed to completely correct all of the third- and fifth-order monochromatic 

aberrations. This is not a practical design; the lower-order aberrations would typically 

balance the seventh and higher orders. 

The fifth-order correction used the twelve Buchdahl ray aberration coefficients. 

There can be problems with using the Buchdahl coefficients in the presence oflower-order 

aberrations; however, in this example the third-order coefficients are corrected as well. 

The fifth-order induced, intrinsic, and complete surface aberration coefficients are given in 

Sec. C.2. The complete fifth-order coefficients summed over the system were found to be 

zero for all nine fifth-order coefficients, showing that the Buchdahl approach does 
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converge to a valid description when the third-order aberrations are zero. The seventh

order spherical aberration coefficient matched also when converted to a wave aberration 

coefficient. 

This lens is an 114.5 triplet used at ±15° (the same I-number and field angle as the 

Cooke triplet analyzed in Sec. 6.1.1). There are many degrees of freedom with the 

aspheric coefficients, making this a very conservative (but difficult to produce) design. 

This system uses the fourth- and sixth-order aspheric coefficients at four surfaces, which 

gives more variables than are necessary for correction of the third- and fifth-order 

coefficients. The lens is shown in Fig. 6.17. 

Fig. 6.17. Shafer's aspheric triplet 

The total system induced aberrations are very similar to those of the Cooke triplet 

example, despite the extremely different configuration. These are shown in Fig. 6.18. The 

scale of the aberrations is large, but it is less than half of that in the Cooke triplet. The 

fifth- and seventh-order coefficients can be seen to very closely match the real behavior. 

The seventh-order component is relatively significant in this lens due to the use of four 

aspheric surfaces, but the ninth and higher orders are negligible. The aberration expansion 

is, therefore, very useful with polynomial aspheric surfaces as well as spherical surfaces. 
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Table 6.1. Fifth-order induced and intrinsic aberration 
sums for /14.5 aspheric triplet (waves) 

Coefficient Induced Intrinsic 
W060 -0.376 0.376 
W;SI 5.199 -5.199 
W;42 4.671 -4.671 
W240 1.456 -1.456 
fJ';31 5.144 -5.144 
fJ';33 9.743 -9.743 

~20 16.596 -16.596 

~22 2.066 -2.066 

WsII 8.264 -8.264 

Table 6.1 gives the induced and intrinsic aberration coefficient sums from the 

tables in Sec. C.2. Each of these coefficients exactly cancels one another, and the 
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individual components are quite significant in magnitude. This gives further evidence that 

to balance the higher-order aberrations, the induced aberrations must be equivalent in 

magnitude and opposite in sign to the intrinsic aberrations. Even with the large number of 

variables to work with, the total intrinsic component is as large as 65 waves in magnitude. 

Also, because the lens was designed using the Buchdahl coefficients, the fact that 

the intrinsic and induced components properly cancel out is a good verification of the 

calculations of the fifth-order aberration coefficients using the methods described in this 

thesis. 

6.1.3. Symmetric lenses -- analysis of a Hypergon design: 

Many lens types are based on a configuration symmetric about the aperture stop. 

When a symmetric system is used at equi-conjugates, the coma, distortion, and lateral 

chromatic aberration are automatically corrected to third order. At other conjugates, the 

design must deviate from this symmetry. Even for a completely symmetrical system, 

however, the presence of induced aberrations will usually require that the system depart 

from symmetry. Some classic symmetric designs are the following: Cooke triplet, Rapid 

Rectilinear, Dagor, Hypergon, Topogon, Double Gauss, etc. 

The Cooke triplet in Sec. 6.1.1 deviates enough from symmetry to give significant 

amounts of third-order odd aberrations, particularly distortion. It is an interesting exercise 

to see how the higher-order odd and even coefficients behave in a truly symmetrical 

system used at equi-conjugates. The example analyzed here is a Hypergon, shown in Fig. 

6.19 and listed in Sec. C.3, which is simply two meniscus elements curved toward a 

central aperture stop. This has an entrance pupil diameter of 15 mm, with a 100 mm focal 

length, and a ±300 field of view. 
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In a perfectly symmetric system, the even third-order terms from the front half of 

the system are equal to the ones from the back half of the system. The odd terms will be 

equal in magnitude but opposite in sign, as shown in Table 6.2. 

Fig. 6.19. 1/12.3 Hypergon 

Table 6.2. Third-order aberration coefficients in a symmetric 
Hypergon (waves) 

Surf W040 Jr.31 ~22 ~20 ~II 
1 5.797 33.719 49.032 111.597 324.561 
2 -0.877 -13.844 -54.624 -91.122 -719.067 
4 -0.878 13.849 -54.639 -91.130 719.054 
5 5.798 -33.722 49.036 111.599 -324.555 

Sum 9.840 0.001 -11.195 40.945 -0.006 

These relationships can be used to develop simpler equations for the induced 

system aberrations. Generally, the induced and intrinsic components do not behave as the 

third-order aberrations. Certainly, there cannot be symmetry in the induced terms; there 

can be no induced aberrations at the first surface. The intrinsic refraction terms of the 

higher-order aberrations will behave in the same manner as the third-order aberrations; 

however, the intrinsic transfer terms depend upon the lower-order aberrations at the 
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surface, which can result in significant differences between the front and back halves. The 

fifth-order induced and intrinsic coefficients are given in Tables 6.3 and 6.4. 

Even with significant amounts of induced aberrations, the odd complete fifth-order 

terms are fairly well-balanced. The intrinsic refraction components will cancel between 

the front and rear halves of the lens for the odd terms. As described in Chapter Five, the 

intrinsic transfer terms depend upon similar couplings between coefficients at the surface 

to the induced aberration terms. The relationships between odd third-order terms in the 

front and rear halves leads to a condition where the intrinsic transfer terms will partially 

balance the induced aberrations. In this example, the ~II and ~33 balance well, while 

there is a residual of 1.56 waves of ~31' which has very complicated behavior, as seen in 

Sec. 4.6.4. 

Table 6.3. Fifth-order induced aberration coefficients in a symmetric Hypergon (waves) 

Surf Wa60 W;SI ~42 ~40 ~33 ~31 ~22 ~20 WsI1 
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
2 0.044 1.107 7.877 0.852 14.615 15.113 61.211 1.868 35.814 
4 -0.037 0.666 -1.952 0.755 -7.923 -2.105 -14.565 -10.410 68.182 
5 0.074 -0.242 -2.516 -2.043 7.544 12.462 -22.303 -5.410 12.214 

Sum 0.081 1.532 3.408 -0.436 14.236 25.470 24.343 -13.952 116.219 

Table 6.4. Fifth-order intrinsic aberration coefficients in a symmetric Hypergon (waves) 

Surf Wo60 W;SI ~42 ~40 ~33 ~31 ~22 ~20 WsI1 
1 0.065 0.243 2.943 0.059 8.094 -2.743 22.027 -24.190 -70.351 
2 -0.010 -0.229 -2.562 -0.737 -10.696 -11.633 -84.952 11.951 94.332 
4 -0.003 0.013 -0.372 -0.113 3.674 -1.374 -21.180 25.645 -202.383 
5 0.171 -1.717 8.825 1.563 -15.341 -11.282 50.091 -20.680 60.143 

Sum 0.223 -1.691 8.834 0.773 -14.269 -27.032 -34.014 -7.275 -118.259 

The even coefficients also behave quite differently from the third-order aberrations. 

The third-order even aberrations are the same in the front and rear halves. Neither the 
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induced nor intrinsic even fifth-order coefficients show this behavior. The fifth-order 

induced and intrinsic components of the field curvature for this lens are both negative, 

which indicates that this aberration is difficult to correct; it is balanced against the large 

positive third-order field curvature. A Hypergon can be designed for zero third-order field 

curvature by using the same curvatures for the front and back surfaces of each element. 

The third-order astigmatism can be removed by the choice of the stop, leaving only third

order spherical aberration. This design turns out to have very large fifth-order field 

curvature due to the sum of the intrinsic and induced components. 

6.1.4. Asymmetric lenses: 

Many lens types are based on asymmetric configurations, such as telephoto lenses, 

inverse telephoto lenses, and eyepieces. Because there are so many extremely different 

configurations, it is difficult to generalize about asymmetric lenses. A common issue in 

these lenses is correction of odd aberrations, which is more difficult due to the lack of 

symmetry about the stop. 

A good example of an asymmetric lens is an inverted telephoto, shown in Fig. 6.20 

(J13, 100 mm focal length, ±15° field of view, given in Sec. C.4). This design is based on 

a negative front element and a positive rear element which gives a back focal length that is 

longer than the effective focal length (a factor of 1.5 in this example). 

Fig. 6.20. fl3 Reverse telephoto 
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In this lens, the lateral color must be controlled by separately achromatizing each 

of the lens groups. The monochromatic aberrations are not treated the same way. There 

can be, as in this example, large amounts of monochromatic aberrations produced by the 

front group, as shown in Table 6.5. While it is better to keep the different colors in 

register by achromatizing each group, there is no fundamental reason why the 

monochromatic aberrations would require correction. The presence of incoming 

aberrations can actually be helpful because these will allow induced aberrations to be used 

as a design variable at each surface in the rear group. It should not be considered to be 

detrimental to have incoming aberrations from the front group, if the chromatic 

aberrations are under control. 

Table 6.5. Third-order aberration sums from the front 
lens group in an Jl3 reverse telephoto (waves) 

W040 »;"31 ~22 ~20 Jf;11 
-40.8 122.1 -52.0 -54.9 45.5 

The sums of the fifth-order aberration components are given in Table 6.6. The 

difficulty in dealing with the odd aberrations may be seen by the large intrinsic and induced 

odd aberration terms, as well as the need for a large amount of coma in the front group. 

These fifth-order terms actually behave similarly to the Cooke triplet in this 

particular example, with primarily positive induced odd aberrations and negative intrinsic. 

As with the triplet, the odd components are large, but a very good overall correction of 

the coma can be achieved. Although the coma is well-corrected in this lens, there is a 

large residual third-order distortion that is not well balanced by the fifth order. 



Table 6.6. Fifth-order aberration sums in an f/3 
reverse telephoto (waves) 

Coefficient Induced Intrinsic Complete 
W060 -7.790 4.569 -3.221 
W.Sl 105.664 -104.584 1.080 
JJi42 -3.703 -1.436 -5.139 
W240 -3.196 -0.266 -3.462 
Ut;33 54.704 -55.665 -0.961 
Ut;31 74.205 -73.310 0.895 
~22 -53.896 59.560 5.664 
~20 -11.578 10.653 -0.925 
Wsl1 111.628 -127.029 -15.401 

6.1.5. Special surfaces: 
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There are several interesting simple optical systems for which one or more of the 

third-order aberrations are zero. The required parameters are easily determined from 

analysis of the third-order Seidel formulas, such as given by Welford (1974). The special 

aberration characteristics of these elements lead to their frequent use in developing optical 

systems. Also, because some third-order aberrations are zero, the higher-order induced 

and intrinsic fifth-order aberration coefficients can be simpler to characterize. 

The special systems discussed will be: aplanatic surfaces, object- or image-centered 

surfaces, aplanatic lenses, pupil-centered ~urfaces, and surfaces in object or image planes 

(field lenses). 

Table 6.8 shows the third-, fifth-, and seventh-order induced and intrinsic 

aberration coefficients that can be produced at each of these types of surfaces. The 

induced aberration coefficients are terms which could be generated in the presence of an 

aberrated incoming wavefront. Because of the special geometric relationships for each of 
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these surfaces, many induced and intrinsic coefficients drop out. The magnitudes of these 

coefficients will depend upon how the surface is used. 

Table 6.9 shows the induced and intrinsic aberration coefficients produced by an 

aplanatic lens, consisting of an aplanatic front surface, and an image-centered back 

surface, with no incoming aberrations. 

6.l.5.l. Aplanatic surfaces: 

The higher-order aberrations of an aplanatic surface are simplified because several 

third-order terms are zero. An aplanatic surface has zero third-order spherical aberration, 

coma, and astigmatism, due to the condition, ,1( ujn) = O. The field curvature has its usual 

value, however, which will lead to induced aberrations in the presence of an aberrated 

incoming wavefront. 

There is no induced or intrinsic fifth-order spherical aberration (Wa60) or intrinsic 

seventh-order spherical aberration (Waso). There is, however, some induced Waso possible 

in the presence of incoming third-order spherical aberration. This result was expressed in 

a different form by Buchdahl (1968, §30), where in this instance, he described this 

aberration in terms of aberrations at the surface coupling with incoming aberrations, as 

they are defined here. He described the Waso from an aplanatic surface as a product of "its 

contribution to the Petzval sum and the square of the . . . primary spherical aberration 

inherent in the incident pencil of rays. " This has been determined to be approximately 

true, but it is more accurate to describe the induced Waso in terms of (induced) fifth-order 

pupil distortion. 

The induced Waso for the special case of an aplanatic surface has been found to be: 
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Wo80. induced = 2 Ks11 • induced W04O•S _ 1 

(6.1) 

where K is the induced normalized entrance pupil distortion, w:04O• 0-1 is the 511. induced • 

incoming spherical aberration, and $ is in waves. The induced Wo80 arises from incoming 

W 040 and fifth-order induced pupil distortion, and has been found to be very accurate. The 

induced pupil distortion has been seen to relate only approximately to the fifth-order 

induced coma. Since the induced coma results from incoming W 040 and Petzval curvature 

at the surface, a similar result has been found to Buchdahl's, although it is accurate only 

when the pupil distortion form is used. Buchdahl also gave an equation for fifth-order 

induced circular coma that is similar to the form found here (for an aplanatic surface only). 

The fact that there are induced fifth-order circular coma and seventh-order spherical 

aberration for an aplanatic surface in the presence of incoming spherical aberration is not a 

new result, but the interpretation is different. 

This analysis shows that an extension of the methods of Chapter Four to determine 

the seventh-order induced aberrations would require characterization of the fifth-order 

induced pupil aberrations. The success of the fifth-order model indicates that extension to 

seventh order would not be particularly useful. However, because a very accurate 

relationship was found in terms of incoming aberrations coupling with higher-order pupil 

aberrations, there is further indication that this is an appropriate conceptual model. 

Table 6.8 shows that it is possible to have any of the induced fifth- or seventh

order coefficients except fifth-order spherical aberration, so an aplanatic surface may not 

be particularly helpful when used off-axis with incoming aberrations, although several 

intrinsic aberrations drop out. 
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6.1.5.2. Object- or image-centered surfaces: 

The object- or image-centered surface has zero values for the third-order spherical 

aberration, coma, and sagittal field curvature. Most of the induced aberration coefficients 

can be present: all but W060' W240 , and Woao. This surface produces no induced or intrinsic 

spherical aberration. Most of the intrinsic coefficients drop out, including all aberrations 

that show up in the sagittal direction. 

An exact relationship was observed for the elliptical coma term, 

Jt;33 = 2 $-1 [»i22 y, which is similar in form to induced W;33' This discovery did not lead 

to other exact formulas, as was hoped, but similar equations can be found which are close 

approximations. 

6.1.5.3. Aplanatic lenses: 

An aplanatic lens, as a whole, corrects third-order spherical aberration and circular 

coma, but the third-order astigmatism is not corrected. Typically, for an aplanatic singlet, 

the first surface is aplanatic, and the second is image centered. The induced aberration is 

fairly simple. It turns out that there are only three fifth-order induced aberration terms: 

Jt;31' ~22' and WsII' as shown in Table 6.9. 

Table 6.7. Fifth-order coma terms for aplanatic lenses 

Aberration Term Induced Intrinsic 

W;SI 0 0 

W;31 4 
= $ »i20.1 »i22.2 == ; [»i20.1Y 

W;33 0 
= ; [»i22.2 r 
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Many of the intrinsic fifth-order aberrations are present, but the Wa60' ~51' and 

W240 are zero. The observed relationships for the intrinsic coma terms from both surfaces 

allow for an analysis of the coma in an aplanatic lens. It would be incorrect to assume that 

because an aplanatic lens has no third-order coma, that the higher-order coma is also zero. 

There can be significant amounts of higher-order coma; the forms of these coefficients are 

given in Table 6.7, in tenns of the third-order coefficients at surfaces one and two. An 

aplanatic singlet in the presence of incoming aberrations does not gain much in terms of 

higher-order aberrations; all aberrations can be produced except W04O , ~31' and Wa60 

6.1.5.4. Pupil-centered surfaces: 

The paraxial chief ray is normally incident upon a pupil-centered surface. This 

results in zero third-order coma, astigmatism, and distortion. As a result, all of the fifth

order induced aberration coefficients drop out, except for the terms depending on Petzval 

curvature at the surface. The removal of odd third-order aberrations does not extend to 

higher orders. Most of the induced and intrinsic aberrations can be present, with the 

notable exception of fifth- and seventh-order distortion. 

6.1.5.5. Surface at object or image (field lenses): 

The marginal ray height will be zero on a surface located at an object or image. 

The result is that the same third-order aberrations drop out as for the aplanatic surface 

(W04O' ~31' and "i22). Thus, the induced or intrinsic coefficients that can be produced are 

identical to those which can be produced by an aplanatic surface. 

The Offner null lens in Sec. 6.1.7 uses a field lens. It will be seen that the 

aberrations introduced by the field lens are not as significant as the changes in induced 

aberrations at the other element resulting from the change in intermediate pupil positions 
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caused by the field lens. It is important to remember that even if a surface introduces little 

aberration, the effects on induced aberrations at other surfaces can be significant. 

Table 6.8. Third-, fifth-, and seventh-order aberrations present with several special 
surfaces. An 'X' indicates a potential aberration term. 

Aplanatic Surface or Object- or Image- Pupil-Centered Surface 
Coefficient Field Lens Centered Surface 

Induced Intrinsic Induced Intrinsic Induced Intrinsic 
W040 X 
W;31 

W;22 X 
W;20 X X 
~II X X 
Wa60 X 
W;SI X X X X 
W;42 X X X X 
W;40 X X X X 
~33 X X X 
~31 X X X X X 
~22 X X X X X 
~20 X X X X X 
WsII X X X X 
Wa80 X X X 
W;71 X X X X 
W;62 X X X X 
W;60 X X X X X 
~S3 X X X X 
~SI X X X X X 
W444 X X X X X 
W442 X X X X X 
W440 X X X X X 
Ws33 X X X X X X 
Ws31 X X X X X 
~22 X X X X X X 
~20 X X X X X 
W,II X X X X 
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Table 6.9. Third-, fifth-, and seventh-order aberrations for an aplanatic lens 
(aplanatic front surface and image-centered rear surface) with no 
incoming aberrations. An 'X' indicates a potential aberration term. 

Coefficient Aplanatic Surface Image-Centered Surface Aplanatic Lens 
Intrinsic Induced Intrinsic Complete 

W040 
W';31 
fJi;22 X X 

fJi;20 X X 
W;1\ X X X 
W060 

W';SI 
fJi;42 

fJi;40 X X 
W;33 X X 
W;31 X X X 

~22 X X X X 

~20 X X 

WsI\ X X X X 

Woso 
W';71 
fJi;62 

fJi;60 X X 
W;S3 
W;SI X X X 
W444 X X 
W442 X X X 
W440 X X 

Ws33 X X X X 

Ws31 X X X 

~22 X X X X 
~20 X X X 
U"t;1\ X X X X 
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6.1.6. Reflective systems: 

Optical systems with reflective surfaces can be analyzed in the same way as 

refractive systems, where mirrors are treated as surfaces with refractive indices in air of 

-1. There is nothing inherently different involved in analyzing the higher-order aberration 

components of reflective or catadioptric systems, except that the systems themselves may 

have interesting properties. Only rotationally-symmetric systems, however, have been 

considered in this study. 

Perhaps the most common reflective systems, besides single mirrors, are two

mirror systems. There are many types of two-mirror telescopes, such as the Cassegrain, 

Ritchey-Chretien, Gregorian, Schwarzschild, etc. The higher-order aberration behavior of 

these systems is not as complicated as most refractive systems, since induced aberrations 

are only produced at one surface. Also, these systems tend to be used with fairly large f

numbers and low fields of view, which often produce negligible higher-order aberrations. 

The use of aspheric surfaces makes the higher-order behavior more interesting. A 

comparison is given here between a Cassegrain and a Ritchey-Chretien (RC) telescope 

(both /14, 100 mm focal length, ±1° field of view, given in Sec. C.S). The basic 

configuration is shown in Fig. 6.21. These specifications are somewhat stricter than for 

typical astronomical telescopes but are not unreasonable at this scale. 

Fig.6.21. j/4 Cassegrain telescope 
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Both telescopes are corrected for third-order spherical aberration. The Cassegrain 

uses a parabolic primary and a hyperbolic secondary. Each mirror is individually corrected 

for spherical aberration, but the result is a significant amount of uncorrectable coma. In 

the RC, the conic constant of the secondary is changed to correct the third-order coma. 

The primary must then be made slightly hyperbolic to correct the third-order spherical 

aberration that results from the change in conic constant of the secondary (almost four 

waves in this example). 

Because the aperture stop is located at the primary, the change in the conic 

constant of the primary only affects spherical aberration. Also, the astigmatism cannot be 

corrected, which limits the field of view. The third-order spherical aberration, coma, and 

astigmatism are given in Table 6.10 for the two systems. 

Table 6.10. Third-order spherical aberration, coma, and astigmatism in a 
Cassegrain and a Ritchey-Chretien telescope 

Cassegrain Ritchey-Chretien 
Surface W040 W;31 ~22 W040 W;31 ~22 

1 -0.006 -17.767 1.418 -3.893 -17.767 1.418 
2 0.006 16.320 -0.338 3.893 17.767 -0.203 

Sum 0.000 -1.447 1.080 0.000 0.000 1.215 

The W 040 introduced at the primary in the RC will couple with the third-order coma 

(pupil distortion) and the tangential field curvature at the secondary to induce Wooo and 

W;SI> respectively, as shown by Eqns. 4.36 and 4.38. The incoming third-order coma and 

coma at the secondary will also induce W;SI. 

The fifth-order induced and intrinsic spherical aberration and circular coma are 

given in Tables 6.11 and 6.12 for the two systems. In the Cassegrain, because there is no 

W 040 at the primary, there is no induced Wa60 at the secondary. Also, the intermediate 

object for the secondary is at a focus of the hyperbola, giving zero intrinsic Wa60. 



Table 6.11. Fifth-order spherical aberration components in a Cassegrain and a 
Ritchey-Chretien telescope 

Cassegrain Ritchey-Chretien 
Surface Induced Intrinsic Complete Induced Intrinsic Complete 

1 0.000 -0.001 -0.001 0.000 -0.552 -0.552 
2 0.001 0.000 0.001 0.745 -0.201 0.544 

Sum 0.001 -0.001 0.000 0.745 -0.754 -0.009 

Table 6.12. Fifth-order circular coma components in a Cassegrain and a Ritchey
Chretien telescope 

Cassegrain Ritchey-Chretien 
Surface Induced Intrinsic Complete Induced Intrinsic Complete 

1 0.000 -1.700 -1.700 0.000 -1.567 -1.567 
2 2.343 -0.654 1.689 2.667 -1.134 1.533 

Sum 2.343 -2.354 -0.011 2.667 -2.700 -0.034 
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The RC shows very interesting behavior for the higher-order spherical aberration 

components. Despite a fairly large amount of W 060 induced by the incoming W 040 from the 

primary, the complete W060 for the system is very low. This is a result of the manner in 

which the W040 and W;31 are balanced. Although an exact formula for the intrinsic fifth

order spherical aberration was not found for aspherics, the intrinsic transfer term given by 

Eqn. 5.11 appears to be at least approximately valid. 

Because the W 040 and W;31 at the secondary are equal and opposite in sign to the 

W 040 and W;31 at the primary, the intrinsic transfer terms are equal at each surface and will 

balance against the induced aberration at the secondary (from Eqns. 4.36 and 5.11): 

Wc,60, induced = 4 W 040,1 ~31,2 

W060, intrinsic transfer ~ 2W04O,1~3I,1 + 2W04O,2~3I,2 

~ 4W04O,2 ~31,2 

~ - W 060, induced . 

(6.2) 
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The fifth-order spherical aberration components are given for each surface in the 

Ritchey-Chretien in Table 6.13. Assuming that the intrinsic transfer term at each surface is 

correct as given by Eqn. 5.11, the refraction components of the intrinsic fifth-order 

spherical aberration can be seen to be nearly equal and opposite in sign. This is not 

surprising, because the third~order spherical aberration is also balanced between the two 

surfaces. 

Table 6.13. Fifth-order spherical aberration components 
in an /14 Ritchey-Chretien 

Component Surface 1 Surface 2 Total 
Induced 0 0.745 0.745 
Intrinsic -0.552 -0.201 -0.754 
Intrinsic Transfer -0.373 -0.373 -0.745 
Intrinsic Refraction -0.180 0.171 -0.009 

Similar effects occur for the induced and intrinsic coma terms in both systems. 

The intrinsic and induced fifth-order circular coma terms in each system are very well

balanced, although the individual components are significant. The residual in the RC is a 

little larger than the Cassegrain. In a larger, wider-aperture system, this could be a 

significant term. 

This example shows that the correction of the third-order aberrations leads to a 

natural balance of the induced and intrinsic higher-order aberrations, which explains why 

the significant amount of spherical aberration generated by the aspheric on the primary 

does not appear to generate higher-order spherical aberration or coma at the image. 

Therefore, although the higher-order components can be large, the third-order analysis of 

two-mirror systems is extremely successful, as is well known. 
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6.1.7. Offner null lens: 

A very interesting system to study is a null corrector lens. The null lens examined 

here is a simple optical system developed by Offner (1963) that is used to compensate for 

the large spherical aberration produced by testing a parabolic mirror at its center of 

curvature. An analysis of the induced and intrinsic spherical aberration surface 

contributions can lead to a better understanding of the Offner null lens, as well as the 

relationship between induced and intrinsic spherical aberration. This design is also unusual 

because the field lens is used in a strongly aberrated caustic region. The design layout and 

prescription are given in Sec. C.6. 

The lens in this example consists of two plano-convex elements with spherical 

curved surfaces. The compensating lens (CL) forms an image of a point source at the 

center of curvature of the mirror. The other lens is a field lens (FL) located near the 
, . 

center of curvature which forms an image of the compensating lens near the mirror, which 

is equivalent to a large mirror near the paraboloid (Offner, 1978). The system is used in 

double-pass; the light from a point source at the object passes through the system, reflects 

off the paraboloid, and returns to the same location. The system is shown in Fig. 6.22. 

The goal is for the lens to compensate for the large spherical aberration from the mirror. 

Surface 
1,9 2,8 To Paraboloid (5) ~ 

3,7 4,6 

Field Lens 

Compensating Lens 

Fig. 6.22. Offner null lens to test a 0.67 m diameter, fl1.5 paraboloid 
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As described by Offiter (1978), the requirement is "that the compensating lens 

provide sufficient third-order spherical aberration to compensate for that of the normals of 

the paraboloid. The power of the field lens (and thus the location of the image of [the 

compensating lens]) is then varied to minimize the high-order aberration." Sasian (1988) 

described the field lens as a "tuning element" that corrects the spherical aberration by 

"redistributing the rays." The control over the fifth-order spherical aberration is discussed 

here in terms of the effect of the field lens on the induced and intrinsic spherical aberration 

surface contributions. The third-, fifth-, and seventh-order spherical aberration 

components are given in Table 6.14. 

Table 6.14. Spherical aberration surface components for Offiter null lens 

Wa60 Waso 
Surface W040 Induced Intrinsic Complete Induced Intrinsic Complete 

CL 1 0.202 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
CL 2 236.349 -0.046 -0.554 -0.600 0.004 -0.698 -0.694 
FL 3 -0.220 -0.053 -0.004 -0.057 0.390 0.000 0.390 
FL 4 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.724 0.000 0.724 

Mirror 5 -471.855 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 -0.123 -0.123 
FL 6 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.719 0.000 0.719 
FL 7 -0.219 -0.053 -0.004 -0.057 0.387 0.000 0.387 
CL 8 236.332 -54.077 53.659 -0.418 -18.547 17.447 -1.100 
CL 9 0.202 0.001 0.001 0.002 -0.004 0.000 -0.004 

Sum 0.790 -54.228 53.098 -1.130 -16.328 16.625 0.297 

The field lens itself introduces very little aberration to the system, but it has a 

significant effect on the higher-order aberrations produced at the compensating lens. This 

can be accomplished because the field lens allows the designer to control the locations of 

the intermediate pupils without significantly affecting the third-order spherical aberration 

correction or the intermediate object and image locations. 
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A shift in the pupil location does not affect the third-order spherical aberration, 

W04O , but it does have an effect on third-order coma. Since coma is directly related to 

pupil distortion, which is present on-axis, the shift of the intermediate pupils will affect the 

pupil distortion. This will influence both the induced and intrinsic transfer components of 

the higher-order spherical aberration. The induced spherical aberration depends upon 

incoming W 040 and pupil distortion at the surface, and the intrinsic transfer term of the 

spherical aberration depends upon W 040 and pupil distortion at the surface. 

Therefore, although the field lens introduces very little aberration, the effect on the 

higher-order aberrations of the compensating lens is very significant. This can be seen by 

comparing Tables 6.15 and 6.16, which show the aberration terms at the curved surface 

(CS) of the compensating lens (where most ofthe aberration compensation occurs) for the 

system with and without the field lens. 

The system without the field lens was designed to give the same paraxial marginal 

ray height at the mirror as the original system (producing the same third-order spherical 

aberration); this prescription is included in Sec. C.6. The third-order spherical aberration 

at the compensating surface has been increased moderately to balance the large residual 

higher-order spherical aberration. There is only a small increase in the intrinsic refraction 

term of the fifth-order spherical aberration with the field lens removed, but the induced 

and intrinsic transfer terms change drastically. 

Because nearly all of the aberration components occur at the CS, the role of the 

field lens is to control the amount of pupil distortion attributed to that surface.· The W 040 

and the intrinsic refraction term of the spherical aberration, W0601R, do not depend on the 

position of the intermediate entrance pupil. The intrinsic spherical aberration transfer 

term, Wa6oIT' produced by the CS does depend on the pupil distortion, but the amount 
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introduced on the first pass is cancelled by the transfer term on the second pass. The 

Wa60IR introduced at the CS is equal on each pass. 

Table 6.15. Aberration components at curved surface of 
compensating lens 

Aberration Coefficient Pass 1 Pass 2 
W040 236.349 236.332 

W 040, incoming 0.202 -235.743 

W060, induced -0.0463 -54.077 

Wa60IR 26.556 26.553 
W060IT -27.109 27.106 
W 060 ' trins' 1m Ie -0.554 53.659 

W060, complete -0.600 -0.418 

Table 6.16. Aberration components at curved surface of 
compensating lens with no field lens 

Aberration Coefficient Pass 1 Pass 2 
W040 275.342 275.342 
W 040, incoming 0.309 -196.204 

Wa60. induced -0.171 -108.773 

Wa60IR 31.970 31.970 
W060IT -76.323 76.323 
W 060 ' trins' I m Ie -44.353 108.293 

Wa60. complete -44.525 -0.480 

The field lens acts to change the location of the intermediate entrance pupil for the 

CS to give the right amount of pupil distortion to equate the induced fifth-order spherical 

aberration (given by Eqn. 4.36) produced on the second pass with the intrinsic refraction 

terms from both passes. 

Since the incoming W 040 from the paraboloid is approximately equal and opposite 

in magnitude to the W 040 produced by the CS, the Wa60. induced is approximately twice the 

W06olr , but opposite in sign (as shown by Eqn. 5.11). Because of this relationship, the 
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complete aberrations of the wavefront at the exit pupil of the CS are low for both passes 

(the intermediate exit pupil of the CS on the second pass is identical to the entrance pupil 

on the first pass). 

As D. Shafer (1992 a) pointed out, the third- and fifth-order spherical aberration 

are controllable, but the seventh and higher orders are not. Therefore, it ~s necessary to 

leave some residual lower-order aberrations to balance the higher-order spherical 

aberration. This example balances 0.8 waves of W040 with -1.1 waves of W060 and 0.3 

waves of Waso, to give a correction at the edge of the pupil ofless than a tenth-wave. 

The field lens actually introduces a more than a wave of Waso, induced on each pass, 

due to fifth-order pupil distortion at the field lens and large incoming W 040' This helps to 

balance the residual Waso, induced produced on the second pass through the CS. The 

paraboloid itself produces a large amount of third-order spherical aberration, no fifth

order, and just a small amount of Waso intrinsic' 

The use of surface modules makes it easier to describe the aberrations of the field 

lens. Because the lens is used in a strongly aberrated caustic region, the wavefront that 

passes through the field lens is ambiguous to describe. The entrance and exit pupils are 

remote from the lens, so it is still appropriate to describe changes in the wavefront 

between those reference spheres. In the example above, it is seen that a lens used near the 

image plane produces a very low amount of spherical aberration, with the most dominant 

term being the seventh-order spherical aberration. More analysis of field lenses is given in 

Sec. 6.1.5.5. 

6.1. 7.1. Discussion: 

A perfect null lens used in double-pass requires reciprocity of the wavefront. The 

rays traced from the object to the mirror will return along the exact same ray paths. For 
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this example, the field lens and paraboloid introduce very little fifth-order spherical 

aberration; thus, the condition of reciprocity requires that the induced and intrinsic fifth

order spherical aberration from both passes through the compensating lens exactly balance 

out. 

It may seem that breaking the wavefront aberration into intrinsic and induced 

components is an artificial distinction; the wavefront travelling toward the paraboloid is 

identical to the returning wavefront at any location along. the axis, but the induced and 

intrinsic components are radically different on each pass (particularly at the compensating 

surface). 

First, it has been shown that the sum of the induced and intrinsic components at 

each intermediate exit pupil is completely consistent with the condition of reciprocity. 

Also, the wavefront only returns upon itself when the system is "tuned" with the field lens. 

Table 6.16 shows that without the field lens, the induced and intrinsic aberrations will not 

properly balance each other. The intrinsic fifth-order spherical aberration from both 

passes remains essentially the same with the field lens removed, but the induced 

aberrations are very different. The large increase in residual fifth-order spherical 

aberration, therefore, can be attributed to the mismatch of the induced and intrinsic 

aberrations. The residual of nearly -50 waves of Wa60 at the system exit pupil is a real, 

measurable quantity. 

It is also important to note that the mechanism for correcting the fifth-order 

spherical aberration in this lens shows another way in which the induced aberrations can be 

controlled. There is no control over the incoming third-order aberrations at the 

compensating lens. In this case, the induced aberrations are controlled by using the pupil 

aberration as a variable, which is independent of the spherical aberration at the surface. 
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6.2. Fundamental limitations due to distribution of aberration components: 

6.2.1. Analysis of doublet telescope objectives: 

An interesting and very straightforward example to show how studying the 

induced and intrinsic aberration behavior can reveal limitations of a particular 

configuration is the analysis of achromatic doublet objectives. There are enough degrees 

of freedom in a doublet to control the third-order spherical aberration, the third-order 

coma, the axial chromatic aberration, and set the focal length. The stop is located at the 

front surface, making correction of astigmatism impossible. The four curvatures are the 

main design variables. With these constraints, there are two classic solutions attributed to 

Fraunhofer and Gauss with a crown glass for the first element and a flint for the second. 

These are depicted in Fig. 6.23. For this example, both are designed to the same 

specifications: /17, ±5° field of view, 100 mm focal length, given in Sec. C.7. 

Fraunhofer Gauss 

Fig. 6.23. Achromatic doublet configurations 

The lenses are designed to balance the third- and fifth-order spherical aberration by 

correcting the transverse ray error of the marginal ray to zero (edge ray correction). The 

axial chromatic aberration is controlled by constraining the focus for blue and red light to 

be the same for rays at a 0.7 relative pupil height (zonal chromatic correction). The 
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remaining free variables were used to make the third-order coma zero and set the focal 

length. The transverse ray aberrations on-axis for these two designs are given in Fig. 6.24. 

Clearly, the performance of the Fraunhofer doublet is better than that of the Gauss. 

This is primarily due to the large zonal spherical aberration in the Gauss doublet, which is 

a result of balancing significant amounts of third- and higher-order (mainly fifth) spherical 

aberration. 

Green 

---
Blue 
~Red 

p 

8 lSI-1m 

Fraunhofer Gauss 

Fig. 6.24. Axial transverse ray error for Fraunhofer 
and Gauss doublets 

\ / Green 

Plotting the third-order spherical aberration surface contributions for each doublet 

shows very different behavior for the two configurations. These are shown in Fig. 6.25. 

The Fraunhofer doublet (FD) produces spherical aberration at the two inner air gap 

surfaces, while the Gauss doublet (GO) produces the spherical aberration mainly at the 

two outer surfaces. In each case, the first element gives a positive spherical aberration 

contribution and the second gives a negative contribution, although the GO produces 

about twice as much W040 at each element as the FO. 
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Fig. 6.25. Third-order spherical aberration in 
Fraunhofer and Gauss doublets 

4 

Fig. 6.26 shows the induced and intrinsic fifth-order spherical aberration (Wo60) 

surface contributions for the Fraunhofer doublet. The aberration components again are 

produced at the inner surfaces. The positive Wo60. inlrilL'lic is almost entirely due to surface 

two, while the negative Wo60. induced is mainly produced at surface three. The Wo60. induced is a 

result of the W 040 coming from surface two and the third-order coma at surface three 

(which is equivalent to pupil distortion). This configuration is very successful; increasing 

the aperture will produce larger amounts of spherical aberration at each surface, but the 

induced component can be kept in register with the intrinsic. The outer surfaces do not 

affect the spherical aberration balance, so they are free to use for the other constraints. 
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The FO can be used to speeds faster than j/3, although the intrinsic and induced 

components can become very large (more than 100 waves), indicating tight tolerances. 
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Fig. 6.26. Fifth-order spherical aberration components: 
Fraunhofer doublet 

It may seem odd that the Wa60. intrinsic is only produced at surface two, since there are 

significant amounts of W 040 and third-order coma at surface three. The reason for this can 

be seen in Fig. 6.27, where the intrinsic refraction and transfer terms ofthe Wa60 have been 

separated. The refraction term of the 'JiVo60 at surface three is roughly equal and opposite in 

sign to that component from surface two, which is very similar to the W040 behavior. The 

intrinsic transfer terms at surfaces two and three are both positive, since they depend upon 

the product ofW04O and Jf;"31 at each surface. So, the intrinsic terms add at surface two and 

cancel each other out at surface three. 
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Fig. 6.27. Fifth-order intrinsic spherical aberration refraction 
and transfer components: Fraunhofer doublet 

4 

Unlike the Fraunhofer doublet, however, the Gauss doublet fundamentally cannot 

attain a balance of the Wa60' The Wa60 surface contributions are shown in Fig. 6.28. Very 

little W060 is produced at the inner surfaces, which have low W 040 and Jr.3)' By balancing 

the W04O , the Wa60. intrinsic which is produced by the outer surfaces does not balance well. 

There is a small amount of positive W060• intrinsic at surface one, and a larger negative 

contribution at surface four. 

The only way to balance the negative W060• intrinsic is with the induced component. 

There is a large amount of W040 coming from surface one, but the coma (pupil distortion) 

is low at the two inner surfaces. As a result, almost all of the Wa60 induced occurs at the last 
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surface, which has an appreciable amount of coma. The induced aberration is not enough 

to balance the W 060. intrinsic' leaving a residual of -0.43 waves, which is significant at //7. 

There is no possible way to improve this balance. If the W040 is increased at the 

first surface in order to produce more induced Wa60' then the negative W040 at the last 

surface must be adjusted to compensate, causing an increase in both the intrinsic and 

induced components, which will maintain the imbalance. Therefore, analysis of the 

intrinsic and induced components reveals a fundamental limitation of this configuration. 

The Gauss doublet can only be used at high I-numbers; the residual higher-order spherical 

aberration will increase rapidly as the aperture is increased. Some W 040 must be used to 

balance the higher-order components, which results in the large zonal spherical aberration 

shown in Fig. 6.24. 
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Fig. 6.28. Fifth-order spherical aberration components: 
Gauss doublet 
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Fig. 6.29 shows that the Gauss doublet is also limited off-axis by fifth-order 

circular coma. The mechanism is similar to the W06O , but in this case, the induced and 

intrinsic components are well matched at the last surface. The uncorrectable error results 

from the incoming W 040 from the first surface coupling with the field curvature at the inner 

surfaces to produce induced circular coma. The second surface is close to being image

centered and the third surface is near the aplanatic condition, making the third-order 

spherical aberration and coma from these surfaces very small, as well as the intrinsic fifth

order coma. The low intrinsic coma from the first three surfaces makes it impossible to 

correct the induced terms. It is interesting that field curvature of these surfaces can lead 

to a fifth-order coma term that limits the off-axis performance. 
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Fig. 6.29. Fifth-order circular coma components: 
Gauss doublet at 1 degree 
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6.2.2. Sagittal oblique spherical aberration in double Gauss lenses: 

Another good example of a configuration that can be fundamentally limited by a 

particular aberration is the double Gauss. It is well known that the sagittal oblique 

spherical aberration (SOBSA or ~40) is usually strongly over-corrected. Two basic 

double Gauss objectives are shown in Fig. 6.30, without vignetting the rim rays. Both are 

/12 with a 100 mm focal length and ±20° field of view, and are given in Sec. C.S. The 

first one (DG1) was designed with low image distortion (less than 0.1%), while the second 

(DG2) allowed the distortion to go to -2.5% as a trade-off to improve the SOBSA 

correction. 

(a) (b) 

Fig. 6.30. /12 Double gauss configurations with (a) low distortion and (b) 
higher distortion and reduced sagittal oblique spherical aberration 

The SOBSA surface contributions are given in Fig. 6.31 for DG 1 and Fig. 6.32 for 

DG2. For DGI, the fact that the sums of the intrinsic and induced SOBSA components 

are both negative indicates an aberration term that is difficult to correct. Differentiation of 

the intrinsic and induced components, as well as each surface contribution to the higher

order aberrations, is very helpful for understanding the higher-order behavior. It can also 

give insight into how different configuration changes may influence the design. 
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The first meniscus element is the most significant source of intrinsic SOBSA. 

Most double Gauss lenses show a large amount of positive SOBSA at surface three and a 

larger negative amount at surface five. The relatively small amounts of positive SOBSA 

from many of the other surfaces are not large enough to balance out the large term. 

To make things worse, there is a large amount of negative induced aberration 

produced at the second meniscus element. This is mainly a result of the large third-order 

coma and field curvature produced by the first meniscus coupling with the large third

order field curvature and coma of the second, respectively. 
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Fig. 6.31. Fifth-order sagittal oblique spherical aberration in a 
low distortion /12 double Gauss at 20 degrees 

This example has about -8 waves of total intrinsic SOBSA and -17 waves of 

induced SOBSA. Correction of this aberration is difficult without a strong change in 
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configuration, since the meniscus elements are important for correcting the other 

aberrations, particularly the Petzval curvature. Attempting to increase the positive 

intrinsic SOBSA from the last three elements will only result in larger negative induced 

aberration, and adjustment of the front meniscus has little effect on the balance between 

the positive and negative intrinsic SOBSA produced there. 

The second design, DG2, attempts to improve the SOBSA by allowing the 

distortion to be as large as -2.5%. This allows the meniscus elements to become slightly 

more curved, which is a common method used for decreasing the SOBSA (Smith, 1992). 

The result is that the positive induced SOBSA at surface five is increased to a significant 

level, while the negative induced SOBSA components at surfaces seven and nine are 

reduced because of a decrease in the sums of the coma and field curvature from the front 

group. 

The result is that the induced SOBSA is decreased in magnitude from -17 waves 

to about -2.3. Unfortunately, the increase in curvatures at the front meniscus produces a 

larger negative intrinsic component, increasing the magnitude of the intrinsic SOBSA from 

-8 waves to -20.4. The overall SOBSA is only decreased by 2.3 waves, although the 

levels of intrinsic and induced components have changed a great deal. Consideration of 

how these changes in the configuration affect the induced and intrinsic components shows 

the difficulty in controlling this aberration. 

Large changes in the configuration may be necessary to correct the SOBSA; there 

are many variations of the basic double Gauss configuration. This example has both a 

fairly wide aperture U12) and large field angle (±200). Optimizing for a maximum field 

angle of 15° rather than 20° (with 2% distortion) allows the induced component to 

become positive, which helps to decrease the negative intrinsic component, so the 
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difficulty in correcting this error is due in part to pushing the design to larger field angles 

and/or apertures. 
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Fig. 6.32. Fifth-order sagittal oblique spherical aberration in an //2 
double Gauss with -2.5 waves distortion at 20 degrees 

It is interesting also that the differences between the two designs appear to be very 

slight, yet the balance of intrinsic and induced components for this aberration coefficient 

were seen to change considerably. Thus, the higher-order aberration behavior of a 

complex lens can be very sensitive to configuration changes. 

6.3. Optimization with induced and intrinsic aberrations: 

Since induced aberrations are very dependent upon the system configuration, they 

may be interesting to use as design variables for optimization. From the examples given, it 
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has been observed that most optical systems have appreciable induced and intrinsic 

aberration sums, which are balanced against one another (to fifth order, at least). 

It is probable that changing the amounts of system induced aberrations would be a 

good method for finding new areas in solution space. This should also be true for specific 

surfaces in a system. 

Because a set of simple equations was found for the fifth-order induced 

aberrations, these can be programmed into many of the commercial design programs. In 

order to use these as optimization variables, a macro was written for the Code V§J design 

program to calculate the coefficients in a manner that would allow them to be used in a 

merit function. This macro is included in Appendix B. 

An attempt was also made to write a macro that would allow for proper 

calculation of the complete fifth-order aberration coefficients, with respect to exit pupil 

reference sphere coordinates, since the Buchdahl coefficients, which are available, are not 

satisfactory. The intrinsic aberration coefficients could then be determined. 

Unfortunately, simple equations are not available for these calculations, so the proximate 

ray trace technique was converted to a macro. This gave correct results for the complete 

fifth-order aberration coefficients; however, the method was much too slow for 

optimization. A single calculation of the fifth-order system aberrations for a triplet would 

take nearly 30 seconds on a Sun Sparcstation. This made optimization for complete or 

intrinsic aberration coefficients too slow to be practical. 

It would be very interesting to explore all of the possible uses for induced 

aberrations in optimization, but the goal of this work is to develop procedures for 

calculating and understanding induced and intrinsic higher-order aberrations, and not the 

development of design tools. A short example is, however, instructive to show that the 
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induced aberrations are highly dependent upon the first-order system configuration and 

how constraints on the coefficients might be used to find new regions of design space. 

For this example, a four element design was chosen as a starting point. This lens is 

//5 with a ±20° field of view and is based upon a Petzval-type design, although the 

configuration is more similar to the Dogmar (Smith, 1992) or the eelor (Kingslake, 1978). 

This is plotted in Fig. 6.33 (a). The lens prescriptions for these examples are given in Sec. 

C.9. 

Each optimization example uses the default merit function supplied with the lens 

design program and a constraint on the focal length. The only additional constraint is on 

one of the fifth-order induced aberration system sums. The initial design has -0.6 waves 

of induced spherical aberration and 11.1 waves of induced coma. The constraints used for 

optimization were for W060• induced = -15 waves, Wa60. induced = 15 waves, fJ';SI. induced = 0, and 

fJ';sl.induced =50 waves. These are shown in Figs. 6.33 (b) - (e). 

In each case, the design moved away from the original configuration, while 

maintaining a similar level of performance. For each of the four constraints, the design 

went to a decent and distinct configuration. For W060 = -15 waves, the second element 

became a backward-curving meniscus, which is an unusual configuration, while for 

W 060 = 15 waves, the third element moved up against the fourth producing a design similar 

to the Tessar configuration. 

The constraint for fJ';SI = 0 caused the most drastic change in the configuration, for 

only a small change in induced circular coma. Releasing this constraint and optimizing 

found a very similar solution that was better than the original. Optimizing for 

fJ';SI = 50 waves gives another Tessar-like system; however, the rear doublet and stop 

positions are distinctly different from the solution in 6.33 (c). 
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It is worth noting that there was little change in the first surface of the system for 

each constraint. There are no induced aberrations at the first surface, so changes in this 

parameter will not directly affect the induced aberration sums. 

The use of induced aberration coefficients is interesting because the induced 

aberration coefficients usually have non-zero values, often quite large. This example 

showed that good, distinct solutions were found for values of induced coma of both zero 

and fifty waves. The only goal is to have the intrinsic aberrations balance out the induced 

contributions. 

Constraints on the induced aberration coefficients have been shown to strongly 

affect the configuration. These will not, however, affect the targets of the merit function 

in terms of imagery. These constraints are particularly useful because new configurations 

can be found without specifying a constraint on any particular surface parameter. The 

only shortcoming may be that constraints on induced aberrations do not have a direct 

influence on the first surface of the system. 

There are, of course, ten fifth-order coefficients that could be used as optimization 

constraints. No attempt has been made to determine which of these may be most useful 

for the purposes described here. Different designs may be affected more by different 

coefficients. In the example above, the configuration was very sensitive to changes in 

induced spherical aberration and circular coma, but the tangential oblique spherical 

aberration could be varied across a range of ±50 waves without a significant change in the 

configuration. 

Therefore, the results of this analysis show much promise for the use of induced 

aberration constraints in lens design optimization. Merit functions are typically designed 

to give the best total imagery. The use of induced aberration coefficients with these merit 

functions allows the designer to aim for the same level of correction with added control 
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over the balance of induced and intrinsic coefficients. It would not be particularly helpful 

to include intrinsic coefficients in the optimization; control over the induced and complete 

aberrations is sufficient. 

The relative balance of induced and intrinsic components is strongly dependent 

upon system configuration. If these components are very large, it can indicate a high 

degree of "strain" in the system, possibly indicating a need for tight tolerances. Control 

over this balance may help the designer find solutions that have an acceptable amount of 

sensitivity to variations in system parameters. 
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(a) Starting Point: 
W060• induced = -0.6 waves 

W.SI. induced = 11.1 waves 

~~OO3Ie~~~~======~J (b) Wa60. induced = -15 waves 

(c) Wa60. induced = 15 waves 

8~~3Itj~=~~======~J (d) W.SI.induced = 0 

~~~3~~~~~~§:======_J (e) W.SI.induced = 50 waves 

Fig. 6.33. Optimization of a four element lens for different sums of induced fifth-order 
spherical aberration and circular coma. AIl are plotted to the same scale. 
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CHAPTER 7 

SUMMARY AND FUTURE CONSIDERATIONS 

7.1. Summary: 

This investigation began with very broad goals: to determine appropriate methods 

for analyzing the induced and intrinsic components ofthe wave aberration produced by an 

optical system and to learn about the nature and significance of the induced component. 

Because this subject has been studied very little, the analysis methods were used to 

explore the behavior of induced aberrations in many basic optical systems. 

In Chapter Two, a model was developed for analyzing surface contributions in 

terms of surface modules. In this model, the change in aberration associated with the 

surface is given by the change in the aberration between its intermediate entrance and exit 

pupils. These pupils are treated as spherical reference surfaces centered upon the 

Gaussian object and image points. 

The intrinsic aberration is the aberration calculated at the exit pupil for the surface 

based on a perfect incoming wavefront. This includes terms from refraction or reflection 

at the surface and transfer to the exit pupil. The complete aberration is given by the total 

change in the aberration between the entrance and exit pupil reference spheres. The 

induced aberration is the difference between the complete and intrinsic aberrations. 

The effects of chromatic aberrations were not considered in this investigation. 

Chromatic variations of aberrations are a result of changing first-order parameters with 

color. The induced aberrations produced by a surface, however, are a result of the 

aberrations of the incoming wavefront for a particular first-order configuration. 

Chapter Three was concerned with the numerical calculation of the complete wave 

aberration and the induced and intrinsic components for each surface. Each of the 
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methods was developed to analyze aberrations of wavefronts. Rays were simply used as a 

means to calculate optical paths; the problems associated with ray-based treatments were 

discussed in Chapters Three and Four. 

The first method used a two-dimensional interpolation routine to determine the 

optical path differences at uniform coordinates on exit pupil reference spheres. This 

method gives the true shapes of the aberration surface contributions. The aberration is 

referenced to the center of the reference surface, rather than the chief ray, which generally 

will not pass through the center of the intermediate pupil. Thus, the wave aberrations are 

calculated in the most physically meaningful way possible; they do not depend upon any 

particular set of rays or aberration expansion. 

Chapter Three also gave a method for determining aberration coefficients to 

seventh order for the induced, intrinsic, and complete surface contributions, based on the 

proximate ray trace method developed by G. W. Hopkins (1976). An aberration 

expansion is helpful for understanding the aberration components. Because the reference 

spheres are centered on Gaussian object and image planes, the third-order aberrations are 

entirely intrinsic, and the induced aberrations are fifth and higher order, when expanded 

into the common power series expansion. 

The numerical methods are accurate, but they do not give much insight into the 

sources of the induced aberrations. Therefore, an algebraic method was developed in 

Chapter Four for calculating the fifth-order induced aberrations. The fifth-order induced 

aberrations were found to result from a coupling between the incoming third-order 

aberrations and the third-order errors in mapping coordinates between the entrance and 

exit pupil reference spheres for the surface. 

These mapping errors are often described as pupil "aberrations." There has 

previously been very little emphasis on pupil aberrations; therefore, it was necessary to 
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develop a good conceptual understanding of what pupil aberrations represent and how to 

properly calculate the third-order pupil aberrations using coordinates on the pupil 

reference spheres. 

The algebraic method was found to be extremely successful. The ten fifth-order 

coefficients (including piston error) accurately match the coefficients calculated 

independently with the proximate ray tracing method for spherical or aspheric surfaces. 

The fifth-order coefficients are described by very simple equations that depend only upon 

third-order coefficients. Since the third-order coefficients are uniquely defined based upon 

paraxial quantities, the same is true for the fifth-order induced aberrations. The induced 

aberrations at each surface depend upon the first-order parameters for all of the surfaces 

up to the one being considered. 

Chapter Five discussed intrinsic aberrations. Some effort was put into trying to 

determine simple formulas for the fifth-order intrinsic aberrations, with little success. 

Although it would have been useful to have a simple method for calculating the intrinsic 

aberrations, the numerical method was sufficient for this thesis. A formula was found, 

partly based on empirical observation, for the fifth-order spherical aberration for spherical 

surfaces, separated into refraction and transfer components. With the equation for 

induced spherical aberration, this gave a very concise and accurate formula for the 

complete fifth-order spherical aberration surface contributions. 

Chapter Six analyzed the induced and intrinsic aberrations in several optical 

systems. This exploration uncovered many interesting results. Most lenses show very 

significant and interesting induced aberration behavior; it was impossible to do an 

exhaustive analysis of every major lens type, so a collection of representative designs was 

chosen. 
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A full analysis was performed on a Cooke triplet for each of the surface 

contributions. The true interpolated wave aberration components were found to agree 

very well with curves generated using the aberration coefficients, showing that it is 

generally sufficient to use the aberration expansion to describe the components. The fifth

order induced aberration coefficients described the principal component of the induced 

aberration contributions, particularly on-axis and in the sagittal direction off-axis. For 

cases with appreciable seventh- and higher-order terms, the fifth-order component 

typically had the same general shape. Thus, the fifth-order component was shown to be 

the most important, making the analysis of Chapter Four particularly useful. 

The induced aberrations were clearly shown to be very significant in magnitude. 

The induced aberration component was found to be an inherent part of the aberration 

-balance; it is not a term that limits the performance or should be corrected. The example 

of the aspheric triplet corrected for all of the fifth-order complete image aberrations 

showed that the aberration balance was achieved by balancing equal and opposite amounts 

of induced and intrinsic aberrations. 

These individual components are often very large. For example, in the Cooke 

triplet, the surface contributions to the odd aberrations generally all had the same sign for 

the induced and intrinsic components, giving large system sums that must be balanced 

against one another. Ideally, each aberration coefficient and order should be separately 

balanced. 

The intrinsic aberrations at each surface are highly coupled with the third-order 

aberrations. Thus, when a third-order balance is achieved, the higher-order intrinsic 

aberrations are not available as independent variables. The induced aberrations, however, 

depend on aberrations at the surface as well as aberration sums from the previous surfaces. 

For this reason, the induced aberrations are essential as design variables. 
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Many other designs were studied to observe the induced and intrinsic behavior in 

common systems. Some interesting properties of the aberration components were 

examined in a symmetric Hypergon, an asymmetric reverse telephoto, surfaces under 

aberration-free conditions (such as aplanatic, image-centered, etc.), two-mirror telescopes, 

and an Offuer null lens. Two examples were given to show how the higher-order 

aberrations may reveal fundamental limitations of a particular configuration. 

A brief exercise was given to show how induced aberration coefficients may be 

used as constraints in optical design. Because the induced aberrations depend so strongly 

on the system configuration, they were found to be useful for finding new regions of 

design space. The induced aberration sums are not generally zero; thus, choosing different 

target values will force the design to new areas of solution space without specific 

constraints on surface parameters or changes to the merit function. 

Therefore, although the behavior of the induced and intrinsic aberrations has been 

found to be very complex, many interesting general properties could be determined. The 

induced aberrations are extremely significant as design variables and are necessary for 

achieving a higher-order aberration balance in most designs. The analysis of the higher

order components can help in understanding the limiting aberrations in a lens. The 

induced aberrations, then, may prove to be very useful as design and analysis tools. It has 

been clearly shown that consideration of the induced aberrations is essential for 

understanding the aberration behavior oflenses above third order. 
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7.2. Future research on induced aberrations: 

This investigation was limited to the study of rotationally symmetric refractive or 

reflective systems with planar object and image surfaces at their ideal locations. The types 

of surfaces involved were spheres, conics, and polynomial aspheres. 

This only a small subset of the types of systems that could be studied. This 

analysis could be extended to deal with curved object or image surfaces or defocused 

image surfaces. Different surface types could be analyzed such as holographic optical 

elements, non-rotationally symmetric surfaces, toroids, etc. Induced aberrations would be 

very significant in tilted and decentered systems. 

This investigation has dealt with defining and calculating induced and intrinsic 

aberration surface contributions, as well as observation of their behavior in optical 

systems. The separation of these components may have many applications as a tool for 

engineering, such as optimization, tolerance analysis, optical testing, and adaptive optics. 

Further analysis of design strategies would also be useful, such as splitting elements, use 

of aspherics, "bulging" of the beam diameter, bending, etc. 

7.3. Future research on higher-order aberrations: 

The coordinate system chosen was based upon the need to appropriately describe 

aberrations with respect to proper reference spheres. At the same time, these coordinates 

are described with respect to the usual system optical axis; they are coordinates on the 

reference sphere projected onto the plane perpendicular to the optical axis. Also, these 

reference spheres are centered upon object or image points on ideal planar surfaces. Thus, 

except for the use of pupil spheres, the optical system is set up in a very traditional 

manner. 
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There are other possible choices for coordinates that may be more natural to use. 

This is evidenced by the need to use a special form for the pupil coma in the derivation for 

fifth-order induced aberration coefficients. It seems somewhat "unnatural" to obtain a 

comatic term for the pupil mapping error from geometry. This was a direct consequence 

of using reference spheres centered upon object and image plane coordinates. This 

method was used, however, because optical systems are usually designed to image onto a 

plane. Using these coordinates, it was found to be very difficult to develop intrinsic 

aberration equations. 

The sine ideal described by G. W. Hopkins (1976) was discussed in Sec. 4.2.1. 

Because the sine ideal is a somewhat more natural description of the behavior of 

rotationally symmetric optical systems, this approach may be useful in developing the 

higher-order intrinsic aberrations to give a complete fifth-order treatment. 

A different set of coordinates may also help in the analysis of higher-order 

aberrations. Coordinates on the surface can be described by a position vector from the 

vertex of the surface to the ray or wavefront intersection points, rather than using 

coordinates perpendicular to the optical axis. This may help in developing the higher

order aberrations analytically, since it is more natural to use coordinates on the surface 

rather than a plane tangent to the surface. 

A drastic change in the way optical systems are represented may also be 

appropriate. An interesting way to look at optical systems is to consider imagery about a 

set of optical axes. For a spherical surface, any axis passing through the center of 

curvature of the surface can be used as an optical axis; this is referred to as an auxiliary 

axis. Every point on the object can be considered to lie on an auxiliary axis. If there is 

nothing limiting the rays from each object except the extent of the surface, there will only 

be spherical aberration at the paraxial focus along the auxiliary axis. The mapping of the 
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paraxial foci from the different points on an object plane describes the Petzval curvature of 

the surface. 

Choosing a particular aperture stop along the optical axis will then select a subset 

of the rays from each object point that may be refracted through the surface. This leads to 

the generation of the other aberration terms. An approach based on these auxiliary axes, 

which has a very sound physical basis, may be an excellent way to develop a higher-order 

aberration theory. 
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APPENDIX A 

INTERPOLATION OF SCATTERED POINTS IN A PLANE 

When a grid of rays, unifonn in direction cosine, is traced through an entrance 

pupil, which is defined to be a sphere centered on the Gaussian object point, the 

coordinates projected onto a plane located at the paraxial entrance pupil location will also 

be unifonn. The coordinates where these rays intersect the exit pupil will, however, 

become distorted. To separate the optical path difference at the exit pupil into intrinsic 

and induced components, common exit pupil coordinates must be used. Therefore, it is 

necessary to interpolate to find a good approximation for the optical path difference at 

unifonn exit pupil coordinates. 

There has been much research by others into methods of interpolation, since this 

has applications in many areas of study. The method developed by Renka and Cline 

(1984) has been chosen because it is efficient in speed and memory requirements and 

because listing of the code is available. The code was originally written in FORTRAN; it 

was converted to C so that it could be included into the ray trace code. 

AI. Method ofinterpolation: 

A general description of the method is well described by Renka and Cline (1984 a): 

(1) A quick sort is employed to optimally order the data for the fastest interpolation. 

(2) A triangulation of the set of arbitrarily distributed points in the plane (the 

coordinates at the reference sphere projected onto the plane perpendicular to the optical 

axis) is performed. The set of points, or nodes, are vertices of a set of triangular regions. 

This triangulation is optimized such that the angles of the triangles are as equiangular as 

possible; this is referred to as a Thiessen triangulation. 
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(3) The partial derivatives are estimated at each of the nodes. Two techniques are given 

based upon the function values at nearby nodes (local) or using the function values at all 

the nodes (global). The global method was employed. The specifics of this were given in 

detail in the references. 

(4) The value of the function can then be estimated for any arbitrary point in the convex 

hull of the set of nodes (the smallest convex region containing the nodes) by first 

determining which triangle in the Thiessen triangulation contains the point, and then using 

the measured data values and estimated derivatives at the other nodes to evaluate the 

interpolated (or extrapolated) value. This is implemented to determine the OPD's at the 

uniform coordinates on the reference sphere. 

A.2. Comparison of interpolation error with original implementation of the routine: 

To test the interpolation routine, a set of six functions representing a range of 

surface shapes was interpolated by Renka and Cline (1984a). These functions were used 

to test the present implementation of the program. 

The interpolation was shown to work sufficiently well for this investigation; 

however, the errors in the interpolation turned out to be generally larger for the current 

implementation over the one by Renka and Cline, using the same test setup. The data 

points used here were randomly distributed using a randomizing routine (press, et al., 

1990). Renka and Cline do not specify how the grid was determined in their analysis; they 

chose a "somewhat uniform distribution." The amount of error varied, but not 

significantly, for different seeds. In both cases, 100 nodes were used for the interpolation, 

which were analyzed using a 33 X 33 grid on the unit square. 

Generally, the absolute mean errors were within twice the values reported by 

Renka and Cline for the six test functions. This mean error was within 1 % of the 

- -------------- -----------_._------- -- - -_._--- --------
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maximum value ofthe function for all the cases. It is likely that the randomized grid is not 

sufficiently uniform, which would tend to allow for larger errors, particularly at the edges. 

A. 3 . Errors in interpolation of optical path differences: 

In the implementation of the interpolation routine, the number of nodes used was 

much larger than in the above error comparison. A 21 X 41 grid, or 861 rays (nodes), 

was used for the interpolation of each wavefront. Due to symmetry, only positive pupil 

values were used in the sagittal direction. These nodes are also very uniformly distributed. 

Therefore, the errors in the interpolation across the region of the beam footprint will be 

considerably lower than in the comparison of Sec. A.2. Outside this region, extrapolation 

must be performed, which can lead to significant errors for largely distorted pupils. When 

the pupil coordinates are very distorted, the aberrations are usually large, and the 

extrapolation tends to cause the shape of the wavefront to appear to roll off, when in 

reality, it continues to increase steeply at the edge of the pupil. It is important to use an 

oversized grid of rays if possible (as in the analysis of the Cooke triplet in Sec. 6.1.1) or 

neglect the data that are substantially outside the real clear aperture on each pupil. This is 

only a concern, generally, for the tangential OPD fans at the edge of the field. The pupil 

distortion is not as significant, in terms of the amount of extrapolation necessary, in the 

sagittal direction or on-axis. 

Another source of error in the interpolation was found due to using an asymmetric 

grid of rays. To speed up the interpolation, the grid of rays was traced only for positive 

values in the sagittal direction on the entrance pupil. Because a global method is used to 

estimate the derivatives of the wavefront function at each node, and because this grid used 

more points in the tangential direction, there is more error associated with the 

interpolation in the sagittal direction. When the on-axis case is considered, there are small 
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differences in the aberrations in the tangential and sagittal directions (which in reality must 

be identical). This error is usually negligible, typically within 1% of the maximum wave 

aberration. This error was found, however, to be as large as 18% at the edge of the pupil 

for one example where the maximum aberration was very low (about 0.15 waves). The 

amount of error would be reduced if a symmetric grid were traced. 

There was also some error involved when the object distance was large and the 

maximum aberration was low. This has been found to produce some rippling at the edge, 

usually less than a tenth of a wave. 

The errors involved in the interpolation are negligible for this analysis, although 

extrapolation errors are not. The most significant source of error is due to edge effects 

which result from extrapolation outside the real beam footprint on the exit pupil. All the 

errors can be reduced by increasing the sampling, by using an oversized grid of rays on the 

system entrance pupil or disregarding the extrapolated values, and by using a symmetric 

grid of rays. The amount of sampling chosen was based on a trade-off between the 

accuracy required and the speed and memory requirements of the routine. 

When performing OPD fans, the same grid of 861 nodes was used with a sampling 

interval for the normalized pupil coordinate of 0.0333 for the tangential fans and 0.0167 

for the sagittal fans. 
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APPENDIXB 

THE COMPUTER PROGRAM INDUCE 

B.l. Features of the program INDUCE 

The program, INDUCE, was written to appropriately separate the induced and 

intrinsic components of the higher-order aberrations for each surface of a rotationally 

symmetric optical system. This is done for both the "real" wavefront components as well 

as coefficients ofthe aberration expansion. 

The original intention was to include the entire program here; however, the 

program is lengthy and several parts of the program are available from other sources. The 

program combines a basic ray tracing model and user interface with a sophisticated 2-D 

interpolation package, proximate ray tracing, and a routine that implements the equations 

of Chapter Four for determining the fifth-order induced aberrations. 

The original basic ray tracing routine was contributed by K. Moore (1991). This 

follows the procedure for tracing rays through spherical or aspheric surfaces such as 

described in Smith (1990). This was later modified to find ray intersections and optical 

path differences at tilted pupil spheres. The interpolation package, by R. Renka, is 

available from the ACM (1984). The proximate ray tracing program, PROXI, was given 

by G. Hopkins in his dissertation (1976). 

The program ties these different methods together into a package that automates 

the process of analyzing the higher-order aberrations of a lens. Besides calculating 

aberration coefficients and the wavefront components at each exit pupil, there are routines 

for calculating the Buchdahl coefficients, plotting OPD and ray fans, and calculating pupil 

aberrations. 
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The procedures described in Chapter Three for numerically calculating the wave 

aberration components, by interpolation or proximate ray tracing, are straightforward, 

although time-consuming to implement. Since the fifth-order induced aberration 

coefficients have been shown to describe the bulk of the induced aberrations in almost all 

cases, the interpolation and proximate ray tracing methods are not especially helpful for 

understanding the induced aberration behavior. The ability to calculate intrinsic aberration 

coefficients is the most useful feature of the proximate ray tracing method. 

The analytical method of Chapter Four was programmed as a macro for the Code 

Vro design program, which is included in Sec. B.4. This short macro uses no special 

functions, so it could be easily converted to other languages or other design programs that 

accept macros. This is the most useful form to present here, because it does not require 

the development of a ray trace program and is in a form that makes all the induced fifth

order aberration coefficients and intrinsic fifth-order spherical aberration available for 

optimization. 

The most expedient method for determining induced and intrinsic fifth-order 

aberrations would be to use the macro in Sec. B. 4 for calculating the induced fifth-order 

aberrations (and intrinsic fifth-order spherical aberration). The intrinsic aberration 

coefficients can then be found by using macros to create the intrinsic surface modules and 

perform the basic proximate ray tracing. 

PROXI could also be used to calculate the complete aberrations at consecutive 

intermediate pupils and subtract the induced to get the intrinsic aberrations. The total 

intrinsic component can be found by subtracting the induced aberrations from the 

complete aberration given by PROXI for the system. Use of PRO XI as a Code Vro macro 

(not included here) is straightforward to implement, but is considerably slower than the C 

implementation. 
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Because there may be interest in implementing the interpolation routine, the 

subroutines used from the original interpolation package are outlined, and the listing is 

given for the calling subroutine. These are in Sec. B. 5. 

B.2. Output and speed of the program: 

The output from the program was sent to a spreadsheet program. This was very 

useful for studying the data both numerically and graphically. The interpolation routine 

gives the intrinsic and complete wave aberrations on a square grid of coordinates at each 

intermediate pupil. From these data sets, the tangential and sagittal OPD fans for the 

intrinsic, induced, and complete aberrations at each surface are compiled into a table. 

From these, plots such as Figs. 6.2 to 6.14 can be produced. 

The third-, fifth-, and seventh-order aberration coefficients determined by 

proximate ray tracing for each component and surface are also compiled into a table 

similar to the table of coefficients in Sec. C.1. Quick calculations of the induced 

aberrations at a particular surface can be performed using the equations of Chapter Four. 

This also allows for separation of the intrinsic refraction and transfer terms of the fifth

order spherical aberration. 

To find the intrinsic and complete interpolated wavefronts for each surface at two 

field angles takes roughly ten minutes for a six-surface triplet on a 33MHz-80386 personal 

computer. The entire table of third-, fifth-, and seventh-order coefficients for the same 

lens takes roughly ten seconds using proximate ray tracing. The analytical method is too 

fast to estimate, since it only involves tracing two paraxial rays. These routines were not 

optimized for efficiency. 
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B.3. Sign conventions: 

The program, INDUCE, calculates optical path differences and aberration 

coefficients based upon a positive image height for the lens. This correlates with the 

definitions of most commercial design codes. The different surface modules are set up 

with respect to intermediate object and image heights based upon a positive final image 

height. 

The wave aberration in this investigation is defined in the manner described by H. 

Hopkins (1950) as the optical path length of the reference ray minus the optical path of 

any given ray. This implies that the sign of the wave aberration, W, is positive if the 

wavefront lies in front of the reference sphere. A singlet with positive power will have 

positive spherical aberration. 

Most standard objective-type lenses have a negative magnification between object 

and image and a positive magnification between entrance and exit pupils (and all of the 

intermediate pupils). There are systems, however, that have an inversion of the pupil 

coordinates. This will occur when an intermediate entrance pupil is outside the front focal 

length of a positive element or outside the back focal length of a negative element. 

Therefore, if the system entrance pupil is outside of the front focal plane of the system (for 

a positive system), the coordinates at the exit pupil will be inverted. 

The effect of an inversion of the pupil is to change the signs of the odd aberration 

terms. To avoid confusion, these special cases have not been analyzed here. It is 

important to point out, however, that when determining surface contributions for these 

types of systems, it is important to keep track of the parity of the pupil in order to 

properly combine the surface contributions. The analytical method of determining the 

induced aberration coefficients is easier to deal with since it only involves third-order 

calculations. 
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B.4. Macros for calculation of fifth-order induced aberration coefficients: 

The following macros (sequence files) are written in the Code Ve macro language 

(Version 7.50). These have been programmed as user-defined functions to allow for use 

of the global variables as constraints in optimization. The induced aberration coefficients 

are given by I\Z060, I\Z 151, etc. The sums are given by I\Z060S, etc. The intrinsic 

spherical aberration is available as 1\1060, or separated into refraction and transfer 

components, I\I060R and I\I060T. Any of the global variables can be used for 

optimization. 

To find the induced aberrations of a lens, run the macro INDUCED. SEQ. This 

defines the functions and global variables. Then, to list the surface contributions, run 

ABERTABL.SEQ. The use of this macro is similar to that of the macro given with the 

program for finding Buchdahl cofficients, FIFTHDEF.SEQ. 

To evaluate a particular variable, evaluate the function @INDUCED at the desired 

surface (0 for final surface) and then evaluate the global variable. For example, to 

evaluate the intrinsic fifth-order spherical aberration at surface 3, type: 

EVA (@INDUCED(3)) 
EVA (AI060) 

To optimize, specify use a display-only constraint to update the function before 

each iteration and set user-defined functions to the values of the desired global variables; 

for example, to optimize for a system sum of ten waves of circular coma, type: 

AUT 
DSP (@INDUCED(O)) 
@cco == AZ151S 
@cco = 10 
(other constraints) 
GO 



INDUCED. SEQ. 1 

ver n 
FCT @PARAXVAL (NUM "count) 

gbl num "K040 "K131 "K222 "K220 "K311 "KC040 "KC131 
gbl num "W040 "Wl31 "W222 "W220 "W311 
gbl num "A "Abar "SIC "SIIC "curv 
gbl num "del1C "H "factor "waves 
gbl num "hmy "hcy "umy "umyp "ucy "ucyp 
gbl num "n1 "n2 "P "dell "del2 "delu2n2 
gbl num "Z060 "Zl5l "Z242 "Z240 "Z333 
gbl num "Z33l "Z422 "Z420 "Z511 "Z600 
gbl num "Z060S "Zl5lS "Z242S "Z240S "Z333S 
gbl num "Z331S "Z422S "Z420S "Z511S "Z600S 
gbl num "I060 "I060T "I060R "I060S "I060RS "I060TS 
gbl num "asp "aspc "kappa "ad "K "KC 

! "K040, etc. , are the coefficients at the surface 
!"W040, etc. , are the coefficients of the incoming wavefront 
!"Z060, etc. , are the induced aberration surface coefficients 
!"Z060S, etc. , are the induced aberration coefficient sums 
!"I060, etc. , are the intrinsic aberration surface coefficients 
!"I060R and "IW060T are intrinsic refraction and transfer terms 

!Lagrange invariant as defined by Welford 
"H == (IND Sl)*((UMY Sl)*(HCY Sl)-(HMY Sl)*(UCY Sl» 

IF (DIM) = 'I' 
"factor == 25400000 

ELS IF (DIM) = 'C' 
"factor == 10000000 

ELS IF (DIM) = 'M' 
"factor 

END IF 

"waves 
"umy 
"umyp 
"ucy 
"ucyp 
"hmy 
"hcy 
"n1 
"n2 
"curv 
"A 
"Abar 
"p 
"dell 
"del1C 
"del2 
"delu2n2 

1000000 

"factor/ (CWL) 
(UMY S"count-l) 
(UMY S"count) 
(UCY S"count-1) 
(UCY S"count) 
(HMY S"count) 
(HCY S"count) 
(IND S"count-1) 
(IND S"count) 
(CUY S"count) 
"n1*("umy + "hmy*"curv) 
"n1*("ucy + "hcy*"curv) 
"curv * ((1/"n2) - (1/"n1» 
("umyp/"n2) - ("umy/"n1) 
("ucyp/"n2) - ("ucy/"n1) 
(1 / ("n2*"n2» - (1 / ("n1*"n1» 
("umyp*"umyp)/("n2*"n2) - ("umy*"umy)/("n1*"n1) 

IF (TYP SUR S"count) = 'CON' 
"kappa == (K S"count) 
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Aasp == Akappa*Ahmy*Ahmy*Ahmy*Ahmy*Acurv*Acurv*Acurv*(An2-Anl) 
Aaspc == Akappa*Ahcy*Ahcy*Ahcy*Ahcy*Acurv*Acurv*Acurv*(An2-Anl) 

ELS IF (TYP SUR SAcount) = 'ASP' 
Aad (A SAcount) 
Akappa == (K SAcount) 
IF Aad <> 0 

8*Aad*Ahmy*Ahmy*Ahmy*Ahmy*(An2-Anl) 
8*Aad*Ahcy*Ahcy*Ahcy*Ahcy*(An2-Anl) 

Aasp 
Aaspc 

ELS 
Aasp 
Aaspc 

END IF 

Akappa*Ahmy*Ahmy*Ahmy*Ahmy*Acurv*Acurv*Acurv*(An2-Anl) 
Akappa*Ahcy*Ahcy*Ahcy*Ahcy*Acurv*Acurv*Acurv*(An2-Anl) 

ELS 
Aasp 
Aaspc 

END IF 

IF Ahmy = 0 
AK 0 

ELS 

o 
o 

AK 
END IF 

Ahcy/Ahmy 

IF Ahcy 0 
AKC == 0 

ELS 
AKC == Ahmy/Ahcy 

END IF 

END FCT Awaves 
! -------------------------------
FCT @THIRD (NUM Aj) 
lcl num Aj ASI 
lcl num ASIC ASIIC 

A temp @PARAXVAL(Aj) 

ASII 
ATI 

ASIII 

-AA*AA*Ahmy*Adell + Aasp 
-AA*AAbar*Ahmy*Adell + AK*Aasp 

ASIV 

ASI 
ASII 
ASIII 
ASIV 
ASV 

-AAbar*AAbar*Ahmy*Adell + AK*AK*Aasp 
_AH*AH*Ap 
-AAbar*((AAbar*AAbar*Ahmy*AdeI2) & 

ASV 

- ((AAbar*Ahmy-AH)*Ahcy*AP)) + AK*AK*AK*Aasp 
ASIC 
ASIIC 

-AAbar*AAbar*Ahcy*AdellC + Aaspc 
-AA*AAbar*Ahcy*AdellC + AKC*Aaspc 

!The refraction term of the intrinsic SA does not 
!account for aspherics: 
ATI -(AA*AA*AA*Ahmy*Adelu2n2 & 

+ Ahmy*Ahmy*Ahmy*Acurv*Acurv*AA*AA*Adell) 

!The following are equivalent to normalized transverse 
!entrance pupil aberration coefficients: 
AK040 -- ASI/(8*AH) 
AK131 ASII/(2*AH) 
AK222 ASIII/(2*AH) 

A temp 
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"K220 
"K311 
"KC040 
"KC131 

("SIV+"SIII)/(4*"H) 
"SV/(2*"H) 
"SIC/(8*"H) 
"SIIC/ (2*"H) 

!These 
"W040 
"W131 
"W222 
"W220 
"W311 

are the ordinary wave aberrations at the surface: 
"SI*"waves/8 
"SII*"waves/2 
"SIII*"waves/2 
("SIV+"SIII)*"waves/4 
"SV*"waves/2 

!The intrinsic terms: 
"I060R "TI*"waves/16 
"I060T 2*"W040*"K131 
"I060 "I060T + "I060R 

END FCT "K040 
! -------------------------------
FCT @ZFIFTH (NUM "i) 
leI num "i "count 
leI num "JW040 "JW131 

"temp 
"JW222 "JW220 "JW311 

!"JW040, etc., are the incoming aberration sums 

"JW040 0 
"JW131 0 
"JW222 0 
"JW220 0 
"JW311 0 

IF "i = 1 
"I060RS 
"I060TS 
"I060S 

END IF 

IF "i <= 2 
"Z060S 
"Z151S 
"Z242S 
"Z240S --
"Z333S 
"Z331S 
"Z422S 
"Z420S 
"Z511S 
"Z600S 

END IF 

FOR "count 1 
"temp 
"JW040 
"JW131 
"JW222 
"JW220 
"JW311 

0 
0 
0 

0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

"i-l 
@THIRD("count) 
"JW040 + "W040 
"JW131 + "W131 
"JW222 + "W222 
"JW220 + "W220 
"JW311 + "W311 
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END FOR 

"temp == @THIRD("i) 

!The induced aberration coefficients: 
"Z060 4*"K131*"JW040 
"Z151 3*"K131*"JW131 + 8*("K220+"K222)*"JW040 
"Z242 2*"K131*"JW222 + 4*"K220*"JW131 + 6*"K222*"JW131 & 

+ 8*"K311*"JW040 
2*"K220*"JW131 + 2*"K131*"JW220 + 4*"KC131*"JW040 
4*"K311*"JW131 + 4*"K222*"JW222 
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"Z240 
"Z333 
"Z331 2*"K311*"JW131 + 3*"KC131*"JW131 + 4*("K220+"K222) & 

*"JW220 + 4*"K220*"JW222 + "K131*"JW311 + 16*"KC040*"JW040 
"Z422 2*"K222*"JW311 + 4*"K311*"JW220 + 4*"K311*"JW222 & 

+ 2*"KC131*"JW222 + 8*"KC040*"JW131 
"Z420 
"Z511 
"Z600 

2*"KCI31*"JW220 + 2*"K220*"JW311 + 4*"KC040*"JWI31 
2*"K311*"JW311 + "KCI31*"JW311 + 8*"KC040*("JW220+"JW222) 
4*"KC040*"JW311 

"Z060S "Z060S + "Z060 
"Z151S "Z151S + "Z151 
"Z242S "Z242S + "Z242 
"Z240S "Z240S + "Z240 
"Z333S "Z333S + "Z333 
"Z331S -- "Z331S + "Z331 
"Z422S "Z422S + "Z422 
"Z420S "Z420S + "Z420 
"Z511S "Z511S + "Z511 
"Z600S "Z600S + "Z600 
"I060S "I060S + "I060 
"I060RS "I060RS + "I060R 
"I060TS "I060TS + "I060T 

END FCT "Z060 

FCT @INDUCED(NUM "last surf) 
lcl num "junk "surface-"last surf 

if "last surf < 1 OR "last surf> ((NUM S)-I) 
"last-surf == ((NUM S)-I) 

end if -

for "surface 1 "last surf 
"junk == @ZFIFTH (Asurface) 

end for 

END FCT "z060 

Evaluate aberrations (dummy variable) 

write "FCT @ZFIFTH and 5th-order induced global variables are defined." 
write "This is set up for spherical or aspheric surfaces." 
write "The intrinsic SA ("I060) is not correct for aspherics." 
write "To list surface contributions, type: in indtable" 
write "To use in optimization, use DSP (@induced(O)) after aut. Then" 
write "define variables -- Induced sums are given by "Z060S to "Z600S." 
write "Intrinsic sums are "I060S, "I060RS, or "I060TS (refr or trans)." 



INDTABLE.SEQ.l 

ver n 
lcl nurn Aiter Atemp 
lcl str AformatO Aformatl Aformat2 Aformat3 Aformat4 Aformat5 

.... 
" 
" 

W060 
W331 

W151 
W422 

W242 
W420 

AformatO 
Aformatl 
Aformat2 
Aformat3 
Aformat4 

"Surface '2d':" 
"'4d.6d"4d.6d"4d.6d"4d.6d"4d.6d'" 

"format5 "Total:" 
write qAformatl 
write q"format2 

FOR Aiter 2 ((NUM S) -1) 
Atemp == @ZFIFTH(Aiter) 
write q"formatO 
write q"format3 Aiter 
write qAformat4 AZ060 AZ151 AZ242 AZ240 AZ333 
write qAformat4 AZ331 AZ422 AZ420 "Z511 "Z600 
END FOR 

write q"formatO 
write q"format5 
write qAformat4 AZ060S AZ151S AZ242S AZ240S AZ333S 
write qAformat4 AZ331S AZ422S AZ420S AZ511S AZ600S 

W240 
W511 

W333" 
W600" 
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B.s. Interpolation routines: 

The interpolation routines have been published (Renka, 1984) and are extremely 

well documented. The code was originally written in Fortran; this was converted to C. 

The interpolation package was discussed in Appendix A. Because the listing of the 

interpolation package describes two interpolation methods, only a subset of the 

subroutines were used. Rather than reprint the program, the calling subroutine is included 

with a list of the C function prototypes for the set of subroutines used. This will help 

clarify which routines are useful and how they are called. 

The ray trace code traces a square grid of rays to the desired (tilted) pupil 

reference sphere. The normalized (distorted) X and Y pupil coordinates and the OPD's 

are stored in a file, "griddata." 

fprintf(griddata, "\n% If % If % If", (fabs(normgridx) I gridrnax), 
normgridy I gridrnax), opdgrid[countx] [county]); 

The interpolation routine is called. The OPD's at uniform coordinates are stored 

with the coordinates in "uniffile" and the sagittal and tangential OPD fans are stored in 

"opdxfile" and "opdyfile." The other parameters of the calling statement are as follows: 

MI 21 number of x grid values traced and interpolated 
MJ 41 number of y grid values traced and interpolated 
MXO 51 number of x-values for opd fan 
MYO 101 number of y-values for opd fan 
nit 15 the maximum number of iterations 
eps 0.0001 convergence criterion 
nit and eps can be adjusted to trade off between speed and accuracy 

interpolate(distfile, uniffile, opdxfile, opdyfile, pointstraced, 
MI, MJ, MXO, MYO, 15, 0.0001); 

void interpolate(char *gridin, char *gridout, char *opdxout, 
char *opdyout, int N, int ni, int nj, int nxo, 
int nyc, int nit, double eps) 

{ 
/* Given a set of scattered data in two dimensions, X[i], Y[i], 

i=l, •. ,N and function values Z[i], this routine constructs a 
Thiessen triangular mesh of the nodes, estimates partial 
derivatives at the nodes using a global method, and interpolates 
or extrapolates to a user-defined uniform grid. 



Input parameters: 
N - number of nodes in data set 
ni, nj - x and y dimensions of grid to interpolate to. 
nxo,nyo - x and y dimensions of opd fans 
X, Y, Z - input data 

Output parameters: 
zz[i) [j) - interpolated function value matrix at px[i), 

py[j) grid coordinates 
zxzy[2) [N) - partial derivative estimates globally 

determined by subroutine GRADG.C *1 

int nrow = ni; 
int i, j, iflag; 
int *iadj, *iend, ier, ierr, ist; 
double yinc, xinc; 
double halfx, halfy; 
double *X, *Y, *Z, *px, *py, PX, PY; 
double **zxzy, **zz, *zzy, *zzx; 
double zerovalue; 
FILE *inputfile, *outputfile, *opdtan, *opdsag; 

1* Allocate unit-offset vectors and matrices. 
These functions are supplied by Numerical Recipes *1 
X dvector(1, N); 
Y dvector(1, N); 
Z dvector(1, N); 
zzy dvector(1, nyo); 
zzx dvector(1, nxo); 
iadj ivector(1, 6*N-9); 
iend ivector(1, N); 
px dvector(1, nil; 
py dvector(1, nj); 
zz drnatrix(1, ni, 1, nj); 
zxzy drnatrix(1, 2, 1, N); 

1* Read in nodal coordinates and data values *1 
if ((inputfile = fopen(gridin, "r")) == NULL) 

printf("Error opening text file for reading\n"); 
exit (0); 

for (i = 1; i <= N; i++) { 
fscanf(inputfile, "%If", &X[i)); 
fscanf(inputfile, ''%If'' , &Y[i)); 
fscanf(inputfile, "%If", &Z[i)); 

/* Establish uniform grid coordinates *1 
for(i = 1; i <= ni; i++) { 

xinc = (1.) 1 ((double) (ni-1)); 
px[i) = ((double) (i) * xinc) - xinc; 

} 
for(i = 1; i <= nj; i++) { 

yinc = (2.)/((double) (nj-1)); 
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py[i] ((double) (i) * yinc) - (1.+yinc); 

/* Initialize matrix of partial derivatives */ 
for (i = 1; i <= N; i++) { 

zxzy[l][i] 0.; 
zxzy[2] [i] = 0.; 

/* Optimally order data for triangulation */ 
reordr (N, 3, X, Y, Z, iend); 
printf("."); 

/* Create adjacency list for thiessen triangulation */ 
trmesh (N, X, Y, iadj, iend, &ier); 
printf("."); 

/* Interpolate to px[i] and py[j] grid values. Function 
values in zz[i] [j]*/ 
unifg (N, X, Y, Z, iadj, iend, nrow, ni, nj, px, py, 

zxzy, zz, &ier, nit, eps); 
printf("."); 

if ((outputfile = fopen (gridout, "w")) == NULL) 
printf("Error opening text file for writing\n"); 
exit(O); 

/* Points outside of the circular pupil are not discarded 
Piston is removed at the zero value of the pupil. */ 

for (i = ni; i >= 2; i--) { 
for (j = 1; j <= nj; j++) { 

zerovalue = zz[l] [(nj+l)/2]; 
fprintf(outputfile, "\n% lf % lf % If'', 

-px[i], py[j], zz[i] [j]-zerovalue); 

for (i = 1; i <= ni; i++) { 
for (j = 1; j <= nj; j++) 

fprintf(outputfile, "\n% lf % lf % If'', 
px [i], py[j], zz [i] [j] -zerovalue) ; 

/* Print OPD fans to files. */ 
if ((opdtan = fopen (opdyout, "w")) 

printf("Error opening text file for 
exit(O); 

ist = 1; 
for (i 1; i <= nyo; i++) { 

yinc (2.) / ( (double) (nyo-l) ) ; 
PY = (double) (i-i) * yinc - 1.; 

NULL) { 
writing\n"); 
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intrcg(N, 0., PY, x, Y, Z, iadj, iend, zxzy, &ist, 
&zzy[i], &ierr); 

fprintf(opdtan, n\n% If % lfn, PY, zzy[i]-zerovalue); 

if «opdsag = fop en (opdxout, nw"» == NULL) ( 
printf(nError opening text file for writing\nn); 
exit(O); 

for (i = 1; i <= nxo; i++) ( 
xinc = (1.) / «double) (nxo-1) ); 
PX = (double) (i-1) * xinc; 
intrcg(N, PX, 0., X, Y, Z, iadj, iend, zxzy, &ist, 

&zzx[ij, &ierr); 
fprintf(opdsag, n\n% If % lfn, PX, zzx[i]-zerovalue); 

fclose(inputfile); 
fclose(outputfile); 
fclose(opdtan); 
fclose(opdsag); 

/* Deallocate vectors and matrices */ 
free ivector(iadj, 1); 
[etc~ for other matrices] 

The routines converted to C from the interpolation package are as follows: 

void adnode(int kk, double *X, double *Y, int *iadj, int *iend, 
int *ier); 

void bdyadd(int kk, int i1, int i2, int *iadj, int *iend); 
void gradg(int N, double *X, double *Y, double *Z, int *iadj, 
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int *iend, double eps, int *nit, double **zxzy, int *ier); 
int index(int nvertx, int nabor, int *iadj, int *iend); 
void intadd(int kk, int i1, int i2, int i3, int *iadj, int *iend); 
void intrcg(int N, double px, double py, double *X, double *Y, 

double *Z, int *iadj, int *iend, double **zxzy, int *ist, 
double *pz, int *ier); 

int left(double xl, double y1, double x2, double y2, double xO, 
double yO); 

void permut(int nn, int *ip, double *A); 
void qsort(); 
void reordr(int NN, int iflag, double *A, double *B, double *C, 

int *ind); 
void shiftd(int nfrst, int nlast, int kk, int *iarr); 
void swap(int nin1, int nin2, int nout1, int nout2, int *iadj, 

int *iend); 
int swptst(int in1, int in2, int io1, int io2, double *X, double *y); 
void trfind(int nst, double px, double py, double *X, double *Y, 

int *iadj, int *iend, int *i1, int *i2, int *i3); 
void trmesh(int N, double *X, double *Y, int *iadj, int *iend, 

int *ier); 
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void tval(double X, double Y, double Xl, double X2, double X3, 
double Yl, double Y2, double Y3, double Zl, double Z2, 
double Z3, double zxl, double zx2, double zx3, double zyl, 
double zy2, double zy3, int iflag, double *w, double *wx, 
double *wy, int *ier); 

void unifg(int N, double *X, double *Y, double *Z, int *iadj, 
int *iend, int nrow, int nx, int ny, double *px, double *py, 
double **zxzy, double **zz, int *ier, int nit, double eps); 
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APPENDIXC 

LENS DATA 

C.1: Cooke Triplet: 

This section gives the lens prescription for the triplet and all the third-, fifth-, and 
seventh-order aberration coefficients in waves, separated into induced and intrinsic 
components at each surface. 

Surface Radius Thickness Glass Other Specifications 
Object Infinity 1000000 eft: 99.989 

1 34.869 15 LaFN21 epd: 22.22222 
2 75.362 3.268 A.: 0.5876 ~m 

Stop -87.988 2.4 SF10 Units: mm 
4 35.238 6.281 Fields: 0, +15° 
5 92.5116 4.509 LaFN21 Designed by author. 
6 -58.02359 80.4464498 

Image Infinity 0 

Surface W040 W131 W222 W220 W311 W400 

1 18.854 34.993 16.237 55.793 51.758 -3.010 
2 0.212 -7.565 67.629 11.756 -210.205 6.506 
3 -14.853 82.178 -113.665 -74.893 207.179 0.000 
4 -21.529 -99.599 -115.192 -102.692 -237.538 -3.535 
5 5.250 44.902 96.007 65.973 282.119 22.783 
6 15.287 -52.162 44.498 50.899 -86.842 -7.170 

Sum 3.220 2.747 -4.486 6.837 6.471 15.575 

Surface W060ind W060int W060tot W15lind W15lint W15ltot 

1 0.000 0.461 0.461 0.000 -0.136 -0.136 
2 0.113 0.003 0.116 -2.206 -0.095 -2.302 
3 -1.237 0.062 -1.174 4.342 -0.319 4.022 
4 0.331 -1.653 -1.322 7.913 -12.442 -4.530 
5 0.614 -0.026 0.588 4.163 -0.320 3.843 
6 -0.497 0.715 0.218 3.513 -4.316 -0.802 

Sum -0.676 -0.438 -1.114 17.724 -17.629 0.095 
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Surface W242ind W242int W242tot W240ind W240int W240tot 
1 0.000 1.264 1.264 0.000 0.373 0.373 
2 3.179 0.918 4.097 0.048 0.097 0.145 
3 -3.644 -0.197 -3.840 -1.380 1.204 -0.176 
4 24.246 -33.954 -9.709 4.195 -6.922 -2.727 
5 8.625 -0.997 7.628 2.272 -0.661 1.612 
6 -7.763 9.630 1.867 -1.690 1.399 -0.291 

Sum 24.643 -23.336 1.307 3.444 -4.509 -1.065 

Surface W333ind W333int W333tot W33lind W33lint W33ltot 
1 0.000 1.658 1.658 0.000 -1.408 -1.408 
2 4.940 -3.612 1.328 -0.994 -1.533 -2.526 
3 3.040 1.665 4.705 15.341 -6.161 9.180 
4 17.844 -32.429 -14.585 8.397 -34.332 -25.936 
5 8.761 -0.427 8.334 23.175 -5.585 17.591 
6 5.485 -7.417 -1.931 6.763 -5.868 0.895 

Sum 40.070 -40.561 -0.491 52.682 -54.887 -2.204 

Surface W422ind W422int W422tot W420ind W420int W420tot 
1 0.000 2.378 2.378 0.000 -2.698 -2.698 
2 10.231 9.362 19.593 -0.356 -0.017 -0.373 
3 -31.875 6.493 -25.381 -4.684 6.135 1.451 
4 -4.281 -49.372 -53.653 2.246 -1.225 1.021 
5 66.035 -9.748 56.287 6.588 -6.753 -0.165 
6 -6.747 7.846 1.099 -0.979 -1.652 -2.631 

Sum 33.363 -33.041 0.323 2.815 -6.209 -3.394 

Surface W51lind W51lint W51ltot W600ind W600int W600tot 
1 0.000 -2.503 -2.503 0.000 0.295 0.295 
2 3.584 0.298 3.883 -0.266 -0.020 -0.286 
3 12.958 -16.971 -4.013 0.000 0.000 0.000 
4 4.480 -2.833 1.647 0.136 -0.043 0.093 
5 31.788 -28.880 2.909 3.396 -4.228 -0.832 
6 1.526 2.818 4.344 0.528 0.272 0.800 

Sum 54.337 -48.070 6.267 3.794 -3.725 0.070 
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Surface W080ind W080int W080tot W17lind W17lint W17ltot 
1 0.000 0.005 0.005 0.000 -0.042 -0.042 
2 0.008 0.000 0.008 -0.148 -0.002 -0.149 
3 -0.029 0.002 -0.028 0.121 -0.018 0.103 
4 -0.030 -0.170 -0.200 0.845 -1.688 -0.842 
5 0.105 0.000 0.105 0.751 0.000 0.751 
6 -0.111 0.040 -0.072 0.602 -0.320 0.283 

Sum -0.057 -0.124 -0.181 2.172 -2.069 0.103 

Surface W262ind W262int W262tot W260ind W260int W260tot 
1 0.000 0.039 0.039 0.000 -0.004 -0.004 
2 0.323 0.017 0.340 0.008 0.001 0.009 
3 -0.526 0.082 -0.444 -0.041 -0.007 -0.048 
4 5.063 -6.619 -1.556 0.551 -0.870 -0.319 
5 1.733 -0.005 1.728 0.251 0.004 0.256 
6 -1.294 1.043 -0.251 -0.086 0.080 -0.006 

Sum 5.299 -5.444 -0.145 0.682 -0.795 -0.113 

Surface W353ind W353int W353tot W35lind W35lint W35ltot 
1 0.000 -0.009 -0.009 0.000 -0.051 -0.051 
2 -0.953 -0.079 -1.031 -0.104 -0.020 -0.124 
3 1.112 -0.157 0.955 0.191 0.038 0.230 
4 10.120 -12.089 -1.968 4.541 -6.351 -1.810 
5 2.014 -0.029 1.986 1.561 0.055 1.616 
6 1.502 -1.606 -0.105 0.508 -0.474 0.034 

Sum 13.796 -13.968 -0.173 6.697 -6.802 -0.105 

Surface W444ind W444int W444tot W442ind W442int W442tot 
1 0.000 0.019 0.019 0.000 0.050 0.050 
2 0.016 0.143 0.159 0.637 0.105 0.742 
3 -0.056 0.100 0.045 -0.447 -0.023 -0.470 
4 7.033 -8.661 -1.628 10.041 -16.415 -6.374 
5 1.438 -0.047 1.391 5.074 0.187 5.261 
6 -0.850 0.977 0.128 -0.958 1.045 0.087 

Sum 7.582 -7.469 0.113 14.346 -15.050 -0.704 
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Surface W440ind W440int W440tot W533ind W533int W533tot 
1 0.000 -0.021 -0.021 0.000 -0.064 -0.064 
2 -0.006 -0.001 -0.007 -0.052 -0.170 -0.222 
3 0.240 -0.140 0.101 0.778 -0.083 0.695 
4 0.363 -0.970 -0.608 5.018 -14.911 -9.892 
5 0.413 0.098 0.511 9.430 0.144 9.573 
6 0.067 -0.037 0.030 0.702 -0.843 -0.141 

Sum 1.077 -1.071 0.006 15.877 -15.928 -0.052 

Surface W53lind W53lint W531tot W622ind W622int W622tot 
1 0.000 0.063 0.063 0.000 -0.117 -0.117 
2 0.094 0.034 0.128 0.461 -0.299 0.162 
3 -0.938 0.733 -0.205 0.670 -0.848 -0.177 
4 0.827 -4.516 -3.689 -0.084 -5.338 -5.422 
5 2.641 0.829 3.470 5.316 1.549 6.865 
6 0.031 0.162 0.193 -0.179 -0.230 -0.409 

Sum 2.655 -2.694 -0.040 6.185 -5.284 0.901 

Surface W620ind W620int W620tot W71lind W711int W71ltot 
1 0.000 0.151 0.151 0.000 0.140 0.140 
2 0.012 0.009 0.021 -0.206 -0.165 -0.371 
3 0.447 -0.581 -0.134 -1.237 1.608 0.371 
4 -0.028 -0.230 -0.258 -0.111 -0.531 -0.642 
5 -0.477 0.797 0.319 -2.493 3.406 0.913 
6 0.017 0.036 0.053 -0.044 -0.061 -0.106 

Sum -0.029 0.182 0.152 -4.091 4.397 0.306 

Surface W800ind W800int W800tot 
1 0.000 -0.024 -0.024 
2 0.015 0.010 0.024 
3 0.000 0.000 0.000 
4 -0.004 -0.010 -0.015 
5 -0.599 0.645 0.046 
6 -0.027 -0.008 -0.035 

Sum -0.616 0.613 -0.004 
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C.2: Shafer's aspheric triplet: 

This was contributed by David Shafer (1992 b). It has been modified for a shorter 
object distance and 100 mm effective focal length. The lens prescription is given, as well 
as the third-, and fifth-order aberration coefficients in waves, separated into induced and 
intrinsic components at each surface. 

Surface Radius Thickness Glass Other Specifications 

Object Infinity 10000 eft: 98.4622 
Stop Infinity -51.2289 epd: 22.2222 

2 255.61225 56.8473 BK7 A.: 0.5876 ~m 
3 62.63954: - . 23.6149 Units: mm 
4 74.49453 15.7912 BK7 Fields: 0, ±15° 
5 -58.71145 89.4891 
6 -42.87670 5.0000 BK7 
7 -203.30921 4.2124 

Image Infinity 0 

Ash' C ffi' ;PJ enc oe clents: 
Surface 4th Order 6th Order 

2 -5.05194e-07 -3.20652e-ll 
3 3.6022ge-07 9.43623e-l0 
4 -1.07104e-06 1. 15207e-l0 
6 4.4698ge-07 -3 .2562ge-l 0 

Surface W040 W131 W222 W220 W311 W400 
1 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
2 -6.587 33.878 -36.455 -13.201 120.942 -34.463 
3 -11.687 -29.745 -34.958 -37.992 -76.300 4.373 
4 -9.266 27.892 67.804 51.150 159.122 14.111 
5 27.705 -28.687 7.426 25.598 -13.253 -0.765 
6 -0.247 -2.516 -5.900 -32.917 -153.230 110.179 
7 0.081 -0.823 2.083 7.361 -37.281 -89.918 

Sum 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 3.517 
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Surface W060ind W060int W060tot W151ind W151int W15ltot 
1 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
2 0.000 0.041 0.041 0.000 -0.383 -0.383 
3 -0.155 -1.320 -1.475 -0.162 -1.011 -1.173 
4 0.402 0.245 0.647 3.364 -0.503 2.861 
5 -0.624 1.413 0.789 1.980 -3.258 -1.278 
6 0.000 -0.003 -0.003 0.015 -0.030 -0.015 
7 0.000 0.001 0.001 0.002 -0.014 -0.012 

Sum -0.376 0.376 0.000 5.199 -5.199 0.000 

Surface W242ind W242int W242tot W240ind W240int W240tot 
1 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
2 0.000 0.221 0.221 0.000 0.103 0.103 
3 1.197 -6.079 -4.882 0.444 -0.935 -0.491 
4 4.879 -2.379 2.499 1.006 -0.626 0.380 
5 -1.546 3.655 2.109 -0.067 0.290 0.224 
6 0.154 -0.174 -0.020 0.068 -0.326 -0.258 
7 -0.012 0.085 0.072 0.004 0.038 0.043 

Sum 4.671 -4.671 0.000 1.456 -1.456 0.000 

Surface W333ind W333int W333tot W331ind W331int W33ltot 
1 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
2 0.000 1.246 1.246 0.000 -0.215 -0.215 
3 1.035 -4.129 -3.094 -0.382 -3.534 -3.916 
4 3.303 -0.335 2.968 7.911 -2.806 5.105 
5 0.356 -1.215 -0.859 1.104 -0.792 0.312 
6 0.422 -0.539 -0.117 1.117 -1.902 -0.785 
7 0.028 -0.172 -0.144 -0.007 -0.495 -0.502 

Sum 5.144 -5.144 0.000 9.743 -9.743 0.000 

Surface W422ind W422int W422tot W420ind W420int W420tot 
1 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
2 0.000 -1.216 -1.216 0.000 0.442 0.442 
3 -1.305 -6.356 -7.661 1.788 0.960 2.747 
4 15.143 -2.190 12.953 -0.211 -2.970 -3.181 
5 -0.580 0.987 0.407 -2.039 -0.595 -2.634 
6 3.413 -9.466 -6.053 2.165 0.523 2.688 
7 -0.075 1.643 1.568 0.363 -0.425 -0.062 

Sum 16.596 -16.596 0.000 2.066 -2.066 0.000 
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Surface W511ind W51lint W511tot W600ind W600int W600tot 
1 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
2 0.000 -4.599 -4.599 0.000 2.864 2.864 
3 3.569 2.026 5.595 -0.418 -0.156 -0.574 
4 -0.394 -9.012 -9.405 -0.497 -1.445 -1.942 
5 0.586 0.308 0.894 0.123 0.030 0.153 
6 6.340 0.859 7.199 -16.571 -86.987 -103.558 
7 -1.837 2.153 0.316 2.646 13.972 16.619 

Sum 8.264 -8.264 0.000 -14.716 -71.721 -86.438 

W080 Induced Intrinsic Total 
Sum -0.008 0.035 0.026 

C.3. Hypergon: 

This design is loosely based on a design from Fig. 11-2 of Smith (1992). 

Surface Radius Thickness Glass Other Specifications 
Object Infinity 185.824905 eft: 100 

1 35.074273 6.66 SK16 epd: 15 
2 47.865585 8.00 A.: 0.5876 flm 
3 Infinity 8.00 Units: mm 
4 -47.865585 6.66 SK16 Fields: 0, ±30o 
5 -35.074273 162.779185 

Image Infinity 0 
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C.4. Inverted telephoto: 

This design is based on Fig. 9-2 from Smith (1992). 

Surface Radius Thickness Glass Other Specifications 
Object Infinity lE6 eft: 100 

1 238.2522396 13.228 SFI epd: 33.333333 
2 -941.6819903 0.529 A.: 0.58761lm 
3 843.5438723 6.614 SK4 Units: mm 
4 62.767840 150.058 Fields: 0, ±15° 
5 78.0487067 14.815 SK4 
6 -224.0180945 12.1708044 

Stop Infinity 3.1445626 
8 -116.6681761 6.614 SF8 
9 81.1038568 16.879 
10 -6825.89878 9.260 SK4 
11 -126.0779135 0.529 
12 181.4103356 15.699 SK4 
13 -198.5698085 151.123 

Image Infinity 0 

C.5. Cassegrain and Ritchey-Chretien telescopes: 

These designs are based on Figs. 16-3 and 16-4 from Smith (1992). 

Surface Radius Thick. Glass K Casso KRC Other Specifications 
Object Infinity lE6 eft: 100 

1 -57.143 -20 Mirror -1.00 -1.069822 epd: 25 
2 -24.000 30 Mirror -3.24 -3.878446 A.: 0.58761lm 

Image Infinity 0 Fields: 0, ±l 0 
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C.6. Offuer null corrector for a 0.67 meter, fl1.5 paraboloid: 

This design is based upon a starting point given by Offher (1978) for a test of an 
j/4 paraboloid. 

Surface Radius Thickness Glass Other Specifications 
O~ject Infinity 522.772 Offher Null Lens to test a 

1 Infinity 20 BK7 0.67 m dia., f/1.5 parabola 
2 -59.7144238 144.622575 epd: 39.36 
3 Infinity 5 BK7 A..: 0.6328 11m 
4 -173.230918 2000 Units: mm 

Stop -2000 -2000 Mirror: K = -1 
6 -173.230918 -5 BK7 
7 Infinity -144.622575 
8 -59.7144238 -20 BK7 
9 Infinity -522.722 

Image Infinity 0 

This following is a variation of the Offher null lens with no field lens. This is 
designed to give the same paraxial marginal ray height at the paraboloid as the design 
above, but the compensating lens was adjusted to balance the spherical aberration. 

Surface Radius Thickness Glass Other Specifications 
Object Infinity 522.772 Offher Null Lens with no 

1 Infinity 20 BK7 field lens 
2 -64.843216 2164.531972 epd: 38.6124 

Stop -2000 -2164.531972 Mirror: K = -1 A..: 0.6328 11m 
4 -64.843216 -20 BK7 Units: mm 
5 Infinity -522.722 

Image Infinity 0 
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C. 7. Fraunhofer and Gauss achromatic doublets: 

These designs are based on Figs. 6-2 and 6-1 from Smith (1992). 

Fraunhofer Gauss 
Surface Radius Thick. Radius Thick. Glass Other S~ecifications 
Object Infinity 1E6 Infinity 1E6 eft: 100 

1 60.5134 1.6 17.6540 1.4 BK7 ~d: 14.285714 
2 -52.2013 0.0314 53.8980 0.1 A.: 0.5876 ~m 
3 -51.0238 1 16.5300 0.6 SFI Units: mm 
4 -127.1426 98.7921 13.0750 94.931 Fields: 0, ±1 ° 

Image Infinity 0 Infinity 0 

C.S. Two variations on a double Gauss: 

These designs were modified from Fig. 17-10 of Smith (1992), which was 
originally based on a design by Mandler (1980). 

Surface Radius Thickness Glass Other Specifications 
Object Infinity lE6 eft: 100 

1 71.7059937 12 LaFN23 ~d: 50 
2 230.754208 0.4 A.: 0.5876 ~m 
3 39.8775766 14.38 LaF2 Units: mm 
4 221.056417 2.6 SFI Fields: 0, ±20o 

5 27.4985307 12.9801972 
Stop Infinity 15.0130822 

7 -31.9087755 2.6 SF13 
8 -162.621188 10.46 LaF2 
9 -41.7110347 0.4 
10 234.623320 12 LaFN21 
11 -102.070642 52.5036307 

Image Infinity 0 

- ....... ~ ... _ .... _---
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Surface Radius Thickness Glass Other Sj!ecifications 
Object Infinity lE6 eft: 100 

1 69.0999227 12 LaFN23 epd: 50 
2 181.640879 0.4 A: 0.58761lm 
3 39.5483337 14.38 LaF2 Units: mm 
4 154.823638 2.6 SFI Fields: 0, ±20° 
5 27.1499283 12.1226647 

Stop Infinity 19.1701623 
7 -31.073115 2.6 SF13 
8 -377.972859 10.46 LaF2 
9 -41.1256087 0.4 
10 172.147850 12 LaFN21 
11 -105.530263 52.9989097 

Image Infinity 0 

C.9. Four element lenses for optimization exercise (Sec. 6.3): 

Surface Radius Thickness Glass Other Specifications 
Object Infinity lE6 eft: 100 

1 39.966144 14 LaFN21 epd: 20 
2 126.217901 4.890165 A: 0.5876 J..I.m 
3 -94.435082 2 SFI0 Fields: 0, ±20° 
4 40.873176 0.769436 Units: mm 

Stop Infinity 0.1 
6 63.902181 2 SF 10 STARTING POINT 
7 47.730875 7.065654 Based on Example 5-02 
8 98.750287 4.240600 LaFN21 from Cox, 1964 (from 
9 -61.447960 79.331499 U.S. Patent 2,158,179 by 

Image Infinity 0 C. W. Frederick) 
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W060 = -15 waves W060 = 15 waves 

Surface Radius Thickness Radius Thickness 
1 38.315181 11.439704 40.145103 14 
2 849.714390 3.947951 72.972464 7.276219 
3 -30.301461 2.118632 -79.581218 2 
4 -29.831270 1.433490 30.289445 3.756915 

Stop Infinity 0.311743 Infinity 0.1 
6 -95.672990 2 25.916411 5.092578 
7 32.465442 12.048806 25.561906 1.039192 
8 105.400127 4.465817 46.016301 7.924591 
9 -91.333055 75.529105 -60.552766 81.671665 

~SI =0 ~SI = 50 waves 
Surface Radius Thickness Radius Thickness 

1 35.624351 6.530223 37.225445 14 
2 91.590605 0.1 79.411387 5.228983 
3 24.407210 2.2 -82.518539 2 
4 17.988587 17.341181 35.406180 1.874502 

Stop Infinity 9.190848 Infinity 3.273907 
6 -53.791867 3.405800 29.145636 2 
7 71.841881 4.338830 28.934680 1.515383 
8 196.175029 14 75.342179 4.058251 
9 -37.060525 79.033414 -58.993925 81.118373 
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